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Abstract 
This research is aimed at contributing to knowledge about early childhood education (ECE) 

nature programs for children aged two to five years old. In the research, three cases that embed 

eight early childhood nature programs were examined in British Columbia (BC). This research is 

applied and interdisciplinary. The research questions address why nature education is important 

in educating young children. A qualitative approach was used to identify the relevant data 

outlined in this dissertation. Data was collected at individual case study programs and then 

analyzed through thematic analysis, coding of materials, field observations, and researcher 

reflections. The key findings determined that: (1) nature exposure helps reconnect children to 

nature; and (2) there are social benefits of that reconnection that positively affect children’s 

development, happiness, and health. Findings also indicated that to realize these outcomes, 

operators and educators of nature programs- have a breadth and depth of leadership that 

demonstrated both a vision and a mission of how to facilitate children’s experiences in nature. In 

the research process, limitations were identified alongside ethical considerations, to inform the 

completed research. Findings from this study will be disseminated to interested early childhood 

professionals. This knowledge dissemination is key to building nature education capacity in ECE 

programs.  

 

 

Key Words: nature, methodology, case study, children, early childhood education, nature 
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	   	   	   Chapter One: In Nature Where Hearts are Rooted	  
	  

Using a multiple case study design, in this study I explored how ECE programs integrate 

nature learning. The goals of this research were: (1) to increase supportive material for 

curriculum development by identifying elements of quality practice within ECE nature programs 

in British Columbia, Canada; (2) to better understand young children’s development and learning 

in nature; and, (3) to contribute to the field of nature education in ECE programs in alignment 

with The National Association for the Education of Young Children’s (NAEYC) directive. This 

directive stresses that the “sharing of research knowledge, helps early childhood educators 

understand and use research, and promotes collaboration between practitioners and researchers” 

as well as promoting the development of a new generation of early childhood educators 

(NAEYC, 2016, p. 1). During this time of emergence for the field of nature education in ECE in 

Canada, research conducted will be central to the creation of new ways to implement curriculum, 

leadership, training, and opportunities for children and educators in nature.  

Research data was collected via an exploratory multiple case study of three cases with 

eight nature programs. This methodology allowed collection of eight programs data rich in facts, 

opinion, and general ideas on nature programs in “real world” ECE practice. A bird’s eye view 

was used to describe these nature programs. This applied interdisciplinary research approach, 

allowed connections to be made amongst multiple branches of knowledge, which led to new 

knowledge in support of ECE practice and ultimately young children’s health, growth, and 

development. All of this was driven by the goals and purpose of the current study.  

The process of the current study included: 

1. Comparison of the similarities and differences in a limited sample of ECE nature 

programs, with a goal to better understand nature programs within the real world context. 
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2. Identification of practices in nature programs that connect children, educators, and parents 

to nature.  

This understanding of the importance of research as a contribution to the field of nature education 

for young children inspired the following research questions: 

Research Questions 
1. Why do early childhood educators use nature as a source of learning and inquiry in 

early childhood education programs?  

2. What is nature education in early childhood?   

3. How are early childhood educators trained in nature education? 

 

Figure	  1.1:	  Venn	  diagram	  of	  research	  questions.	  

	  
Nature Based Childcare Programs in British Columbia 
 Nature programs in British Columbia (BC) Canada have established intermittently over 

approximately the last five years. As the programs have evolved so have training, practices, and 

procedures along with safety considerations and risk mitigation. In BC it appears some of the 
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initial programs and pioneers were the Victoria Nature School in Victoria, BC, Fresh Air 

Learning in Vancouver, BC, the Tofino Nature School in Tofino, BC, and the Forest School 

Canada Organization. In recent years the Okanagan College and the Canadian Childcare 

Federation have joined with the Lawson Foundation to provide resources and training for 

educators. The Forest School Canada identifies on its website current nature programs practicing 

across Canada. The Forest School Canada “is the flagship educational project of the Child and 

Nature Alliance” and offers a variety of professional development opportunities for Educators to 

support outdoor learning (Forest School Canada, p. 1, website). The nature programs at the field 

sites for the current purposes were either licensed childcare based or non-licensed recreation 

based programs. Described below are the two types of governance overseeing the program 

delivery. The two types of governance explicitly guide how programs operate through their 

governance structures.  

Community Childcare Licensing-Health Authorities, Licensed Childcare Settings 
 The Community Care and Assisted Living Act: Childcare Licensing Regulations outline 

the legislation set by the British Columbia (BC) Provincial Government as the guidelines and 

standards that govern licensed childcare providers in the Province of BC. Facilities are to 

maintain adherence to licensing regulations and are to follow the legislation set out in the 

childcare regulations. Childcare facilities are inspected on these regulations. Specifically, a 

Medical Health Officer or designated Child Care Licensing officer, “appointed under the Health 

Act, has explicit duties under the Community Care and Assisted Living Act such as issuing 

licenses, inspecting licensed facilities and investigating complaints that an unlicensed facility is 

being operated” (VIHA, 2017, p.1). Childcare is defined under the regulation as “supervision that 

is provided to a child through a prescribed program” (p. 1). This includes: “Group Child Care 

(under 36 months); Group Child Care (30 months to school age); Preschool (30 months to school 
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age); Group Child Care (School Age); Family Child Care; Multi Age Child Care; In Home Multi 

Age Child Care; Occasional Child Care” (VIHA, 2017). On a daily basis, childcare licensees 

have a responsibility to ensure the spirit, dignity, and the well-being of children in licensed 

childcare programs. These licensees are the gatekeepers for all that happens in their programs. 

This is my lived experience, as I have been a licensee of eleven childcare programs since 2003 

and before that as a manager of various childcare programs since 1995. Four of the eight nature 

programs visited for the current research were licensed childcare programs. All eight programs 

embodied the responsibility of ensuring children’s spirit, dignity, and well-being.  

Recreation Programs 
Recreation programs in BC are guided, rather than regulated, by the BC Recreation & 

Parks Association. For recreation-based programs two pages outline the parks and recreation 

guidelines that cover the Guidelines for Recreation Programs for children aged five and under. 

The basic set of recreation criteria outlines administration; instructor training; facility use; 

instructor ratios and schedules. This is recreation based rather than education based. Notably, 

recreation programs are covered as an exemption to the Child Care Licensing Regulation Act. 

Division 2-Exemptions from the Act exempt certain programs, outlined here under section three: 

3  (1) Subject to subsections (2) and (2.1), the following are exempt from the Act: 
 
(a) an early learning program within the meaning of the School Act; 

(b) a course of activity or study for children that has the promotion of specific 

recreational, artistic, musical or athletic skills, or religious instruction, as its only purpose. 

Community Care and Assisted Living Act: Childcare Licensing Regulations (The 

Province of BC, p. 3, 2007).  

The Community Care and Assisted Living Act: Child Care Licensing Regulation further 
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differentiates childcare programs from recreation-based programs by stating terms that are 

prohibited and only available for use by childcare licensees: 

4 A person who does not hold a license must not do any of the following in relation to a  

Program for children: 

(a) use any of the following phrases in any part of the title or advertising of the program: 
 

(i) Group Child Care; 

(ii) Preschool; 

(iii) Family Child Care; 

(iv) Occasional Child Care; 

(v) Multi-Age Child Care; 

(vi) In-Home Multi-Age Child Care; 

(b) imply, directly or indirectly, in any part of the title or advertising of the program, that 

the primary purpose of the program is to provide care that is regulated under the Act.  

Statement of the Problem 

Within my research, methods used to train early childhood educators and the experiences 

of early childhood educators in BC trained in nature education were examined through 

observations and interviews, a comparison of what is happening in nature education in early 

childhood. This research was qualitative and participatory with a focus on learning more about 

nature education in early childhood, educator training, and nature education benefits. The current 

research was somewhat limited by the newness of nature education as an emerging programmatic 

direction of early childhood centres in BC. The intended end use is to support training of 

educators and to promote nature education programming across BC.  
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For the purposes of this research the focus is on the shift in educators’ practice to 

integrate nature pedagogy in ECE programs. Pinpointing, explaining, and discussing this shift 

may help educators move through the transition to integrating enriched, sustainable nature 

education in their early childhood programming. 

The Researcher 
My positionality in this study includes my experiences living and working in northern and 

southern BC communities as well as in the East Vancouver housing projects in the early 1990’s. 

Additional experiences include overcoming medical challenges, being resilient and resourceful, 

and travelling in BC and Australia. Prior to my current journey as a RRU social sciences doctoral 

student and researcher, I completed an M.A. in Educational Management and Leadership at RRU 

(June 2014). I am currently practicing in the ECE field as an administrator and business owner in 

the West Kootenays serving over 250 families, and employing 26 staff members across two 

agencies and ten licensed ECE programs. Since 1992 my life’s work was in early childhood 

education. The place I hold in my ECE community affects how I think about the world and has 

an impact on my approach to research. I wish to be part of the evolving nature education 

movement in BC that supports and educates early childhood educators to deliver ECE nature 

knowledge that helps connect children and educators to nature. And further, I wish to share my 

research directly in my early childhood programs to build on best practices, resources and tools. 

How a person is socially positioned, through “gender, ethnicity, social class, faith 

background, sexuality,” poverty, and health status may indicate social reality being relative as a 

researcher (Wellington et al, 2005, p. 6). My upbringing is Canadian and privileged. To be 

Canadian contributes to my understanding and reality as I move forward with my research 

activities. I am a Caucasian 46-year-old female, middle class non-religious person, I am the 

mother to two teenage boys: Kaden and Ryan; wife to Dave; sister to Cheryl and Rich; daughter 
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to Leslie and Ernie; auntie to Kellen. Research is shaped by our positionality, where we come 

from, what role we play in community. Essentially the position the researcher takes is within the 

framework of his/her research study, “as the bricoleur” (Karatas-Ozkan & Murphy, 2010, p. 455). 

This positionality will impact my research study, as I test out the robustness of the ECE field’s 

perceptions, interpretations, and motivations while maintaining sensitivity in the research inquiry. 

As the bricoleur, my position is framed within this research opportunity to find out what other 

educators feel is important and what knowledge and experiences early childhood educators draw 

upon in the field today. 

Positioning the researcher. Many life moments define my makeup as a human being. These 

moments have shaped my development into the person I am today. From the time of conception 

to where I stand today, events, journeys, stories, facts, and perceptions have moulded me, as a 

human being, generally, and as a research student at Royal Roads University, specifically. As a 

reflective learner, I know who I am. In 1992 I was trained as an early childhood educator, and in 

2015 I began my journey to become a social scientist. It is in this context that I work to 

understand my life influences and how they have contributed to me being the person I am. The 

experiences directly affect my role as a researcher, in particular in the position I take in the 

multiple case researches.  

My history. In 1971 I was born ten weeks early, weighing in at 2lb 7oz, in Terrace, British 

Columbia (BC). Remarkably, at the time, I was the smallest baby born in BC to survive at a low 

birth weight. At nine months old, weighing 9 pounds, I had open-heart surgery at BC Children’s 

Hospital in Vancouver, BC. During the first year of life, I overcame many hardships; I was in an 

incubator for two months, had jaundice, heart surgery and wore foot braces to reshape my foot 

that was turned out. My early years were spent in Nass Camp, then Terrace BC, with my family. 
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Terrace is a mid-sized northern town with a large First Nations population from the neighboring 

Nisga’a and resident Kitselas and Kitsumkalum First Nations. As the oldest child in my family, I 

helped with two younger siblings. Being in the forest and spending time in nature fishing and 

camping were key family activities. During school I was very social and enjoyed my formative 

years with friends and family.  

Largely, my parents did not counsel me on what I should become after high school. When 

my grandmother passed away she left me a small amount of money that I used to further my 

education. From an early age I always had what felt like a natural ability with children, and so I 

took to a career in early childhood development. Before taking the leap to early childhood 

training in college, however, I took a break after high school to travel to Australia for a few 

months. Upon my return, I resumed working as an assistant manager at McDonald’s Restaurant 

receiving excellent business management training in the process. When I was 20 years old, I left 

the northern life and moved to Vancouver, BC, where I practiced as an early childhood educator 

for two years in the East Vancouver housing projects. The east side experience provided many 

real learning lessons about children and families living in poverty, life challenges, and addictions. 

Shortly after that, my husband Dave and I moved to the West Kootenays, where we have lived 

ever since.  

Overall, I am resilient, reliable, and hardworking. Over the last two years I have had 

significant health challenges. This health decline and subsequent road to recovery caused a shift 

in my thinking and a recalibration of life’s normal. I have learned that when one’s health 

declines, one feels less resilient and more vulnerable. My areas of strength and areas of need have 

a large impact on my position as a social science researcher.  

According to Atkin (2004),  
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positionality takes account of the risk that the objectivist neutrality of any observer of 

human behavior may in reality be skewed by their personal characteristics (race, class, 

ideology) and by their relationships with their subjects of observation. The subtle 

negotiation of power between observer and observed is material in the nature, quantity 

and quality of the data retrieved, and at the very least it is therefore incumbent upon 

researchers to reflect on their own position in the process of research. (pp. 2–3) 

Nature education in Canada resonates with many Canadian parents who explored the outdoors 

during their own childhoods. My own childhood memories included fishing explorations on the 

Nass River, camping on Queen Charlotte Island (Haida Gwaii), making mud pies in the 

neighbors’ yard, going into a vacant field to pick flowers, and having a game of kick the can with 

the neighborhood kids before supper, then heading in to watch the World of Disney at 7 p.m. on 

Sunday evenings. Such outdoor, neighborhood experiences in BC informed the lives of many 

children. Children worked well together, looked out for younger children, and kept everyone safe. 

The sense of community was strong, as were peer connections made in nature. In today’s context 

in Canada, forest schools attempt to emulate this kind of nature-connection learning. 

The purpose of this multiple case study was to explore a sample of early childhood nature 

programs to discover how nature education is implemented with young children in early years 

learning- link to RQ. This research examined licensed childcare and recreation programs for 

young children in outdoor nature spaces. As the researcher, I had research questions guiding my 

exploration and goals as I visited early childhood programs offering nature education. This 

minimized researcher bias, as I was not set on what the outcome should be. I was curious about 

what nature programs solely offered outside entail. From my lived ECE experience in the ECE 

field, when children attend ECE programs they all go outside, for certain periods, to play in their 
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licensed-childcare playgrounds. When I started this research in 2015, I could not think of any 

centres, including the ones I run, that have farm animals or take the children out in a regional 

park every day for three hours at a stretch, or are strictly outside for the whole duration of the 

day. I wondered if the childcare centres could do a better job at facilitating more time in nature 

for their child participants. Educators know about the nature concept. Yet to truly offer to 

children the full nature experience within safe outdoor environments is not an easy 

accomplishment. I was curious about the programs that were doing this, and about what they look 

like? How were the educators trained? How did they augment their knowledge? Do educators 

independently seek out nature-education knowledge and simply make it happen? These questions 

led me on my research journey. 

Limitations of the Research Study  
There are four limitations to this research study. First, only directors and educators will be 

directly interviewed. Second, Parents of children enrolled in nature education programs will not 

be interviewed. Third, children in programs will not be interviewed. Fourth, time spent in each 

nature program will be limited. Therefore not all aspects of the nature programs will be 

represented. Yin (2003) and Stake (1995) suggest researchers place boundaries on cases. This 

case study will be bound by time from August 2016 to December 2017 in BC and defined by 

ECE nature education phenomenon (Creswell, 2003; Stake; Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 
  The purpose of this multiple case study was to explore nature education in early 

childhood education programs. These programs have emerged to encourage young children’s 

participation in nature in their early years. Program coordinators believe that children exposed to 

nature programs at a young age will develop skillsets that enable them to be earth-friendly and 

will thus be lifelong lovers of and participants in nature. In order to better understand nature 

programs, the current research looks at how the early childhood education setting works to 

facilitate connection to nature. I conducted a review of the literature that explores the connections 

between children, nature education, and early childhood education. While conducting the review, 

two frameworks, Forest and Nature School in Canada’s A Head, Heart, Hands Approach to 

Outdoor Learning (2014) and The Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs’ 

Guidelines for Excellence (NAAEE, 2010) emerged to guide data collection and an approach to 

studying the three research questions central to this study. These frameworks explain best 

practices in nature education in the early years. 

The Benefits of Nature Experiences 
Richard Louv is a pioneer in the nature education movement. Louv is a popular author on 

the subject and has written books to inspire getting children back to nature. Nature education 

programs—childcare businesses engaging nature as a partner—take the next step to ensure 

people in every neighborhood have everyday access to natural spaces, places, and experiences. 

Nature benefits “do not stop at the workplace, or with employee retreats, or even design, but 

extend directly in the workplace, the service economy, and retail trade, which can in turn reshape 

cities and commercial areas” (Louv, 2011, pp. 191, 269). Nature-based childcare programs add 

educational value to the natural world, strengthening “human care for nature, while enhancing 
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human intelligence, health, and well-being, then that relationship—that business—is not only 

moral, but truly nature smart” (p. 196).  

Louv promotes time spent in nature as he has found that “trails, paths, and parks—are the 

sites of most delightful places: the sounds that people associate with their delightful place most 

often are water, the wind, silence, people talking, and birds” (p. 96). The most common smells 

Louv mentions related to delight are those of the earth, water, flowers, and wild growing and 

garden-fresh foods (p. 96). Overall, Louv suggests “full immersion in our own bioregion, 

encourage immediate changes, long term policies, that create nature and encourage higher human 

diversity where we live” (p. 99). As “rural life in beautiful places can be good for you,” Louv 

encourages us to bring more nature into our homes and yards to help us define our own special, 

natural places (p. 95; 99). 

Relationships with nature tend to influence human-to-human interactions; specifically, 

growing and preserving the bonds we have with one another in our human communities 

(Manning & Ratey, 2014, p. 139). “Human kindness in the natural world increases more 

psychological benefits to human beings by increasing participants’ capacities to cooperate and 

trust others” (Manning & Ratey, 2014, p. 111). While researcher Rick Kool from Royal Roads 

University, states that “simply getting people together, outside, working in a caring capacity with 

nature, … may be as important as the healing of nature itself” (cited in Louv, p. 1, 2013). 

Manning and Ratey contend “exposure to the natural environment leads people to nurture close 

relationships with fellow human beings, to value community, and to be more generous with 

money” (2014, p. 111).  

Rather than focusing on wealth and fame, nature-connected people may “develop a 

natural sense of place for their own well-being” and the leaders of a centre (in the case of this 
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study) “or a bioregion that crosses manmade borders can become more purposeful by identifying 

the unique natural qualities of their bioregion” (Louv, 2011, pp. 111, 122). Louv further contends 

that “every bioregion should establish the economic importance of nature experiences for 

children and adults” through parks, open spaces, calming places to sit and think, vegetable 

gardens, fruit trees, and apiaries—accessible to all (pp. 126; 127). The benefits of spending time 

in nature are many and varied. In the context of this study, researchers have found that children 

who spend quality, positive time in nature are rewarded neurologically.  

Neuroscience and Experiences in Nature 
As I explored the realm of early childhood education and neuroscience, I gained a deeper 

understanding of the influence educators have in their interactions with young children. 

Connections and exchanges that take place within childcare environments come to influence 

everything within our communities. All educators make choices—sometimes clear ones, 

sometimes-unclear ones—about how they practice. Educators who decide to shift their practices 

so they can engage in nature education are making a conscious choice to influence the human 

development of the children in their care. In such a shift, educators tap into nature’s design, as 

children were born to move in natural, wide-open spaces. These educators have an emerging 

realization that establishing habits of being in nature—caring for other animals, for plants, and 

thus for all of Earth—involves a set of broad behaviors that are in fact foundational to healthy 

brain behaviors.  

“The human brain is the most complicated and profound organ ever” (Manning & Ratey, 

2014, p. 8). The brain uses tools and resources to support daily activities. Manning and Ratey 

explain, “the purpose of the brain is to allow movement, locomotion, coordination, and 

manipulation” (p. 9). Children become very good at the skills they practice, given time in and 

exposure to nature. Perhaps this brain development in response to playing in the natural world 
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serves as a framework on which children can hang the skills they learn in the early years. Each of 

the play activities they undertake in nature serves to support their growing brains. Educators are 

there to supply support “in meaningful, measurable, tangible ways that support the brain’s ability 

to light up that hyper-charged network of neural pathways” (p. 9). The neural pathways sponsor 

and record children’s well-being and ultimately their ability to connect to other humans (p. 9). 

Early childhood development is above all about the child’s brain development, which is complex 

and diverse. 

The brain has everything to do with learning (Anaka, 2005, p. 2). To grow young 

children’s brains requires many key ingredients. To support how the brain learns best, educators 

must promote success as they enrich children’s brains through programming. Through training in 

concepts and theories related to brain awareness, compatible instruction strategies, and brain 

nourishment, educators learn how best to support young children’s brains. 

Early childhood educators play key leading roles in supporting young children’s growth 

and development. Learning starts with managing children’s brain states (Anaka, 2005, p. 13). 

This is done through teaching and learning. Brain states are a combination of health, moods, 

chemistry, thoughts, and feelings (p. 13). Educators manage brain states by employing strategies 

that “increase attention and retention, advance knowledge, and support students to learn” (p. 13). 

Educators can further enhance “top brain states through: movement and exercise, questions, 

curiosity, anticipation, challenge, and relaxed alertness” (p. 13). Children exploring in nature will 

naturally use these brain states during their adventures. The different ways in which children 

receive information are called learning styles. There are three major modes of learning styles: 

visual, auditory, and kinesthetic (p. 16). Educators can have a significant impact on children’s 

learning processes by incorporating brain-gym techniques into programming, as well as by 
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knowing about brain chemistry (pp. 18- 20; 23). Anaka encourages educators “to ask superstar 

questions to re-engage children’s attention and entry into a learning state” (p. 15). Anaka asserts 

the brain is always paying attention yet needs educators to engage in “state changers” with 

questions such as “what if?” (p. 15). For example, the question “What if frogs could fly?” 

engages children and changes their brain states. Anaka contends, “The brain is especially 

engaged when it is guessing” and is supported by children’s own questions (p. 15). When playing 

in nature, children are kept guessing and engaged by their surroundings.  

Anaka (2005) further reasons that children’s learning is supported through the physical 

gestures—which enhance meaning—used when educators speak to children (p. 38). Children 

come to imitate educators’ gestures when displaying their knowledge, showing that gestures 

enhance comprehension. Like children copying their teachers’ gestures, mirror neurons, found in 

the front of the brain copy what they see. Memories—learnings—are laid down via links in your 

brain and “the connections between neurons and the patterns that these connections make. The 

more you practice and rehearse, the more you can remember,” so make a mistake, and then try 

again. This is how learning happens—the brain “is not designed to get things the first time” (p. 

39). A child’s learning “experiences challenge the ability of the brain to formulate new ideas, to 

integrate information, and to respond actively” (p. 39). Within the natural environment, children 

have opportunities to make personal connections with what they are experiencing, seeing, and 

learning. 	  

There is a lot to be learned from Doidge’s The Brain’s Way of Healing (2015). Doidge 

teaches that brain capacities are highly dynamic and adaptable; learning occurs as brain 

connections among nerve cells increase. “Learning can ‘switch on’ genes that change neural 

structure” (p. xvi). Essentially, this mental activity shapes the brain (p. xvi). The brain has “the 
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ability to shift and change, as it is plastic, and this neuroplasticity allows it to restore to its 

rightful place in human life” (p. xvi). The brain is able to form and reform connections, moment-

by-moment, through its own source of healing and adaptability. This is important to know, since 

educators support children’s growth and development.  

Activity and movement is important on a daily basis in early childhood as neuron 

connections are weakened and lost over time when not used (Doidge, 2015, p. 8). Doidge has 

found that when children are not regularly in nature, “the general principle of plasticity as a use-

it-or-lose-it phenomenon” applies (p. 8). Neurons may be taken over and used for mental tasks 

unrelated to exercise and experiences in nature (p. 8). There is an “ongoing competition for 

cortical real estate, because the activities the brain performs regularly take up more and more 

space in the brain by ‘stealing’ resources from other areas” such as “thoughts, sensations, images, 

memories, movements, emotions, and beliefs” (p. 11). These resources can be used to help cope 

with or eliminate pain later in life. Therefore, outdoor exercise is encouraged and promoted. 

Walking may trigger a neuroplastic change in the brain (Ratey, 2008, p. 36). Walking is proven 

to be “one of the most powerful neuroplastic inventions,” for as a person walks fast, new cells in 

the hippocampus are produced (p. 78). The hippocampus plays a key role in turning short-term 

memories into long-term ones (p. 78). These neuron connections are highly dynamic in children’s 

brains. 

Canadian psychologist Donald Hebb brought home laboratory rats to roam freely around 

his living room as pets (Doidge, 2015, p. 79). Hebb showed that those rats performed better on 

problem-solving tests than those raised in cages. The psychologist Mark Rosenzweig was “able 

to show that the animals raised in enriched environments developed more neuroplastic changes in 

their brains and produced more neurotransmitters, compared with those raised in typical rat or 
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mouse cages” (p. 79). Doidge further theorized “the number of neurons doubled as a result of fast 

walking when venturing into a new different environment requiring exploration and new 

learning, sparking what he calls anticipatory proliferation” (p. 79). The hope is that further 

experiments will show the rats will, “with proper exercise and cognitive stimulation through their 

life cycle, develop a cognitive reserve—extra ‘backup’ brain connections—that protects against 

their developing disorders, or helps to compensate for whatever damage is triggered by a person’s 

genetic predisposition to a neurodegenerative illness” (p. 82). This is encouraging research as 

connections between brains, bodies, and exercise are made. Through this research, early 

childhood educators and interested others can make connections between the important of time 

spent playing in nature and brain development 

Natural landscapes are an important part of the physical design of childcare settings as 

they typically provide learning opportunities for sensory experiences, active play, risk taking, 

problem solving, and physical and social competence (Bos, 2005; Dent, 2013; Hewes, 2006; 

Louv, 2005;). Keeler (2008) asserts, “beauty and surprise should be the basis of every child’s 

environment—every direction a child looks at should be filled with materials and structures that 

inspire curiosity and delight” (p. 51). Outdoor play environments can fill children’s souls with the 

joy of nature, as nature is a sheer sensory experience (Wilson, 2007). When maximizing outdoor 

play opportunities, early childhood educators tend to use natural materials, as children must learn 

to judge risks, gauge their limits, and practice responsibility. Child development expert Dent 

(2013) champions outdoor natural spaces as they support brain development in children. 

Children’s brains “are changed by experience and good experiences are required for good brain 

development and expression of genetic potential. Most of the brain’s development after birth is 
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dependent on experience, which needs to be repetitive, consistent and in a context of emotional 

and social security” (Dent, 2013, p. 26).  

Brain development is critical to children’s growth; overall health, which includes 

exposure to natural environments, is key to support the brain’s growth. Children react to 

responsive environments where their inclinations, needs, and curiosities are met, nurtured, and 

encouraged. When children are in such environments, brain synapses are created and grow 

strong. Educators can make the shift to spending more time outdoors in nature to allow for these 

opportunities. This is much the same as planting a seed, watering it, nurturing it to create roots 

and brain synapses—for children and educators. 

Children’s Physical and Neurological Health—Inextricably Linked  
The developmental significance of children’s contact with nature and its positive impact 

on children’s physical and mental well-being is clear (Bos, 2005; Hewes, 2006; Kahn, 1999; 

Louv, 2005). Various research has been conducted relative to nature education and why nature 

curriculum is important for young children (Davis, 2009; Elliott, 2014). Today’s children often 

have limited opportunities to connect with nature as they spend more time in front of screens than 

they do being physically active outside (Louv, 2005; Natural Learning Initiative, 2012). Modern 

families are busier than families once were, eat more processed foods, and lack physical activity 

(Natural Learning Initiative, 2012, p. 1). Research has shown that nature education has many 

health benefits, including improved motor skills, reduced symptoms of Attention Deficit 

Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), better problem-solving skills, improved eye sight, and less 

obesity (St. Antoine cited in Louv, 2013). For example, children are less likely to require glasses 

for near-sightedness or myopia when they spend time in nature, compared to peers who do not 

spend time in nature (Natural Learning Initiative, 2012). The literature on nature education 

suggests that a lack of appropriate outdoor space and dedicated time in nature, as well as a 
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shortage of teachings in nature, fail today’s children. Specifically, children’s mental health is 

failing, obesity is unequaled, many children only play indoors, and the diagnoses of ADHD are 

prevalent in today’s society (Louv, 2005). These health concerns include sleep issues as a result 

of vitamin D deficiency, lack of spectrum light that regulates melatonin and sleep cycles, and 

lack of exposure to microbes that support and challenge immune systems (Manning & Ratey, 

2014, p. 178). Researchers have found that in children and adults a “lack of vitamin D can lead to 

increased risk of colon, breast, and prostate cancer; high blood pressure and heart disease; 

osteoarthritis; and autoimmune disorders” (p. 185). Manning and Ratey suggest the deficiency 

can be redirected by simply spending more time outdoors in the sun (p. 185). As a natural benefit 

of being outdoors, an increase in vitamin D would help eliminate sleep disorders.  

Listening to birds sing, digging in the dirt, basking in the sun, chasing a butterfly, rolling 

down a grassy hill—this is what humans need to be well. When children get their blood pumping, 

the brain functions best as the whole point of exercise is to build and condition the brain 

(Manning & Ratey, 2014, p. 3). Ratey further explains, “exercise increases levels of serotonin, 

norepinephrine, and dopamine—important neurotransmitters that traffic in thoughts and 

emotions” (p. 5). Returning to neurons and repetitive activity, Ratey states, the brain works best 

through use, “like muscles do, growing with use, withering with inactivity. The neurons in the 

brain connect to one another through ‘leaves’ on treelike branches, and exercise causes those 

branches to grow and bloom with new buds, thus enhancing brain function at a fundamental 

level” (p. 5). These pathways allow children’s lives to take shape. Nature education can benefit 

can benefit children when educators foster learning and development, creating natural play 

spaces, and developing children’s health and leadership skills (World Forum Foundation, 2008).  
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Young children require the right combination of ingredients to support their growth and 

development. The basic ingredients include movement, diet, exercise, clean air, and sleep. Anaka 

(2005) explains, “movement is king” as human bodies are not meant to be stationary; they are 

meant to be active (p. 2). As learning requires energy, educators are encouraged to set up gross-

motor opportunities, encourage water consumption and a well-rounded diet full of brain foods: 

fish, fax seeds, hemp seeds, avocadoes, olive oil, blueberries, and walnuts (p. 6).  

 Exercise and movement is key because the brain builds circuits [and] more brain circuits’ 

means more brainpower (p. 2). Young children need to alternate between active and sedentary 

learning activities (Anaka, 2005, p. 3; World Forum, 2005). The brain learns best through 

movement. Children’s movements can be encouraged through ball play, bikes, jumping, 

trampolines, running, throwing, pull-ups, and pushups (Anaka, p. 3; Manning & Ratey, 2014). 

The use of the entire body in movements promotes the health of the whole body (p. 120). 

Movement keeps young children’s bodies healthy as the biochemistry pathways between the 

brain and muscles are travelled. You must move and be nimble rather than simply be exercising 

(p. 114), and this is achieved through the right combination of ingredients. 

Children are active beings. Children are born to move. Children are born to play. Ratey 

(2014) states “to keep our brains at peak performance, our bodies need to work hard” (p. 4). This 

movement allows children’s brains to access the tools needed to learn in a body-brain connection: 

the pattern of balance between comfort and exploration of the unknown is how brains are built 

(Manning & Ratey, 2014, p. 13). If children engage in movement throughout the day, they will 

build connections between their brains and physical exercise and the outdoors. Movement 

improves how children’s brains function. In short children are happier, healthier, and more alert if 

they are active. Active children are better prepared to learn, as “senses are heightened; focus and 
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mood improved; less fidgety and tense; feel more motivated” (p. 35). Ratey states, “exercise 

influences learning directly, at the cellular level, improving the brain’s potential to log in and 

process new information” (p. 35). It is no wonder that early childhood educators are turning to 

nature education as a way to support children in their whole-body development. 

Nature Education in Early Childhood Education in Canada 
Nature education is emerging as a way of practice in early childhood education (ECE) 

programs throughout Canada. At present there are small pockets of nature programs operating in 

BC, but there are limited or non-existent education opportunities for educators. Furthermore, no 

professional regulatory ECE standards exist in BC for ECE nature programs. The current 

research explores ECE nature education by means of resources, pedagogy, leadership, and a 

network of support for nature educators, including nature-educator training and/or professional 

development. Early childhood research “gives early childhood practitioners and policymakers 

essential knowledge to use in making decisions on behalf of young children and families. The 

goal is to integrate the best available research evidence with the wisdom and values of 

professionals” (NAEYC, n.d., p. 1) to connect children and educators to nature.   

Educators have an ethical responsibility to give children the best possible start in life, to 

teach them about the earth they live on, and positively affect children’s health and well-being. 

Nature education achieves this. Louv (2005) supports this notion along with Burbank who shares: 

Every child should have mud pies, grasshoppers, water bugs, tadpoles, mud turtles, 

elderberries, wild strawberries, acorns, chestnuts, trees to climb, brooks to wade in, water 

lilies, woodchucks, bats, bees, butterflies, various animals to pet, hayfields, pine cones, 

rocks to roll, sand, snakes, huckleberries, and hornets, and any child who has been 

deprived of these has been deprived of the best part of his education. (As cited in Louv, 
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2005) 

Louv states this current “generation is the first to be raised without meaningful contact with the 

natural world” (2005). Educators have the ability to shift this and make a difference.  

At present, it appears that few Canadian early childhood organizations study nature 

education for young children. This lack of studies and literature impacts what we know in a broad 

sense about young children in early learning nature settings. Although there are many studies 

about the benefits of connecting children with nature, there is little Canadian literature 

documenting how early childhood centers incorporate nature curriculum into early learning 

settings. It is known that embracing nature to enhance children’s learning affects a shift in 

practice and leadership to support children’s learning opportunities. Children, families, and 

educators will benefit from these case studies in nature education.   

Forest School Contexts 
Forest School started in Denmark in the 1950’s. Nature programs for young children aged 

2-5 years old, also known as Forest Schools, in Canada have gained ground and are emerging in 

BC over the last decade. Knight (2009), a United Kingdom (UK) author, relates that forest school 

experiences: a) are offered in the woods, b) happen in a safe space where “children learn to assess 

and take manageable risks” (p. 15), c) occur over time, d) involve children going out in all 

weather (managed by good outdoor gear), e) rely on trust, f) are child-led and -initiated learning 

situations, g) celebrate each season, and h) have trained staff (p. 30). Exercise, fresh air, and 

learning are what forest schools are all about (p. 30). Forest schools have an “impact on social 

development dispositions and attitudes; self-confidence and self-esteem; making relationships; 

behavior and self-control; self-care and sense of community; language and communication; 

motivation and concentration; physical and social skills; knowledge and understanding; new 

perspectives” (p. 37–39). Knight sums up her description of UK forest schools by stating: 
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“parents, educators, other adults, institutions—the culture itself—may say one thing to children 

about nature’s gifts, but so many of our actions and messages—especially the one we cannot hear 

ourselves deliver—are different” (p. 39). Forest school experiences encourage children’s outdoor 

participation and learning experiences outdoors. 

Knight (2009) specifically defines what makes a forest school: fresh air, exercise, and 

learning while children develop skills in physical and social development. Forest schools 

promote nature benefits to children, young people, and communities through specific outcomes. 

Many early childhood educators who wish to explore a new and exciting way of working 

outdoors are interested in forest schools (Knight, 2009, p. 1). The hands-on experiences in forest-

school outdoor classrooms help children grow and experience a deeper understanding of nature. 

Knight believes forest schools provide an appropriate experience for children in the early years, a 

way of organized learning outdoors, a way of being in a special place for a certain amount of time 

every week (p. 2).  

The Forest School Canada guide (2014) promotes the following characteristics for forest 

and nature schools, which aim to promote children’s development and learning in a variety of 

spaces, including local forests, creeks, meadows, prairie grasses, mountains, shorelines, tundra, 

natural playgrounds, and outdoor classrooms (pp. 21–22).  Children are seen as competent and 

capable learners as they participate in regular and repeated sessions in the same natural spaces 

with a supportive and knowledgeable early childhood educator (pp. 21–22). This participation is 

entrenched in building an ongoing relationship to place and on principles of place-based 

education in healthy, diverse communities (pp. 21–22).  In the role of facilitator, forest and nature 

school practitioners are established in and committed to forest and nature school pedagogical 

theory and practical skills. This pedagogy champions the natural forest’s “loose parts” (rocks, 
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twigs, leaves, and so on) and materials to foster children’s curiosity, experiential, inquiry-based, 

play-based, and place-based learning approaches (pp. 21–22) 

Warden (2015) expands the list of characteristics fostered by nature education to include a 

sense of social justice, inclusivity, reflexivity, and personal ownership of learning. Warden 

advocates social justice for children and encourages them to reach their potential within the social 

setting in nature, often within mixed age groups (p. 20). Warden speaks to the flexibility 

educators require in order to meet children where they are to problem solve the daily routine. 

Educators must have an understanding, an ability to be reflexive, an intuitiveness to be adaptable 

and resilient. Within a nature context, with flexible and resilient teachers, children and educators 

both come to an ownership of learning where “relationships can develop and deepen in a way that 

is more responsible and adaptable” (p. 24).  

Nature Education Benefits Children 
	   The social and health benefits for children who take part in nature education programs 

include brain growth and development. Kellert (2005) writes that nature education promotes a 

strong holistic foundation that stays with children for life. He suggests “nature is important to 

children’s development in every major way—intellectually, emotionally, socially, spiritually, and 

physically” (p. 2). Furthermore, Burdette and Whitaker (2005) surmise “people are better able to 

get along with others and are healthier and happier when they have regular opportunities for free 

and unstructured play in the out-of-doors” (p. 2). And Bell and Dyment (2006) reiterate, children 

who experience “diverse natural settings are more physically active, more aware of nutrition, 

more civil to one another and more creative” (as cited in Natural Learning Initiative, 2005, p. 2). 

These experiences are important as “children are disappearing from the outdoors at a rate that 

would make them top of any conservationist’s list of endangered species if they were any other 
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members of the animal kingdom” (Gill, p. 1, 2008). Educators can shift this by supporting 

children’s participation in nature settings.  

  As it becomes more widely acknowledged that nature learning positively impacts children 

throughout their early years and well into their adult lives, educators have become increasingly 

focused on fostering a deep love of the outdoors through the childhood joys of nature play 

(Finch, 2005). Early childhood educators’ benefit from rediscovering the advantages of paying 

attention to nature and taking action to strengthen children’s connections to nature (World Forum 

Foundation, 2008). The World Forum Foundation suggests that educators need to take a close 

look at reconnecting children with nature learning (2008). Nature learning includes both 

“spontaneous and intentional learning experiences that occur when young children interact with 

their natural environment” (World Forum Foundation, 2008, p. 3), both of which cannot happen 

inside classrooms. Through outdoor experiences in the natural world, children gain a shared sense 

of community and a stake in their environment that translates into environmental stewardship as 

well as a sense of safety in the world, and a desire “to make sense of their surroundings and 

develop their own sense of place” (World Forum Foundation, 2008, p. 6). Committing to action 

to restore natural environments for children is profound and can extend across developmental 

domains of early learning in the daily lives of young children.  

  Exposure to natural environments strengthens children’s relationships with nature, 

building their physical, social, emotional, and intellectual connections (Bos, 2005; Hewes, 2006; 

Louv, 2005; Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Children and Family Development, 2007). 

Children who spend time in nature grow healthier, wiser, and are more content being outside 

socializing, improving their language and physical development (Ward, 2014; World Forum 

Foundation, 2008). Natural spaces inspire creativity, freedom, fantasy, and privacy (Louv, 2005, 
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p. 7), and “nature abundance can connect children biologically, cognitively, and spiritually 

through a positive physical connection to nature” (p. 34). The developmental significance of 

young children’s contact with nature imparts a positive impact on children’s physical and mental 

well-being in improved self-esteem and mood through improved attitude, mental acuity, and 

group skills (Hewes, 2006; Louv, 2005).  

Parents, educators, and communities alike are calling for a commitment to action for 

children to benefit from learning and development in the natural world (Finch, 2005; Louv, 2005; 

World Forum Foundation, 2008). The principles that help educators learn about nature, shift 

practices, and explore children’s loss of access to and experience with the natural world is key to 

building in nature connections in ECE contexts. Educators need to take a close look at 

reconnecting children with nature learning.  

Examples of Nature Education and Training 
  The following studies are examples of experiences in nature and education programs. In 

the study “Gaining Ground: The power and potential of school ground greening in the Toronto 

District School Board,” author Dyment (2003) presented findings on the impacts of green school 

ground initiatives at 45 elementary, middle, and high schools in the Toronto District School 

Board. Dyment found that 90 percent of students reported high levels of enthusiasm and 

engagement with learning outdoors using the method of qualitative studies. Dyment reported 

educators had expanded opportunities to “innovate with teaching strategies and more meaningful 

relationships with students” (p. 25). Overall, this study demonstrated that the benefits of 

programs greening initiatives are numerous and varied, and nature opportunities and green 

projects can be realized by different schools (Dyment, 2003, p. 2). Likewise, the study “Using 

nature and outdoors activity to improve children’s health” (2010) looked at children’s health 

through a pediatric lens. Author McCurdy et al reviewed children’s health, diseases, diabetes, 
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depression, and anxiety, linking evidence to physical activity and time spent in natural 

environments. They suggested that spending more time in nature being physically active will 

improve children’s mental health, asthma, and nearsightedness. Increased time in nature 

improves children’s physical and emotional health and well-being over the long term. 

  In the study “School gardens positively impact children’s learning and behavior” (2009), 

Blair investigates school gardening and its relationship to children’s learning and behavior, using 

the method of qualitative research. Blair (2009) found in the seven studies reviewed that children 

enjoyed gardening and the activity resulted in improved attitude, teamwork, and learning 

opportunities that positively affected the children’s behavior and achievement (2009). These 

findings showed that nature education for young children is undeniably beneficial. 

Many places have implemented nature-training programs in the United States of America 

(USA). Ratey (2008) shares “in 2010, the National Environmental Education Foundation 

(NEEF), working with the American Academy of Pediatrics, launched a training program for 

pediatricians, focused on prescribing outdoor activities” (p. 85). Doctors were encouraged to treat 

health problems through this approach. While in 2009, “the city of Santa Fe, New Mexico, in an 

effort to fight the high rate of diabetes, launched its Prescription Trails program, which is partly 

funded by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention” (pp. 85, 86). This program identified 

safe routes to promote increased physical activity. In 2004 the Naperville School District in 

Naperville, Illinois developed an exercise program. The premise of its program was to spark 

students’ lives, so their brains were powered by exercise, which affected learning and behaviors. 

The program made a marked difference in student achievement and skill development. This is 

important as more innovative and productive children have better chances of developing skills in 

literacy, empathy, and stewardship of Earth (Manning & Ratey, 2014).  
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  An understanding that nature enhances children’s learning supported by research is likely 

to lead to a shift in practice in ECE with leadership that better supports children’s natural learning 

opportunities. Children, families, and educators all benefit from this reconnection with nature. 

“Supporting children’s explorative play is perhaps the most important—and the most natural and 

accessible—means to promote meaningful learning in the early years” (BC Ministry of Health 

and the BC Ministry of Children and Family Development, 2007, p.23). Studies by Hewes (2006) 

and The BC Early Years Learning Framework (BC Ministry of Health and the BC Ministry of 

Children and Family Development, 2007) identify that explorative play stimulates development 

in the early years. To foster children’s developmental domains, “children need time, space, 

materials and the support of informed parents and thoughtful, skilled, early childhood educators 

in order to become master players” in the behavior of play (BC Ministry of Health and BC 

Ministry of Children and Family Development, 2007; Hewes, 2006).   

Pedagogical Value of Play: What do Children Learn in Nature? 
The pedagogical principles and practices of play are demonstrated through skills 

educators learn to facilitate young children’s learning. Various pedagogical themes—including 

the value of natural outdoor spaces, exposure to place-based settings, and educator commitment 

to nature education—all emerge in the literature in what children learn through nature education. 

Nature play has an intrinsic value in early childhood development that provides long-term effects 

over a person’s lifespan (Hewes, 2006; Louv, 2005). Louv (2005) cites long-term effects that 

include the pure joy of being in nature, direct experiences with nature improving learning 

outcomes, and stronger skills in problem solving, critical thinking, and decision making, while 

Lieberman (2005) cites better attendance and less ADHD symptoms in children due to increased 

engagement in learning. For children, intrinsic motivation in play is a valid learning experience 

that is fundamental to successful, life-long learning (Hewes, 2006; Louv, 2005) and that fosters a 
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connection to the world we live in and care for. The connection with nature that is introduced in 

the early-learning setting is important as children grow into adults and become environmental 

stewards, moving forward with a better understanding of how to live with nature. 

A key ingredient of a healthy childhood is play. Play is essential for growth and human 

development. Play supports the brain’s growth in a natural way. Play skills help:  

[c]hildren function as human beings with thoughts, feelings, and actions maturing in a 

coordinated way. Skills learned in playing are transferred to the real world. Playing 

supports and produces an anxiety free brain that can learn at an astonishing rate. As 

educators encourage children to play by building free play into schedules this supports 

children learning play skills. Children learn to play, and lifelong skills are established. As 

children play, great things happen. A magical state of play means children are being 

totally present, paying attention, trusting in the moment, lacking fear, and enjoying life. 

The brain is in a homeostatic state when children play, a condition where feelings, 

thoughts, and actions are balanced and coordinated. Then wonderful things happen: errors 

don’t exist, time is not a factor, stress is reduced, the brain is anxiety free, children can 

investigate the unknown safely, children are open to creative exploration, children are 

open to creative expression, children are using their active imagination, children are 

learning without conflict, children are not preoccupied with success or failure, children 

are rehearsing for adult life. Play is second only to being protected, loved and nurtured. 

The basic ingredient for physical intellectual, social, and emotional growth is play! 

(Anaka, 2005, pp. 62–63) 

Play is a key developmental component of ECE and is essential to children’s optimal 
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development. What do children learn through play? Frobose (2008) states: 

Through play, children learn about themselves, their environment, people and the world 

around them. As they play, children learn to solve problems and to get along with others. 

They enhance their creativity and develop leadership skills and healthy personalities. Play 

develops skills children need to learn to read and write. Play in early childhood is the best 

foundation for success in school. (p. 1) 

Children are encouraged to play in order to have fun. When children play, they learn: play is the 

essence of life (Anaka, 2005, p. 62). Play establishes and stimulates multiple neural pathways all 

over the brain for learning, experiencing, and relating to life (p. 62). Children’s play builds 

endless connections that promote intelligence and emotional stability, as play is a hardwired 

biological drive, shares Anaka (p. 63). Essentially, this may contradict Ratey’s (2008) research 

that states  

the brain is flexible, or plastic in the parlance of neuroscientists—more Play-Doh than 

porcelain. It is an adaptable organ that can be molded by input in much the same way as a 

muscle can be sculpted by lifting barbells. The more you use it, the stronger and more 

flexible it becomes. (p. 36) 

Play behavior as intrinsically motivated, non-literal, controlled by the players, concerned with 

process rather than product, and free of externally imposed rules and involving active 

engagement of the children players (Rubin, Fein, & Vandenburg, as cited in Hewes, 2006). These 

descriptions aptly note how play is perceived today in relation to young children and the culture 

of play for children. Children acquire play skills and those play skills become established in 

childrens learning. This further guides and informs educators in their work and practice as they 
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support children’s learning. Ensuring educators have the quality education, leadership skills, 

autonomy, and professional development opportunities they need to envision, learn about, and 

implement changes to programming—like nature education and other experience-enhancing 

developments for children—however, can be a stumbling block on the road to change in the early 

childhood education environment. 

Quality Early Childhood Education Training 
The need for high-quality ECE training opportunities that support educators’ thinking and 

practices is multifaceted and complex. In particular, ECE nature courses should be implemented 

to stimulate improvement in the ECE field; this is seen as a necessary condition for change and 

development to take place and be sustained (Copeland et al., 1993; Hatton & Smith, 1995). 

Educators can create and establish their own professional discourses central to teaching nature 

education. To meet learning needs of educators and build strong professional communities of 

learning within centers requires educators to engage “in professional dialogue, talk about 

practice, practice new initiatives, and get moral support and feedback from colleagues as they 

engage in the uncertainties of change together” (Hargreaves & Evans, 1997, p. 10). In ECE, there 

is an “increasing emphasis on multi-professional and inter-agency collaboration, and on liaison 

with parents and practitioners in different settings” (p. 13). There is a need for greater 

professionalism amongst early childhood educators to enable them to function as change agents 

where their theories are articulated and interwoven “to guide their practice; to provide models of 

skilled, expert practice, and establish discourse and research communities” (p. 13). 

This is further supported by Lee’s (2006) research about educators shared beliefs of 

appropriate pedagogy. Lee states that preschool teachers are not regularly consulted about their 

work (p. 433) and suggests changes and practices be implemented to consult educators. Lee 
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defines an educator “as a reflective professional who has more in common with physicians, 

lawyers, and architects than with technicians who execute skilled performances according to 

prescriptions or algorithms defined by others” (Clark & Peterson, 1986, p. 256). Clearly, unless 

educators are trained in a particular approach or are trained well with specific skills sets, ECE 

pedagogy, especially in nature education, is limited to educators’ skills and knowledge. 

Additionally, the quality of ECE teachers’ skills is based on what they were taught at colleges, 

and whether or not they received high quality training.  

According to educational pedagogy specialist Taba, the literature serves to help “acquire a 

more adequate perspective, to deepen their insights as to what is involved and to extend their 

orientation toward children—toward methods of teaching them or toward what is significant in 

content of learning” (as cited in Glanz, 1998, p. 18). As well, Fleishman (2006) shares “children 

benefit from research when it is used appropriately and thoughtfully, combined with the insights 

of experienced practitioners to create what has been called “evidence-based practice” (p. 1). The 

NAEYC (2016) suggests, “high-quality teacher research is grounded in the daily lives of children 

and based on the insights of the teachers or caregivers who work with them” (p. 1). Therefore, 

asking a small sample of current ECE nature educators what they see as relevant, finding out their 

perspective on nature programs, how educators acquire their knowledge, and what they think 

nature education is for children and educators, will be a contribution to the ECE practice for 

children, educators, and communities. 

Early Childhood Educator Shortages and Challenges 

	  
In BC, the Ministry of Children and Family Development and the Ministry of Education 

are responsible for childcare and early childhood education. There is an ongoing history of the 

BC government moving the childcare and early years portfolios around among different areas of 
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government. Responsibility for these portfolios extends to include professional development of 

educators in the post-secondary system. Colleges and universities fall under the Ministry of 

Advanced Education in BC. Wotherspoon (1998) shares: “post-secondary institutions are usually 

granted considerable autonomy, once they are accredited through provincial legislation to set 

programs, course requirements, hire instructors, and establish academic standards” (p. 68).  

Early childhood education, for young children, is not part of a formal education system in 

Canada. This leads to a system wherein individual educators have created a professional 

development arrangement through workshops, conferences, and in-service trainings. ECEs in 

their own childcare centers may influence the training outcomes required. As a result of this ad 

hoc system of professional development, training may have a range in quality, from high to poor, 

or anywhere in between. Wotherspoon identifies that we learn to deal with success and failure as 

a result of our own efforts (p. 84). LaPierre (1979) reinforces the notion of quality in educators’ 

training. LaPierre suggests quality training includes concepts related to play-based learning, child 

growth and development, and ongoing learning and development for educators as they progress 

in their careers. 

In BC there is a shortage of qualified early childhood educators. The Child Care Human 

Resources Sector Council (CCHRSC) study, Understanding and Addressing Workforce 

Shortages in Early Childhood Education and Care, “found that the demand for the early 

childhood education and care (ECEC) workforce grew by 40% between 2000 and 2007, 

compared to 15% for all occupations, and that shortages are especially acute for qualified early 

childhood educators” (Pathways to Early Childhood Education Credentialing in Canada, 2009, p. 

5). This shortage of educators, as professionals, impacts the ECE field in many ways. Lack of 

significant time in the field and a shortage of trained ECEs are two ways in which the ECE field 
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is impacted. The shortage impacts both rural areas and urban settings, and has led to a childcare 

crisis in BC. 

Early childhood education is a multifaceted field. It is seen and evaluated through a lens 

of curriculum, pedagogy, and care. Staffing, training needs, and patchwork funding further 

complicate it and its effectiveness. Parents pay as they go, and providers access subsidies and 

operating grants through the BC government. Administrators make good attempts to bridge the 

realities to provide quality childcare services. It is not an easy endeavor, in my humble opinion 

and experience.  

Administrators and ECEs usually carry out their duties with good intentions, in many 

different types of childcare settings. Leadership is a core competence that reveals the depth of 

self-regulation and is essential to the ECE field. Early childhood educators work in settings 

where common goals, spirits, and purpose work together to achieve quality outcomes for children 

relative to health, safety, and education. These educators hold everything together for the 

common good of quality early childhood education for young learners. Each educator can play a 

leadership role—leadership does not have to be reserved for those in higher positions of power or 

administrative roles. Each member of the team should have developed competencies in leadership 

as part of their professional practices. Educators should know that leadership comes from 

knowledge acquisition, training, and self-awareness. Further, leadership creates communities in 

ECE settings. Palmer (1983) shares: “community is clearly central…to the life of mind: the 

nature of reality (ontology), how we know reality (epistemology), how we teach and learn 

(pedagogy), and how education forms or deforms our lives in the world (ethics)” (p. xiii). 

Educators need to understand that flexibility in working with young children and their families is 

key to the leadership roles they undertake in the field. This relates to the research study as 
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educators facilitate and foster early learning experiences in quality early childhood education 

programs for our youngest learners. 

The province of BC has an ECE registry rather than a regulatory college overseeing early 

childhood educators. The ECE registry in Victoria, BC, is where applicants go with their 

documentation of ECE training credentials to be approved as an ECE assistant, or an early 

childhood educator through a certificate, or diploma. The certificate is a basic certification. The 

two-year diploma program trains in infant, toddler, and special needs childcare practices. ECEs 

are required to maintain their professional development by undergoing 40 hours of training every 

five years to renew their ECE certificates of practice. The reality of not having a regulatory 

college means the authority to license and the ability to discipline licensees is not regulated at the 

BC college level. Thus, the power of self-government has not been granted to the ECE profession 

in BC. This affects the overseeing of members in the ECE profession. Further  

the Supreme Court of Canada has concluded that it is difficult to overstate the importance 

in our society of the proper regulation of our learned professions. The primary purpose of 

the establishment of self-governing professions is the protection of the public. This is 

achieved by ensuring that only the qualified and the competent are permitted to practice 

and that members of the profession conform to appropriate standards of professional 

conduct. (Beach, Cormier, Flanagan, & Michal, 2009, p. 59)  

Part of the early childhood licensing process  

includes the approval of post-secondary training programs that have been evaluated and 

found to provide students with the knowledge, skills and abilities required to be meet this 

standard. The standard for certification is based on the Child Care Sector Occupational 

Competencies that were established by British Columbia’s Multi-Lateral Task Force on 
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Training, Career Pathing, and Labor Mobility in 2000. (Pathways to Early Childhood 

Education Credentialing in Canada, 2009, p. 24) 

The Private Training Institutions Branch (PTIB) in BC oversees the application process to 

become an approved post-secondary private college. It appears at present the ECE registry has 

halted applications from new private colleges to approve ECE course content for registry 

approval as the ECE occupational standards are being updated. Additionally, the approval 

process is the lengthy journey of a year to 18 months once the review of standards is complete 

(ECE Registry, 2016). This is unfortunate as ECE training programs will be in demand in the 

years to come. Despite the hindrances of the challenges facing the ECE field in BC, nature 

education leaders have emerged in ECE to create change for children. 

Leadership in Early Childhood Education Relative to Forest Schools and Nature Programs 
The visionary insights of nature education owner operators have had significant influence 

on the implementation and direction of BC forest schools and nature programs implemented in 

BC childcare centers, including preschool programs. The LaPierre Report (LaPierre, 1979) 

recommends that all professionals involved with young children should have training in ECE. 

This is key, in that, even administrators would be required to have knowledge and skills in 

supporting children in the early years. LaPierre demonstrates that a heightened awareness of early 

childhood training can make an impact in early years programs where high-quality programs 

include appropriately trained professionals. After all, the same professionals will help young 

children develop the attitudes, knowledge, and skills sets needed in today’s world. This reasoning 

also applies to those implementing nature education as a specific element in early childhood 

training and programs. A clear distinction to guide nature educators in their training incorporates   
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a specialized body of knowledge and expertise, prolonged training, rigorous requirements 

for entry to training and eligibility to practice, standards of practice, commitment to 

serving a significant societal value, recognition as the only group in society who can 

perform a function, autonomy, code of ethics. (Feeney, 2012 pp.7-9) 

To add in a nature educator component or ECE citation would be adding a specialty branch to 

ECE professional qualifications. However, for an institution to add in an ECE skills-training 

program that fits with current government criteria for ECE professional programming, it must 

“satisfactorily [and extensively] describe the components of the programs,” which includes, but is 

not limited to: mission and statement of purpose, administration, job descriptions, policies for 

admission, academic approval, credit transfer, and prior learning assessment and recognition, 

staffing, qualifications and experience for each category of personnel, policies for professional 

development, policies for performance evaluation, instructional methods, strategies to address 

individualized learning styles, strategies for diversity in program content, and so on (British 

Columbia’s Multi-Lateral Task Force on Training, Career Pathing, and Labor Mobility in 2000, 

p. 24).  

Global Trends: Norway and Australian Approaches to ECE 
Norway and Australia are world leaders in children’s outdoor education. Early childhood 

curricula in Australia and Norway are examined here to compare ECE pedagogy to theoretical 

frameworks. Norwegian pedagogical approaches emphasize outdoor gross motor skills (Little, 

Sandseter, & Wyver, 2012). Norweigan educators place a strong emphasis on theoretical 

frameworks and educators are trained based on Gibsonian and Dynamic Systems Theory.  

Central to Gibsonian theory is the idea that the child needs to engage in exploration to 

learn about the many affordances in their environments. Gibsonian theory, therefore, 

emphasizes direct engagement with the environment in order for learning about the 
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environment to occur. Gibsonian theory, as well as Heft’s environmental description and 

Kytta’s Bullerby model, provide a framework for examining environmental affordances. 

(Little, Sandseter, & Wyver, 2012, p.173)  

In essence these are considered bottom-up developmental approaches because higher cognitive 

processes in the development of children’s knowledge does not mediate exploration of their 

environments. Essentially, perception guides children’s exploration (Little, Sandseter, & Wyver, 

2012, p.173). 

In Norway the early childhood learning and care institution (the barnehage) provides the 

educational and care needs for children from one to six years of age, needs that are recognized 

under Norwegian law (Little, Sandseter, & Wyver, 2012, p. 169).  Ninety percent of Norwegian 

children attend the barnehage (p. 169). The education and care provided are part of the 

educational system but seen as separate from mainstream school which begins when a child turns 

six and attends elementary school (p. 169). In Norwegian society, the concept friluftsliv (“outdoor 

life”) is an important part of the national cultural heritage. Children spend 30 percent of the 

winter semester and 70 percent of the summer semester outdoors, and some ECE institutions 

conduct classes outside year-round (p. 170). Programs make their own campsites in local nature 

areas so children can visit. Challenging outdoor play is promoted to create physical tests and risks 

for children. Norway takes the UN Convention on the Rights of Children (1989) seriously, so 

ensures children have the right to participate, be responsible, and be active. Children have the 

right to play; in Norway, play is regarded as a means for learning and acquiring a strong set of 

skills early on.  

In contrast, Australia’s ECE is under the responsibility of three tiers of government: local, 

state, and federal (Little, Sandseter, & Wyver, 2012, p. 170). This results in a complex, 
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multilayered system of policy development. There is a clear distinction between preschools and 

schools. Both private and nonprofit groups independently run most childcare services. In fact, 29 

percent of children up to three years old attend childcare and 54 percent children aged three to 

five attend preschool (p. 171). In these settings, teachers have a “play ethos” that promotes the 

importance of play (p. 171). Australian pedagogical approaches are loosely based on Piagetian 

and Vygotskian theory. Authors Little, Sandseter, and Wyver share:  

these (social) constructivist theories assume that higher-order cognitive and linguistic 

structures guide exploration and processing of children’s information. This is known as a 

top-down model of processing. In Vygotskian theory, the role of social interactions and 

internalization are of particular importance. (Little, Sandseter, & Wyver, 2012, p.173)  

Norwegian educators support risky types of outdoor play. In Australia a range of policy 

limits or eliminates risky play. Australian and Norwegian educators have similar training in early 

childhood education. This education incorporates Gibsonian-based approaches and systems 

theory. Norwegian educators have a strong nature ethos and are comfortable with risky-play 

beliefs and practices. The Gibsonian and Dynamic Systems approaches give Norwegian 

educators a theoretical basis (p. 177). This means that children’s early nature learning is put in 

action alongside their play environments. Because of their philosophical grounding in these 

approaches, Norwegian educators have a clearer theoretical rationale for prioritizing play and risk 

taking in outdoor environments (p.179). These pedagogical approaches to outdoor play and 

learning in both Norway and Australia may support practitioners in outdoor play and learning 

programs in other jurisdictions, like BC, where nature education in ECE is emerging.  

Barriers to Nature Education 
There are multiple barriers to the success of nature program implementation. The start-up 
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costs for safety materials, resources, and educator training can be unaffordable and limit quality 

childcare over the long term. The importance of new early childhood programs to be well 

established to meet early years learning outcomes, safety requirements, and, in some programs, 

childcare-licensing regulations is also a major consideration in nature program implementation. 

Stability is a key component for consideration in any early learning and quality childcare 

program (Kershaw et al., 2004). Children in stable childcare programs are more likely to enjoy 

secure attachments, receive appropriate responses from educators, and participate in higher 

developmental levels of play (Kershaw et al., 2004). The costs associated (insurance, gear, 

educator training, safety equipment) with quality nature curricula, well-defined play spaces, and 

natural components that are comfortable for children and educators, are critical considerations in 

starting up a nature program initiative. By focusing on proper funding to build natural 

environments for children to access, nature programs could enrich the deep appreciation of the 

many ways young children learn (Bos, 2005) even as they manage the start-up costs associated 

with safety and training.  

Educators’ education in nature curriculum is often done with limited knowledge and 

information about environmental education (EE) and placed-based education. To be successful, 

EE curriculum planning requires time, commitment, and a strong belief in daily implementation 

as children require improved nature learning opportunities. Sobel (2004) speaks to placed-based 

education, explaining that it “is the process of using the local community and environment” to 

emphasize hands-on, real-world learning experiences (p. 7). This approach leads to strengthened 

relationships and ties to children’s communities. Currently the less-developed ties of community 

connections can engender both apathy and ignorance in children’s early perceptions of the world 

around them and their roles in enjoying, learning from, and protecting the environment (World 
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Forum, 2008). Educators can grow professionally in their practices and knowledge by gaining 

competencies in place-based education, outdoor play spaces, nature curriculum, and choice of 

materials. The barriers to nature education can be overcome through education, commitment, and 

the change process to create a climate of inquiry for nature environments. Studying and 

implementing the suggestions in the two guiding frameworks below will also help potential 

nature educators form and offer nature education programs to children. 

Two Guiding Frameworks 
 These two practical frameworks guide my research: The Forest and Nature School in 

Canada: A Head, Heart, Hands Approach to Outdoor Learning (2014); and The Early Childhood 

Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence (Bhagwanji, 2010). The 

frameworks have helped me situate the data as NAAEE’s guidelines represent the best thinking 

about environmental early childhood education that I could find, and the Forest and Nature 

School (2014) framework provides a definition of what a Canadian nature school is, looks at how 

children learn in nature schools, identifies practical considerations, and suggests resources needed 

in nature programs (pp. 1–62). The NAAEE (2010) framework provides characteristics of 

environmental programs (pp. v–vii). These frameworks are critical to this study as each 

contributes to a better understanding of the relevant features in ECE nature programs. Both 

frameworks have helped me assess the quality of nature programs and the various aspects that 

support children’s development through these programs.  

 The Forest and Nature Schools: A Head, Heart, Hands Approach to Outdoor Learning 

(2014) presents four parts for consideration that compose the foundation and form Forest and 

Nature School programs in Canada. Part 1 and 2 defines what a forest and nature school is. It 

looks at Indigenous perspectives, benefits, role(s) of the educator, and role(s) of the child (p. 3). 

Part 3 examines how children learn in forest and nature schools through ethos; learning 
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approaches: inquiry based, emergent, experiential, play based, place-based learning; storytelling; 

and loose parts (p. 3). Part 3 ponders practical considerations in the field for onsite ECE nature 

programs and recognizes the associated risks and hazards. Part 4 looks at resources that may be 

available for educators. These relevant resources may help bring enrichment and knowledge to 

educators in nature programs (p. 3).   

The NAAEE guidelines in The Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs: 

Guidelines for Excellence (Bhagwanji, 2010) outlines six key characteristics for fieldwork in 

environmental education. These characteristics are best defined through the guidelines that frame 

the steps needed. These steps are practical in learning the required nature education skills. The six 

key characteristics are (p. 6): 

1. Program philosophy, purpose, and development  

2. Developmentally appropriate practices 

3. Play and Exploration 

4. Curriculum Framework for Environmental Learning 

5. Places and Spaces 

6. Educator Preparation 

These six key characteristics are supported by 32 guidelines that support children’s learning and 

experiences in nature. The research that comes from studying those who use these frameworks 

will create opportunities and make improvements in the quality of nature activities, experiences, 

interactions, and instruction pertaining to the world of nature and learning opportunities that 

support children’s development. The resultant nature curriculum will better respond to young 

children’s abilities, interests, learning styles, and motivation. The practical frameworks will help 

provide an outline for data collection, data analysis, and presenting the multiple cases. These 
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frameworks have certainly been important in helping me frame the case studies, as I collected 

data and my research took shape.  

Summary 
Today’s children have limited opportunities to connect with nature. Offering play 

opportunities in nature is a key developmental area that should be fostered, nurtured, and 

consciously practiced by educators to promote positive attitudes, diversity, and stewardship that 

values nature play. There was once a time when children played unsupervised in unstructured 

natural environments. This is no longer the case: adults are concerned about safety, stranger 

danger, and children getting their clothes dirty. It appears that children are growing up with a 

completely different set of generational values and beliefs. As “supporting children’s explorative 

play is perhaps the most important—and the most natural and accessible—means to promote 

meaningful learning in the early years” (BC Ministry of Health and the BC Ministry of Children 

and Family Development, 2007, p. 23). Early childhood educators are trained, in basic BC ECE 

programs, to foster young childrens growth and development in a variety of ways. Early learning 

nature programs could be an opportunity for future leadership in Canadian early childhood 

education. 

Several strengths of nature education were identified in the literature review. Why is it so 

important to reconnect many children with nature? First, natural environments create play 

opportunities for children’s growth and development. Established early childhood programs and 

education tools, such as The Forest School and NAAEE, provide guidelines for nature program 

implementation. These frameworks support the awareness that change is often needed. 

Educators’ time, efforts, and awareness of the literature about nature education may lead to the 

change needed to reconnect many children with nature. Gopnick (2009) suggests that the 

preschool years may be the most important time of learning for humans and states “what 
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preschool teachers do is arguably more important than what occurs in elementary school” (p. 2). 

While this may not sit well with my colleagues teaching at elementary school, Gopnick’s 

research emphasizes a critical window of time in children’s brain development.  

Second, the research on brain development conducted in recent years supports stimulating 

environments, as the brain is a complex structure that has various systems in growth: the limbic 

system, the brainstem, and the cerebellum are all connected through neurons (Institute for Early 

Childhood Education & Research, 2014). While these neurons are wired when babies are born, 

many connections between neurons are made through the learning process in the brain (Bransford 

et al., 1999; Institute for Early Childhood Education & Research, 2014). Connections are made 

between neurons, and brain development results, through open-ended modes of learning. Nature 

opportunities offered in ECE support the development of these brain pathways.  

Resiliency and tenacity underpin the actions and approaches of educators who work in the 

ECE field. Vaill (1999) shares that continuous learning is key to succeed in the permanent 

whitewater, as change in the ECE field is constant (pp. 31–32). Educators often need to develop 

new sets of skills to negotiate the changing landscape. Early childhood educators need to be 

knowledgeable and competent about what is needed in order to provide a quality nature program. 

Educators can create and establish their own professional discourses central to teaching nature 

education. This requires educators to engage “in professional dialogue, talk about practice, 

discuss new initiatives, and get moral support and feedback from colleagues as they engage in the 

uncertainties of change together” (Hargreaves & Evans, 1997, p. 10). Embracing such a shift, 

educators tap into nature’s design and change their practices, knowing that children were born to 

move in natural, wide-open spaces. During the shift, educators have an emerging realization that 
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establishing habits of being in nature—caring for places, animals, plants, Earth—involves a set of 

broad behaviors established in healthy behaviors. 

  As educators work to create their own discourse in the branch of nature education in the 

early years, they will add to professional circles, promote collaboration and discussion of forest 

classrooms, and allow connections to be made to support educators’ practices in the outdoors.  

  In the following chapter, Methodology and Methods, the qualitative case study 

methodology is discussed, along with the three questions guiding research. The data sample, 

collection, and analysis methods are also highlighted in conjunction with some discussion on the 

questions of validity and tests of trustworthiness. I also provide some details on the ethical 

considerations that guided this research. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology and Methods 
 
 At the heart of this research study is the exploration of practices and experiences in 

ECE nature programs. I am interested in answering the following three exploratory questions: 

1. Why do early childhood educators use nature as a source of learning and inquiry in early 

childhood education programs?  

2. What is nature education in early childhood?   

3. How are early childhood educators trained in nature education? 

Merriam suggests epistemology, should orient qualitative case study in constructivism as “the 

key philosophical assumption that upon which all types of qualitative research are based in the 

view that reality is constructed by individuals in their social worlds” (Merriam, 1998, p. 6 as 

cited in Yazan, 2015, p. 137). Merriam explains  

The researcher brings a construction of reality to the research situation, which interacts 

with other people’s constructions or interpretations of the phenomenon being studied. The 

final product of this type of study is yet another interpretation by the researchers of 

others’ views filtered through her own. (Merriam, 1998, p. 22 as cited in Yazan, 2015, p. 

138) 

Webb (2007) expands the constructivist paradigm: 
 
What is known as constructivism postulates that by reflecting on our experiences, we 

develop our own understanding of the world. Each of us generates our own mental 

models to make sense of our experiences. Learning, therefore, is the process of adjusting 

our mental models to accommodate new experiences. Constructivist teaching focuses on 

creating experiential and engaging activities for students, such as participating in a 

science fair. This kind of learning also involves an element of play. (Webb, 2007, p. 1) 
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As an educator, I believe in Merriam and Webb’s social construction of reality. The close 

collaboration between the researcher and participant enables ECE participants to tell their 

perspectives (Crabtree & Miller, 1993 as cited in Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 545). Through the 

educator’s thoughts, the research study is “able to describe their views of reality and this enables 

the researcher to better understand the participants’ actions” (Lather, 1992; Robottom & Hart, 

1993 as cited in Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 545). These perspectives will be valuable in describing 

the research findings to showcase nature education in early childhood education. 

  Multiple case study methodology informs my research design for this nature education 

study. This methodology is connected to my research questions through multiple case study that 

explores the phenomenon of nature education in early childhood programs (Scholz & Tletje, 

2002, p. 10). This educational case study will be exploratory, intuitive, and informal (Scholz & 

Tletje, 2002, p. 10). Yin (2003) describes a case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 13). Bromley (1990) 

concurs “it is a systematic inquiry into an event or a set of related events which aims to describe 

the phenomenon of interest” (p. 302). Platt (2007) suggests case study is “defined as an in depth, 

multi faceted investigation, using qualitative research methods” (pp. 21-22). This research study 

was conducted in great detail and relied on the use of several data sources to create each case 

study. Case study “focuses on the type, depth, and complexity of the data collected on the case” 

(Platt, 2007, p. 22). Stake (2005) encourages a flexible case study design where researchers can 

make changes throughout the design to research process “as complex backgrounds of human 

concern” arise (p. 17). I was mindful of that guidance. An advantage to employing case study 

methodology in the study of ECE programs is that one can respond to opportunities for 
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innovation within the ECE field. Case study provides rich, qualitative, thick description, as well 

as insights into further research studies.  

  Understanding the ECE nature education programs may bring life to what goes on in 

these programs and how this is connected to real-life. The multiple case studies will showcase 

three cases of nature programs in BC. The cases studied can provide descriptive richness and 

analytic insight into people, programs, and passions as played out in real-life environments (p. 

xiv). A holistic case study is shaped by a thoroughly qualitative approach that relies on narrative 

descriptions (Stake, 1976, p. 8). According to Scholz and Tletje (2002) the case study approach is 

a useful tool when “integrating a myriad of mutually dependent variables or pieces of evidence 

that are likely to be gathered at least partially by personal observation” suggest that the pieces of 

case study research are relevant to the case (Scholz & Tletje, 2002, pp. 9; 14):  

 

 

Figure	  3.1	  Case	  Study	  (Scholz & Tietje, 2002, p. 14)	  

The teaching from the literature states “good researchers make their preferences clear by 

identifying their standpoint” (Wellington, 2001 p. 22). As a researcher I operate under the 
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standpoint of case study. These methodologies were case based and used methods of participant 

observation, semi-structured interviews, and field visits (Wellington, 2005, p. 9). By speaking 

directly with people being interviewed it allowed them to be in their own natural surroundings 

where the focus was on nature education research. The interviewees had control over their 

interviews by sharing their information, thoughts, observations, and feedback. Through 

qualitative research rooted in social constructivism, the research was personal and subjective, 

utilized methods to talk, question, and explore the experiences of educators involved 

(Wellington, 2005, p. 12). This approach guided my research questions when interacting with 

early childhood educators and other relevant stakeholders as participants. The three cases in the 

multiple case studies, embeds eight nature programs between the cases and their educators. 

Case study is inherently known as a qualitative approach in education settings. Qualitative 

descriptive study “yields a rich, thick description of the phenomenon under study” (Yazan, 2015, 

p. 139). Scheffer (2014) substantiates this thick description as a comparison to “draw attention” 

to the differences and similarities in the phenomenon (as cited in Palmberger & Gigrich, 2014, p. 

95). The multiple case studies are based on empirical, or observable study. This qualitative 

research “seeks to understand the what, how, when, and where of an event or an action; it seeks 

the meanings, concepts, definitions, characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of 

events or actions” in ECE nature programs (Berg, 2004, pp. 2-3; Creswell, 1998, pp. 14-16). 

Multiple cases helps to avoid bias as a multi case approach can give confidence to findings “by 

looking at a range of similar and contrasting cases” to better understand ECE nature programs 

(Meyer, p. 333, 2001). Crabtree and Miller support this approach as “qualitative sampling seeks 

information richness” and will showcase in ECE nature programs (2001, p. 333).  
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Data Sample 
Nature programs in Vancouver and Vancouver Island were invited to participate in the 

research study. Contact was made through email addresses to ECE nature programs business 

accounts. A participation letter was sent asking for participation in the research study. Attached 

in the Appendix is the original letter inviting participation. Initially, in August to September 

2016, a Google search of ECE nature programs was done looking at early years programs that 

provided nature education. Five invitations of participation were sent by email to nine nature 

programs, a subsample of a larger number of programs. Three businesses with nine nature 

programs responded favourably to participating, ultimately eight nature programs in the three 

cases participated. From the initial email request, one program did not reply back; one program 

appeared irritated to have been contacted and were not contacted again; and one program had a 

significant storm befall them the day of my research trip so a field visit was not possible. Out of 

the eight nature programs, four were childcare licensed and four recreation based programs, all 

within early childhood programs. Research data was collected over a ten-month period of time 

from November 2016 to August 2017. Nature programs were visited on these dates: November 7, 

2016 and April 24, 2017 and August 13, 2017 case B childcare centre Mill Bay; November 8/9, 

2016 and April 19/20/21, 2017 case A Comox and Campbell River; case C programs Vancouver, 

BC: November 10, 2016 and May 26, 2017. 

The number of participants in this multiple case study investigation is a small sample, 

based on ECE nature programs. Smith (2003) contends that the numbers are represented when 

“demographics such as age, race, experience, and gender or who have experiences a 

phenomenon” are selected (p. 2). Before commencing data collection, I used the following 

selection criteria to choose nature programs for study: 
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1. Observed; collected data, photos, and review artifacts at ECE nature programs licensed or 

non-licensed selected for diversity to include rural areas and a variety of types of nature 

programs. For licensed childcare programs, in BC they are under the health authority in 

each region. ECE programs are required to follow the licensing regulations and 

guidelines. This consideration is relevant in my ethical obligations and in choosing 

research locations, as I am a licensed early childhood educator.  

2. Interview up to thirteen, ECE, and/or directors-leaders of nature programs. This 

showcases leaders in the nature education ECE field. These leaders are linked to nature 

programs as administrators, owner operators, and board members. Hearing feedback from 

people invested in ECE nature education on what they perceived as values, hazards, how 

to improve, leading the shift in educator practice, and training for educators, gave 

information and insight into nature education.  

The cases that were chosen included three businesses each with multiple nature programs. The 

first case A Early Years Nature program, on Vancouver Island, BC has multiple recreation 

programs operating nature programs for young children. Case A has locations is Comox, 

Cumberland, and Campbell River, BC. Case B Childcare program, in Mill Bay, BC, operated 

licensed childcare programs for children birth-6 years old. Case B was licensed through the 

Vancouver Island Health Authority. Case C was located in Vancouver, BC. These case C 

programs have recreation based, licensed school age childcare programs, and parent participation 

programs operating in nature settings. 

Data Collection  
The data collection included open-ended interviews, observations, and review of physical 

artifacts, relevant documents, artwork and children’s portfolios. Yin (1994) recommends data 

“come largely from documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant 
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observation and physical artifacts” (p. 13). Observations include human interaction and the 

physical environments in programs. Data was analyzed within each case and across multiple 

cases to better understand how educators, leaders, and directors create and implement nature 

programs. The nature programs were observed; data was collected, and organized over a ten-

month period from November 2016 to August 2017. This period best reflects the sampling time 

over a distinct period rather than collected over years. Each of these reflected ways to analyze 

what nature education is, understand how educators are trained, and to collect data to support the 

knowledge goals in understanding how early childhood educators use nature as a source of 

learning and inquiry in early childhood education programs and why educators are successful in 

offering ECE nature education programs while managing challenges. My context as an educator 

did help to understand what I saw and understood or findings in the nature program settings. This 

understanding assisted in the construction of data findings across the cases. 

Data Analysis 
  Data analysis started with my first interview, my first observation, and my first document 

read (Merriam, 2009, p. 165). The qualitative design was emergent over time. As I collected data 

the narratives took shape through the collection of field materials and field notes, which helped, 

keep track of my ponderings, thoughts, and speculations. Merriam espouses a preferred way of 

data analysis is to “do it simultaneously with data collection” (p.171). In order for the analysis to 

be meaningful, the analysis was ongoing and focused. Throughout my research I made comments 

as I went, tried out ideas and themes to fill in gaps of knowledge, and used visual devices 

(Merriam, 2009, p. 172). The visualization of my research will be helpful and add clarity to my 

analysis. 

 Data analysis methods. Participant interviews were transcribed over the course of two 

months. This was an intricate lengthy process as the qualitative interviews were transposed in 
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detail word for word. This information was then collated into emergent themes that reflected back 

to the three research questions and coded into the three research categories. Next the data was re-

reviewed to ensure proper coding into the right categories. The codes were specific to the 

research questions. Next the third step entailed combining findings along with collating and 

shifting the data into appropriate findings. In essence, some were similar and were relooked at to 

pair the findings from 15 to 12 findings. In step four I reworked the data to link similar groupings 

across the cases and coded the data into A to F under each research question. Step five moved to 

laying out the data in findings. The findings were then presented in chapter five of this document. 

 Validity and tests of trustworthiness. The validity, reliability, and trustworthiness of research 

must be addressed in all studies. Briggs and Coleman (2007) have laid out the tests of 

trustworthiness that I incorporated into the research study. The authors recommend prolonged 

engagement with data sources, a persistent observation of emerging issues, whether data is 

checked with sources, and sufficient triangulation (p. 154). Briggs and Coleman (2007) further 

prescribe a “critical friend” whom reviews and challenges the research findings along with an 

“adequate audit trail” that can be followed to give the reader confidence (as cited in Briggs and 

Coleman, 2007, p. 154; Hatton & Smith, 1995). By collecting research data in several ways, I 

ensured triangulation. Efran, Efron, and Ravid (2013) advise researchers to “not rely on any 

single source of data” (p. 127). As a researcher I triangulated, corroborated, extended, and 

challenged my information by collecting data through multiple and complimentary strategies 

such as archival material, interviews, informal discussion, policies and procedures. (p. 127). By 

crosschecking data, clarifying perspectives, and keeping an audit trail, I ensured the research 

process was accountable and valid. Simon (2011) recommends this approach: “triangulation of 

information among different sources of data, receiving feedback from informants (member 
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checking), and expert review” (p. 1). Guba & Lincoln (1985) prefer credibility criterion and 

persistent observation (as cited in Simon, 2011, p. 2). Creswell (2000) recommends the rigor of a 

qualitative study (p. 2): 

The intent of the qualitative research is to understand nature education ECE programs and 

educators. This involves an investigative process where the researcher gradually makes 

sense of a social phenomenon by contrasting, comparing, replicating, cataloging, and 

classifying nature education in ECE. The researcher will enter the informant’s world and 

through ongoing interaction, analyze perspectives and meanings. (p. 2)   

This process of rigor in a qualitative study was followed in the course of the research. 

Ontological Position 
My ontological position relative to this study was particularly important as it had a great 

deal to do with where I came from in terms of assumptions about people and the nature of human 

experience. These best describe my beliefs about the ECE world that may validate my 

interpretation and contribute valid knowledge to the research (Wellington, J., et al, 2005, p. 8). 

As I conducted my research, I held a “deep appreciation for the human capacity to reflect, learn, 

and change” (Reilly, 2010, p. 659). This position was notable in my research study. Based on 

Reilly (2010), as a researcher I: 

• [understood that] research will be relevant to other ECE programs in BC; 

• [realized that] educators will be honest in their participation and sharing of information, 

through equality, dialogue, mutual respect, inclusivity, and collaboration; (p. 659) 

• [was] sensitive to the culture, history, emotional life, and language of the nature program as co- 

    researcher (p. 659);  

• [understood that] research must benefit those who contributed to it; knowledge is to be used  
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     ethically (p. 659) 

Assumptions 
  This research project is based on the following assumptions: 

• Early childhood educators (ECE) understand that the first five years of a child’s life 

represents the period during which the primary biological wiring and processing takes 

place in the brain. During this time, young children develop language, culture, social 

norms, emotional capacity, and self-regulation (Dent, 2013).     

• Play grows brains in children and is a vital part of children’s development. “Play fosters 

maturation of the centres of the brain that allows kids to exert control over retention, 

emotions and to control behavior” (Dent, 2013, p. 5). 

• Educators meet children where they are at, to address their individual needs. 

• Educators are self-reflective in their practices. 

These assumptions help lay the groundwork of understanding as I scaffolded using the 

frameworks to analyze the data collected at the field sites. 

Ethical Considerations 
The ethical considerations of this research study were kept securely in mind. The research 

was focused on educators rather than children. However, as children are present in programs 

when I did observations and interviews, I was mindful to receive consent from program 

administrators to be in the learning environment. As an educator I have been trained to interact 

with children and engage in developmentally appropriate early childhood practice. The educators 

in the cases wished to be showcased in their work and gave consent to use their names in each 

case. All three-owner operators gave explicit consent verbally to share their programs 

information. To meet the health authority’s childcare licensing rules, I carried with me to each 

program a: 
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1. Copy of ECE certification  

2. Medical clearance  

3. First aid training certification  

4. Criminal record check 

5.  Resume with three references 

6. Immunization record 

7. Ethics approval from RRU to conduct research 

This ensured compliance with the Health Authority’s regulations.  

The Tri-Council’s policy on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (2010) 

mandates core principles to be considered and followed as well. This ensures research is followed 

in an ethical way to “build public confidence and trust” (p. 8). The council’s policy includes an 

ethics framework, discusses research scope and approach, the consent process, fairness and 

equity in research participation, qualitative research, and research involving aboriginal peoples 

(pp. 3-5). As a researcher I carefully followed these policies and principles and this lead to ethical 

consideration in programs during the fieldwork.  

Further ethical considerations were solved through the dissertation process supervised by 

Royal Roads University’s academic advisor, approval from RRU’s research ethics board, and 

doctorate supervisor and committee overseeing the research process. Moreover, RRU outlined 

what researchers were bound to practice in their research inquiry. RRU researchers were 

expected to comply with the terms of the Royal Roads University Research Ethics policy and the 

researcher in the direction given followed this explicitly.  

Educational Leaders 
Three educational leaders in the BC ECE nature field were interviewed to augment the 

case studies on nature programs. These leaders were separate from cases A, B, and C. Each 
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interview participant agreed to be identifiable and his or her pictures used in this research study. 

The participant interviews occurred after the case study visits were completed. Educators BD, 

CA, and MVO spoke about what they perceive as values and hazards, educators practices, 

training for educators, and resources for nature education. 

BD. BD’s background includes a Bachelor of Education and a Bachelor of Arts in Music 

Therapy. BD was one of the founding members of the Victoria Nature School, a non-profit 

society. In 2013 BD was in the first group of Canadian educators to be trained as a forest school 

practitioner through the Forest School Canada. As a consultant and facilitator, BD offers Singing 

English, early literacy courses, levels one and two, to educators as she hosts workshops. 

Workshops are presented to educators, home-school parents, school educators on reserve in New 

Brunswick, and First Nations educators. As a learning-resource teacher, BD worked with children 

who have special needs. BD has helped children read and write, and she encouraged learning 

through music and movement literacy programs. BD and her husband have two children, aged six 

and nine. As her children grew and childcare then school needs came into the picture, BD found 

her family’s fit in learning outdoors. The freedom of the forest was a huge draw and an ideal 

learning environment for their children.  Below here, BD is showcasing the VNS natural play 

environment in Mount Douglas Park. Their nature program accesses the forest and accesses the 

ocean at the beach. Both nature classrooms are closely located next to public restroom facilities. 

In these locations children play with loose parts in the forest and beach and further delight in 

what the setting offers. 
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Figure	  3.2:	  Victoria,	  BC,	  March	  1,	  2018.	  Ocean	  and	  beach	  setting	  for	  nature	  program;	  muffin	  tins	  on	  log	  as	  loose	  parts;	  
children’s	  fort	  built	  with	  branches;	  ocean	  logs	  washed	  up	  on	  shore	  provide	  a	  place	  to	  practice	  gross	  motor	  skills.	  The	  children	  

interact	  with	  otters	  that	  live	  nearby. 
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Figure	  3.3:	  A	  tree	  well	  the	  children	  enjoy	  playing	  inside	  and	  a	  boy	  wearing	  a	  high-‐visibility	  jacket,	  which	  can	  be	  seen	  easily	  in	  

the	  forest. 

Mount Douglas Park, beachside, is located at 4500 Cedar Hill Road, in Victoria, BC. The 

licensed childcare nature program rents space in Mount Douglas Park. The VNS started operating 

in 2013 and was the first nature preschool to exist in Victoria. Self-described as an urban forest 

school, the program leaves the land exactly as participants found it. The nature program has a 

management plan for risk mitigation and is involved with Saanich Parks to assess trees in the 

park for safety. Nature programs run Monday to Friday, both full days and half days, for children 

3–5 years old. In the full-day program—Monday, Wednesday, and Friday—the children spend 

the mornings in the forest or at the ocean. At lunchtime the children take a three-minute public-

bus ride to the Gordon Head Recreation Centre where the program has indoor and outdoor 

classroom spaces. The outdoor space has stumps, logs, tires, and an outdoor kitchen. The nature 
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program is staffed with three early childhood educators and one practicum student. The VNS 

services 45 families per year. 

 
CA. CA owns and operates OA Adventures in Vancouver, BC. This outdoor nature program, 

recreation based- unlicensed, is for children aged three to six years old and accommodates ten 

children with two staffs. The program operates for two hours from two locations, Trout Lake and 

Stanley Park, BC. The Stanley Park program is close to the dining pavilion where the train is, 

with a spot by the castle playground, and the beach by the splash pad. CA shares that the children 

cycle through these urban nature spaces. Additionally, at other times of the week, CA runs the 

FAL Program in West Vancouver from two park classrooms: Pacific Spirit and Jericho Park. CA 

started seven years at FAL in Vancouver.  

In 2010, CA moved to British Columbia from Hamilton, Ontario. CA lived on Vancouver 

Island before moving to Vancouver, BC. Eight years ago, CA trained in Early Childhood 

Education at Vancouver Community College. CA was drawn to the outdoors, and found that 

Forest School was the way to provide a connection to the natural world- a chance for children to 

fall in love with it. If they’ve had natural spaces, had a favourite rock, favourite tree, then its 

important to them they care about it. In keeping children safe, CT talks about safety regulations 

and the ability to shift into a risk positive environment, the shift into an outdoor classroom that 

allows children to take more risk with a higher ratio of adults per children. Where the adults are 

aware and know the questions to ask to children so children can manage their own bodies. 

Children are curious, capable, and independent people and treating children with respect for 

knowing what they can do to fully engage in the world around them. Being flexible, resilient, 

child centered, is important as it is all about what the kids want to do. Flexibility and resiliency is 
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the name of it. CA shares that nature is children’s best teacher (CA, Participant Interview, March 

8, 2018). 

MVO. As the Saplings Squamish, BC program manager, MVO keeps busy administering the case 

C Squamish outdoor program (MVO, Participant Interview, 2018). The case C program in the 

Paradise Valley follows the pedagogy and curriculum of the Forest School model. The program 

operates one morning a week from 9:30 am-12: 30pm on the Cheakamus grounds with one 

educator. Along with case C management, MVO works as a school district teacher outdoors with 

kindergarten to grade 12 students. MVO trained as a traditional secondary school teacher in 

social studies and humanities. From the onset of his teacher training, his pedagogy had a 

connection to nature and outdoor learning.  

MVO has a background with the Squamish First Nations where he worked at the 

Cheakamus Centre, an Outdoor Education Centre in Brackendale, BC. The outdoor centre is 

established around learning about the local flora and fauna of the West Coast. The Centre has a 

hatchery onsite as well. At the Cheakamus Centre, MVO facilitated the Longhouse program- in 

the big house. The Longhouse program is a childrens education program where children come to 

experience what life was like for Coast Salish people before contact. The Cheakamus Centre is 

ingrained in the local Squamish Culture of the Skokomish people Skwxwú7mesh. Components of 

the Longhouse program include children sleeping overnight in the long house, learning to forage 

for different foods, and learning traditional practices of the Skokomish people Skwxwú7mesh. 

The Longhouse program is supported by a resident knowledge holder that participates in the 

program (MVO, Participant Interview, 2018). 

Two days a week MVO teaches at Fresh Air Learning in the Lower Seymour 

conservation area in Lynn Valley, BC as an elementary school teacher. Two days a week MVO 
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teaches at Stawamus Elementary in Squamish, BC, a place-based, project-based school that does 

outdoor learning in farm, forest, and cultural studies. Stawamus Elementary is on an old village 

site and the elementary program follows Cultural Journeys that is rooted in Squamish traditions. 

The teachers are trained in First Nations culture and First People Principles of Learning- a 

curriculum piece that support Cultural Journeys.  

Aya7ayulh Chet (Cultural Journeys) is a Kindergarten to Grade 6 program of 

choice guided by the principle that all learning is grounded in understanding the 

connected relationship of Language, Land and Culture. In this program, students learn to 

respect a shared worldview of environmental livability and sustainability related to their 

physical, emotional, spiritual and intellectual learning.  Aya7ayulh Chet uses a 

combination of outdoor activities, field studies, trips, and our Pathways to Learning 

instructional strategies to develop key competencies where students will take on authentic 

tasks to explore personal areas of interest through project-based learning. (Sea to Sky, p. 

1, 2018) 

Squamish Sḵwx̱wú7mesh sníchim, is a Coast Salish language component taught weekly to the 

elementary school children. These First Principles of Learning are followed: 
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Figure	  3.4:	  The	  First	  Peoples	  Principles	  of	  Learning.	  (Sea	  to	  Sky,	  p.	  1,	  2018)	  

	  
MVO advises people who want to get involved in forest nature schools, to do a lot, and go 

to different programs. The biggest thing MVO identified as practice educator’s need is the values 

and beliefs in the natural world. He seconded that by first aid training as the qualities that 

Saplings look for. MVO shared that the most helpful bits are having other nature educators as a 

resource, having various mentors, getting out and experiencing the process of learning while 

being out on the land at the beach, forest, and stream. The tradition of oral practice is how forest 

schools operate through. Time spent and experiences lived foster a greater understanding in 

practice, a constant process of learning! Being out on the land, being in the forest, in nature, 

taking in what the land has to show is pretty crucial. An openness to learn from the land with an 

understanding of the connection between the people and the land, the connection- a time and 

space to connect with nature to figure out where we fit in with an appreciation and perspective is 

all key to good nature practice (MVO, Participant Interview, 2018). The supplementary 

interviews with nature educators BD, CA, and MVO were helpful to further showcase educators 

practice in the field. Next chapter four outlines the three cases, with eight nature programs 

embedded, studied in the ECE field of nature education.   
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Chapter Four: The Case Studies  
 

The purpose of this multiple case study was to better understand the contextual nature of 

nature programs. The research specifically examined the practices in these programs that connect 

children and educators to nature. This research focussed on three specific case studies, with eight 

programs embedded in the cases, in BC nature programs. 

A. Case A Early Years Nature Education programs, encompasses two nature 

recreation programs operating for young children. I visited their Cumberland and 

Campbell River, BC locations; and 

B. Case B Childcare programs operate three nature childcare programs for 

children birth–5 years old. I visited their Infant Toddler and two, three to five year 

old licensed childcare classrooms in Mill Bay, BC; and 

C. Case C program operates recreation-based, parent-participation programs, and 

licensed childcare programs in nature settings. I visited these programs: the Hay 

Park recreation program, the parent participation program at Douglas Woodward 

Park, and the licensed afterschool care program at West Bay Elementary in West 

Vancouver, BC.  

Between November 2016 and August 2017, I visited the three cases, embedded with eight 

nature programs, and located in BC in various outdoors nature settings. These nature programs 

were geared for young children between the ages of birth and 12 years old. One of the nature 

programs was offered as a free-of-charge parent participation program for young children and 

their families. This program intended to engage vulnerable, low-income families with nature. 

Case C facilitator HF hosted the parent-participation program. The remaining seven nature 

programs were children’s educational programs that had childcare fees and recreational fees 
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attached to children’s participation. The programs I visited were located in Cumberland, 

Campbell River, Mill Bay, North Vancouver, and West Vancouver in British Columbia, Canada. 

I visited several of them initially in November 2016 and then again in April, May, and August 

2017. These programs included four licensed childcare programs, three recreation programs, and 

one parent participation program. A map of Victoria Island, figure 4.1, notes case A and B 

locations while map figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 note case C locations: 

 

Figure	  4.1	  Map	  of	  Victoria	  Island-‐	  where	  case	  A	  and	  case	  B	  programs	  are	  located	  (Map	  data:	  Davenport	  Maps,	  2018)	  
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Figure	  4.	  2	  Case	  C	  map	  of	  Hay	  Park,	  Vancouver,	  BC	  (Map	  data:	  Google	  DigitalGlobe,	  2018)	  

 

Figure	  4.3	  Case	  C:	  Map	  of	  Douglas	  Woodward	  park	  (Map	  data:	  Google	  DigitalGlobe,	  2018)	  
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In this chapter, two tables highlight information about the eight programs I visited. In 

Table 4.1 cases A, B, and C are noted, and the following criteria are included: number of 

programs visited, children’s age range, number of staff, number of ECE in programs, age of 

programs, directors’ backgrounds, number of spaces in program, and whether the program was 

childcare licensed or recreation based. Table 4.2 describes the program places and spaces, both 

indoors and outdoors.  

Table	  4.1:	  Early	  Childhood	  Nature	  Education	  Programs	  Visited	  (November	  2016)	  

      Cases              Number 
of 
programs 
Visited 

Children’s 
Age Range 

#  
 Staff 

ECE in 
Program 

Age of 
Program 

Director 
Background 

Number of 
Spaces in 
Programs 

Childcare 
Licensed 
Programs? 

    Case A 
 

  2 
 
 
 

2–6 years 
old-  

8 5/8 staff 
are ECE 

5 years Environmen
tal 
Education 

Cumberland: 
12–16 
Campbell 
River: 12–16 
Comox: 12–
16 
 

All are 
recreation 
based 

    Case B   3 0–5 years 
old 

8 8/8 staff 
are ECE 

5 years ECE/IT; 
Montessori; 
Registered 
Nurse 

Infant/Toddle
r: 12 
3–5 years: 12 

All 3 are 
licensed 
childcare 

    Case C   3 2.5–12 
years old 

6 5/7 staff 
are ECE 

5 years 
 

Bachelor’s 
in Child 
Youth Care; 
ECE 

Preschool: 20 
School Age: 
20 
Parent 
Participation: 
30 
 

2 
recreation-
based and 
1 licensed 
childcare 

Of the four licensed childcare programs, three were based in Mill Bay, BC, at the case B 

Child Centre, and one at case C in West Vancouver at the WB International Baccalaureate School 

where the after-school program operates. The four licensed childcare programs work with their 

designated health authorities, Vancouver Island Health and Vancouver Coastal Health 

respectively, to be licensed childcare facilities. These programs followed the Community Care 
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and Assisted Living Act: Child Care Licensing regulations. As licensed facilities, the childcare 

programs had interior and exterior spaces the children accessed during childcare.  

The case A program and case C programs operated these nature-based recreation 

programs. Case A is an outdoor educational program with visited locations in Cumberland, and 

Campbell River, BC. Case A programs are “designed to offer a unique early childhood learning 

experience for children aged 3–5 years. Our classroom is the natural environment. Our chairs are 

the logs, our pencils are the sticks and our possibilities are endless!” (Case A website, August 13, 

2017). The nature program at case C program “is a nature-based program located in West 

Vancouver for children ages 2.5–9 years old. The main purpose of the program was to provide 

children with an opportunity to connect with the environment in a safe and enjoyable way. Nature 

is a child’s best education” (Case C program’s website main page, August 13, 2017).  The 

following table (Table 4.2) provides a comparison of the places and spaces used by Cases A, B, 

and C. 

Table	  4.2:	  Places	  and	  Spaces	  

Cases A, B, C Play Space Inside Play Space Outside 
Case A:  No licensed space inside. 

Emergency space in recreation 
building changeroom in bad 
weather 

Yes: Filberg Park, Coal Creek 
Historic Park, and Willow 
Point Park 

Case B:  Yes: two buildings, three 
licensed classrooms. 

Yes: nine acres fenced 
forested land in Mill Bay, BC. 

Case C:  No: in four programs; Yes: for 
one school-age program 
licensed in a unused portable 
building and for one multi-age 
licensed program added 
September 2017. 

Yes: West Bay IB Elementary 
School grounds, Douglas 
Woodward Park, Hay Park, 
UBC Farms, Squamish, BC;  
Multiage- Sept 2017 

	  
	   Following in detail are the three case studies for this research: case A; case B; and case C 

programs. 
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Case A: 
The case A program had two locations I visited. These outside forested classrooms were 

located on Vancouver Island, BC, Canada. The CL program was at the Coal Creek Historic Park. 

The CL program was behind the Campbell River Sportsplex. These outdoor education programs 

were for children two to six years old. The three case A programs were offered as recreational 

programs and not licensed childcare programs through the health authority. Case A is “designed 

to offer a unique early childhood learning experience for children” (Case A website, p. 1, 2016). 

The case A program’s mission outlines the organizers’ belief in “creating a safe and comfortable 

natural learning environment so that children can develop a strong educational foundation where 

they can explore, interact and learn in nature” (p. 1). Children’s registration for the nature 

programs was done through the local recreation centre. The nature programs are hosted in public 

local parks by case A staff. Each program was staffed with certified licensed early childhood 

educators and/or ECE assistants and/or staff with Bachelor of Education degrees. Educators 

followed case A program guidelines that incorporated safety rules, adhered to self-chosen staff–

child ratios of 2:12, had first-aid training, and carried liability insurance. The nature programs 

followed a child-led and play-based curriculum that encouraged preschoolers to engage with their 

natural environment. The natural outdoor space was the setting for “art, music, games, physical 

activities and group learning” (p. 1). The nature programs are part of a recreation-based, 

unlicensed childcare that do not meet legislative requirements to be called preschool programs 

under the Community Care and Assisted Living Act: Childcare Licensing Regulations. 

On two occasions I visited case A programs as a RRU field researcher. Once in the fall of 

November 2016 and again in the spring of April 2017, visiting locations on Vancouver Island, 

BC. I had planned to visit their third location as well, but there had been a damaging windstorm 

the night before my visit, and the resulting destruction closed the park, so my visit was cancelled.  
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Case A Program: CL Location, November 8, 2016 and April 19, 21-22 2017.  

My first visit was to the case A CL location. The CL program is at the Coal Creek 

Historic Park town site. The Coal Creek Historic Park is on 40-hectares that encompasses 

“wetlands, salmon-bearing streams, lush second-growth forests, towering Douglas-fir trees, 

magical red cedar groves and rare western yew trees…and a variety of flora and fauna” (Case A 

website, 2016, p. 1).  I noted the wetlands provided habitat for numerous bird and fish species. 

The “fish species found in the creek include coho salmon, cutthroat trout, Dolly Varden and 

sculpin species” (p. 1) The CL case A nature program was easy to access via a short walk along 

the open forest path to the children’s group gathering spot. The children in the class first meet at 

an outdoors pavilion close to the Coal Creek Historic Park parking lot. The pavilion is a covered 

shelter space that has four picnic tables for the group to use. Once the children have gathered for 

their morning class, they do an activity in the shelter and then move to their outdoor classroom 

site for the morning.  

Every morning, after the beginning activity, the children walk together in a line to the 

outdoor classrooms, their backpacks full of their outdoor gear. The outdoor classrooms used vary 

based on weather, warmth, children’s preferences, and seasonal needs. There are 11 outdoor 

classrooms at the CL program: River Trail, Treasure Trench, The Maples, The Waterfall, Red 

Climbing Tree, Slopeside, Hollow Stump, Log Jam, Past the Log Jam, Torin’s classroom, and 

Fairy Door. During my first visit, we landed at River Trail where the water play began. During 

my second visit, we went to Treasure Trench. Treasure Trench is on the hillside of the park 

boundary, off one of the first paths. There, the children enjoyed the large trenched water chute. 

The CL case A program has two educators, AW and HT. AW is a licensed early 

childhood educator and HT is an elementary school teacher by profession and an ECE assistant.  
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Early Childhood Educator AW.	  Early Childhood Educator AW has her basic certificate 

in ECE through Pacific Rim Institute in Saanichton, BC. AW’s early experiences as a child, 

influenced by her mother, led her to notice the details in nature around us all the time. Growing 

up AW lived in many places across Canada. This allowed her to explore many settings across the 

country. AW is a mother to two children. Reflected in her children’s eyes is their wonder about 

nature and the world around them. AW and her husband moved to the Comox Valley seven years 

ago “to ensure that her boys would have the same freedom and opportunity to be close to nature 

that we both enjoyed growing up” (Participant Interview, 2016). AW initially opened a family 

daycare. Her initial dream was to “offer a program that tuned children into the cycle of the 

seasons, a program where children could learn about the amazing world outside our back door, a 

program that would instill a lifelong love of nature in them” (AW, Participant Interview, 2016). 

When the forest program started in Cumberland, AW knew immediately that she wanted to be 

involved and so she shifted to case A programs as the lead educator. On a daily basis AW has 

deep convictions about childrens connections to nature at an early age (Case A website, April 

2017).  

Early Childhood Assistant HT. Teacher HT teaches at the CL case A program. HT has 

her elementary school teaching degree through the University of Victoria (UVIC), BC and 

licensed as an early childhood assistant. HT shared that her life has been spent in the natural 

world. HT’s early childhood experiences were based in the Comox Valley. HT is “determined to 

support children’s unique understanding of their place in nature and ground they’re learning in 

real-life applications” (2017). HT believes that being immersed in nature brings out the best in 

people; she loves to guide children’s discoveries based on their interests and abilities” (HT, 

Participant Interview, 2017). After graduating from UVIC, HT taught at the Victoria Nature 
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School in Victoria, BC. There she worked with children, families, and educators to teach safety, 

build lifelong skills for children’s learning, and have fun in nature. In 2016 she moved up valley 

to teach at CL’s case A program. HT stayed employed with Case A until June 2017, when she 

moved north to Quesnel, BC. 

Case A: CR Location, November 9, 2016 and April 20, 2017.	  The case A CR program 

is located in the forested area just past a large field behind the sportsplex in Campbell River, BC. 

The sportsplex “is a multi-use facility located in Willow Point park, a popular year-round 

recreational destination that offers a playground, picnic area and a network of easy walking 

trails” (Case A website, 2016, p. 1). The forest grows species “adapted to fire cycles such as 

Douglas fir, big-leaf maple and red alder”(p. 1). Wetter areas favor red cedar, grand fir and Sitka 

spruce that serve as diverse habitats that include standing dead trees, an “important habitat for 

cavity-nesting birds and insects” (p. 1). The decaying logs on the forest floor “provide habitat for 

plants, insects and other animals, as well as helping restore nutrients to the soil” (p. 1). Animal 

species noted in the park include black tail deer, black bears, bald eagles, owls, small birds, trout, 

salmon, and waterfowl (p. 1).  

The CR program is easily accessible outdoors behind the Sportsplex. The children and 

families meet in the sand area by the volleyball nets. Once the children gather they start with a 

short circle time with songs and discussion. The children then gather their backpacks with gear 

and then walk together, talking and laughing with their friends and educators, through the field to 

their forested classroom spot for the morning. The six outdoor classrooms at the CR program are: 

Campfire, Magical Forest, Up the Mountain, Water World, Climbing and Sliding, and Big Log. 

There is no outdoor covered space, so if weather is inclement they move to the indoor change 

room inside the sportsplex, which is arranged for poor-weather use.  
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SC and FB are the two program educators. SC and FB are both licensed early childhood 

educators. SC has been in the ECE field for over a decade, and FB has recently been trained as an 

ECE and entered the ECE field in 2016.  

The first day I was there in November 2016 we based out of the Magical forest classroom. 

The second time I visited in April 2017, we based out of the Campfire Forest classroom. The 

Magical Forest is in an open forested space just left off the main path. Water was flowing that 

day, and the children were immediately drawn into water play. Then out came the shovels and 

pails, and with great delight the children cooperated, moving the water in many different ways. A 

wagon was along for the journey, to provide program necessities that support a positive nature 

experience. 

Figure	  4.4	  Wagon	  that	  carries	  program	  supplies,	  porta	  potty,	  tarps,	  water,	  and	  tools.	  

 

 

 

 

 

 

	  

	  

	  

Early Childhood Educator SC.	  Early Childhood Educator SC at CR case A has a range of 

experience in childcare programs. Many of SC’s first years in childcare were spent at the Quadra 

Island Children’s Centre, a licensed childcare program in Quadra, BC. On Quadra Island, 

beautiful forests surround the Children’s Centre, which “became a third teacher for all of us as we 
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explored, played and learned for many hours each day, saturated by nature” (SC, Participant 

Interview, 2017). SC received her ECE training through North Island College. SC has three 

children and is “passionate about children and their innate abilities and [the] unique gifts they 

possess” (Case A website, 2017). SC’s teaching background is based on the Reggio Emilia 

approach that sees children as capable beings full of potential (SC, Participant Interview, 2017). 

SC offers the children many teachable moments as she extends their curiosities and asks 

meaningful questions as she interacts with the children and their nature forest classroom. These 

interactions were delightful for me, the researcher, to watch. SC shares her backstory: 

I was a parent who needed childcare over on Quadra Island—the Quadra Childcare Centre 

there—so I began my journey there because I was often volunteering and found myself on 

the board. Before I knew it, I was taking the course and was hired after graduating there 

and spent the next 10 years there in a Reggio-inspired play space. It was a lovely 

beginning to my career. I moved over to town here, was a director for a few years. Now I 

am an outdoor educator. It’s a journey; the more I think I know, the less I do. Now that I 

am saturated with it—the forest—…my classroom, I’d say I am definitely nature-based. 

I’m a nature educator. There is so much more, so much deeper than I ever imagined when 

I first started in September 2016. Mother Nature rules. I have found that you cannot rush 

that; you need to settle in and hunker down and appreciate the time there is in the seasons. 

The seasons are more in tune with that, so, yeah, I have learned a lot from the kids as 

well: to slow down and appreciate what Mother Nature and what the forest has to offer in 

the different seasons. (SC, Participant Interview, 2017) 

SC’s passion for nature experiences shine through in her daily work, sharing forest experiences 

with the young children. 
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Early Childhood Educator FB. Early Childhood Educator FB teaches at the CR case A 

program, as well. Through Capilano University, FB received her early childhood certificate 

training. FB started at case A in September 2016 after moving from Vancouver to the Comox 

Valley. During this time FB has worked hard to incorporate nature pieces into her ECE practice 

and uses emergent, nature-based play in an exploratory model as she interacts with the children at 

case A program. FB shares that she “grew up in an un-schooling family, which means that my 

learning took place everywhere, all the time. I believe that children have the skills to learn, and 

that dynamic, living environments full of human and non-human interaction support this 

learning” (Case A website, 2017). In her daily life, FB reflects upon her values and choices. She 

is conscious “to slow down and find the rhythms of play and learning, by taking the individual 

children’s and group needs into account” (Case A website, 2017, p. 1). FB’s love of forests and 

wild spaces helps guide her to support children in their outdoor journeys as they learn to grow 

food; work with farm animals; make cheese. This integrates FB’s love and gratitude for the wild-

natural world into her daily life as she learns with children.	  	  

Owner Operator Case A: JK.	  JK is the program director and owner operator of case A Early 

Years Nature Education programs. JK has an extensive background in environmental education. 

Daily JK is available to support the programs and help where required otherwise he keeps busy 

with the administrative duties of the programs. JK and his wife have two children, ages five and 

six years old. JK is the “Vice President for the CV Naturalists Society and committee member for 

the B.C. Nature Education Committee, and former co-leader of Nature Kids BC” (Case A 

website, 2017). In 2013 JK co-authored The Great Plastic Round-up, a book that highlights the 

quest to raise awareness about plastic in the Pacific Ocean. Years ago, JK hiked the Appalachian 

Trail. This nature journey began the connection he “found with nature on the…trail, [with] other 
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hikers and ultimately with myself because before I got on that trail I felt just totally disconnected 

from everything; it was such a disconnected time of being. And I gained that sense of 

reconnection with nature. That was my path and I wanted to offer a similar therapy” (JK, 

Participant Interview, 2016). 

JK shares: 

take away our forests and you take away our ability to learn. Take away our forests and 

you take away our ability to play. Take away our forests you take away our ability to 

connect. Thanks to the great efforts of the Cumberland Community Forest Society, not 

only have they saved our forests, but they have saved our teacher, our playground and our 

community. From an educational perspective, when you take away our forest…you take 

away our school! (Case A website, learning environment, 2016). 

As an owner operator, JK admits that he is  

so far from that job [of nature educator] right now because of all the administrative work 

that goes into it…I knew there was going to be some; it’s just bananas right now! It is not 

even a large school. It’s given me a newfound appreciation of administrative staff of 

proper schools, and I couldn’t even imagine what that entails. But the goal is in time I will 

hire a manager and integrate myself into this program as an educator. Like I said, that’s 

my passion, I love connecting to the children and I love facilitating that process of 

connecting children with nature (JK, Participant Interview, 2016) 

In the field JK gets right down to the children’s level “and we just all play, learn, and 

teach together. So great!” (JK, Participant Interview, 2016). JK gets his inspiration from 

remembering his father’s interactions with him and his sister when they were young. My father 

got “down right on our level and just played and taught” (2016). JK grew up in New York, was 
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born in the Bronx, and raised on Long Island. His passion for nature education radiates from him. 

The children are lucky to have him as a visionary. 

Case B: 
The case B is a licensed nature-based childcare program for children Birth–5 years old. 

The centre provides daycare services in an infant/toddler classroom and two 3–5-year-old 

classrooms. Their owner operator indicates that the childcare programs integrate Montessori, 

Waldorf, and Reggio Emilia approaches in their classrooms. Case B is located on nine acres on 

Vancouver Island, BC. The first childcare building is licensed for 12 infant/toddlers and 12, 3–5-

year-old children; and the second childcare building is licensed for six children. The outdoor 

grounds are fully fenced and forested with large trees in an open space. There is a separate fenced 

garden space as well as pasture spaces for the children to access. The outdoor garden area has 

garden areas both for children and the community where food is harvested and shared among the 

centre’s families. The back pasture area houses farm animals: goats, donkeys, horses, and 

chickens. Case B educators base their early childhood education practices on attachment: “to 

place your infant or preschool child in a unique, safe, loving, nurturing and stimulating 

environment—a setting that will help children develop within themselves the fundamental habits, 

attitudes, skills, and ideas which are essential for a lifetime of creative thinking and learning” 

(Case B website, p. 1, 2016). Case B supports this premise through their child-based goals for 

children attending the childcare program: 

1. To develop and foster an abiding curiosity 

2. To develop habits of initiative and persistence 

3. To foster inner discipline and a sense of order 

4. To develop sensory-motor skills in order to sharpen the ability to discriminate and 

judge their surroundings 
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5. To develop socially acceptable behavior 

6. To acquire the basic skills necessary for a lifetime of learning 

7. To help develop each child’s high self-esteem, self-expectations and confidence 

8. To foster their innate love of nature and appreciation of all living forms (Case B 

website, 2017) 

Owner Operator Case B and Early Childhood Educator PAD. Early Childhood 

Educator PAD is the owner/operator at case B childcare programs. PAD is certified as an early 

childhood educator, trained at Malispena College, now known as Vancouver Island University. 

After her basic ECE certification PAD trained as an infant/toddler early childhood educator at 

Camosun College. Additionally, PAD has Montessori certification with experience in Waldorf 

methods, and she is a registered nurse. Originally PAD is from the Philippines and has 

experience with setting up children’s programs in orphanages and childcare centres. PAD has 

extensive experience with the natural world, farm life, animal care, and garden cultivation. PAD 

shares: 

we are farmers at heart…nature has been kind…I believe land is life, so you know 

[according to] the philosophy of the culture I came from, to disrespect nature is like 

disrespecting yourself. Earth is for us is like your mother: it is where we grow all our 

food, and like our life, land is life, it is our philosophy for the culture I came from and this 

is why our people really fought for it. (PAD, Participant Interview, 2016) 

Daily, PAD’s days are filled tending to the details of the childcare centre operations, engaging 

with children and staff, and duties on the farm.  

Early Childhood Educator GD. Early Childhood Educator GD teaches at the case B 

infant/toddler program; she is also the centre’s manager. GD is certified as an infant/toddler early 
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childhood educator, trained in Ontario. For 35 years GD worked as a preschool teacher, before 

which she was a play therapist at Sick Kids Hospital in Toronto. Five years ago, GD moved to 

BC and since then has worked at case B. GD’s skillset brings a keen knowledge of music, dance, 

cooking, and puppetry to the childcare programs. 

Early Childhood Educator CT. Early Childhood Educator CT teaches at case B in the 

3- to 5-year-old programs and is the assistant manager. CT started her ECE career in Aboriginal 

ECE through the College of New Caledonia. CT worked at Thunderbird preschool in Vancouver, 

BC, then at Westside Montessori in the same city before working in after-school care in 

Strathcona, BC. In 2015 CT moved back to Vancouver Island and started work at case B after 

meeting PAD.  “I met her and knew that it was a great place. I’ve been here just over a year” 

(CT, Participant Interview, 2017). CT’s love of nature is evident, as is her passion and 

enthusiasm for early childhood education. This is expressed through daily farm adventures with 

the children as they explore the centre’s farm. CT’s passion is gardening; currently she is taking 

an organic master gardener course through Cowichan Community at the Guidance College. CT 

shares: “it is fantastic, I thought I knew a lot and then I’m doing this and then I realized how little 

I did know. It’s a lot to learn! And the children think it is fantastic” (CT, Participant Interview, 

2017). In April and August 2017, CT was kind enough to have me visit her 3- to 5-year-old 

classrooms at case B on both visits. CT’s outdoor classroom had a blended mix of gardens, farm 

animals, and childrens play structures.   
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Figure	  4.5	  case	  B	  watering	  cans	  for	  garden	  care;	  Figure	  4.6:	  case	  B	  chickens	  on	  the	  farm;	  Figure	  4.7	  case	  B	  childcare	  yard	  
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Figure	  4.8:	  Case	  B.	  Garden	  beds	  	  
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Figure	  4.9:	  Case	  B.	  The	  donkeys	  graze	  freely	  on	  the	  land	  and	  interact	  with	  the	  children	  as	  they	  come	  by.	  

Figure	  4.10:	  Case	  B.	  Goats	  on	  the	  farm;	  Figure	  4.11	  Case	  B	  the	  star	  path;	  Figure	  4.12	  Case	  B	  balancing	  logs	  

	  

	  
	  
Case C:  

The case C program has various locations throughout the Lower Mainland. Locations are 

based out of Douglas Woodward Park and WB Primary Years Programme in Vancouver, BC; 

Hay Park in North Vancouver; Squamish, BC; and at UBC farms at the University of British 

Columbia. Case C operates programs for children 2.5 to 9 years old and their families. The case 

C programs include part-day programs for toddlers and 3–5-year-olds, parent-participation 

programs, school-age programs, and summer camps. The after-school program at WB is licensed 

through the Vancouver Coastal Health Authority as a childcare facility. The part-day nature 
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programs for children are based through the case C own private small business. Case C programs 

are nature-based and provide young children with an opportunity to connect with the nature 

environments in a safe and enjoyable way (Case C website, 2017).  

Owner Operator and Early Childhood Educator HF. Early Childhood Educator HF is 

the owner/operator/director at case C program. HF is certified as an early childhood educator and 

has a bachelor’s degree from the University of Victoria in Child and Youth Care. HF was invited 

to China in April 2017 to teach workshops to Chinese educators about the case C forest school 

model. She believes nature is a child’s best education and wants children to come play outside 

with her. Her enthusiasm for and love of the outdoors is contagious. HF credits her grandmother, 

a prominent early childhood educator, as being a big inspiration in her life. HF shares that the 

case C nature program started with three children in her grandmothers’ backyard. At first the 

children used the garden there, and then the program grew. The program moved to Hay Park, but 

the children still came and accessed her garden from time to time. HF exclaims that her 

grandmother was a “big, big part of my choice [to run case C] and I mean she’s such an 

entrepreneur and done some amazing things that I’m like I can do it! She’s had a big influence on 

me!” (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). 

The case C program at Hay Park is located off Inglewood Avenue in West Vancouver, 

BC. The park, a designated off-leash area for dogs, is used with consent from the City of West 

Vancouver. HF describes the park’s setting as offering a “nice degree of protection and warmth” 

(HF, Participant Interview, 2016). During my November 2016 visit to Hay Park there was a 

group of 12 children in the program with two educators. It was a sunny morning, with fresh rain. 

HF comments:  
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some children may not come because of rain; some come every day. This group comes 

Tuesday and Thursday for 2.5 hours. Most children do well in the program. A few have 

pulled out where often the child is too cold, too wet…Every child that has been pulled 

from this program [by their parents], I felt was fine. October was a horrible month, well 

not horrible, but it rained 28 days out of 31. It was wet; it was cold for some of these two-

year-olds. [Which it is their] first time in a program like this…it doesn’t always work. A 

lot [of children] will come back and are here; they try again. For the most part, most do 

really well…Most children are fully prepared for it, or the parents are prepared for it. (HF, 

Participant Interview, 2016) 

HF explains, in Hay Park, the nature program has been operating for four years as a pilot 

project for the West End District, “where [they] can get around not charging me to use the park” 

(HF, Participant Interview, 2016). HF says that case C in Hay park continues as a pilot project 

“even though I talk to them every year about that” (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). Hay Park is 

home base for case C’ nature program. At times “we leave a few things in the forest, children use 

the yarn and stuff, and then we take everything out at the end of the year. Because case C uses the 

park Monday to Friday, the case C staff do a more thorough check if it storms, or lots of rainfall” 

(HF, Participant Interview, 2016). Case C programs that operate from parks and farms are 

currently considered license-not-available programs and are not childcare programs, as they do 

not meet the intent of the childcare licensing regulation to qualify as childcare programs. These 

case C programs run as private-recreation / small-business-based programs. 

The case C parent-participation program at Douglas Woodward Park is located in West 

Vancouver, BC. The park is a designated off-leash space for dogs. Families met the nature 

facilitator there for a Friday-afternoon trek in the woods. Using this location was a conscious 
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choice of HF’s, as she tended to be mindful of where the children played and how they played. 

As a result of being mindful, HF choses an off-leash dog park as her preferred nature program 

location for children and families (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). 

The case C licensed school-age program operates from the forest at WB Elementary in 

West Vancouver, BC. WB is an International Baccalaureate (IB) School. At WB “they do a lot of 

inquiry-based learning so it fits very well with my principles” at case C, shares HF (HF, 

Participant Interview, 2016). The after-school care program for children aged 5–12 years is 

licensed from a school portable. “They licensed the box,” HF says, but it is rarely used, as the 

children are outdoors for the duration of the school-age program. HF states, the children are 

outside 99 percent of time. Because this location is a licensed childcare program, case C after-

school program has access to the Government of British Columbia’s provincial childcare subsidy 

and the provincial childcare operating funding programs, which generates revenue to support the 

program’s operations. As a general rule, HF says she finds it really hard to check the licensing 

boxes, as childcare licensing is a prescriptive process, that contains rules and regulations 

embedded in BC Law that childcare facilities follow (2016). Licensed childcare programs are 

attached to indoor spaces that are inspected and meet the requirements of licensed childcare 

legislation. The school-age program has worked around this piece, through discussion and 

openness, with their licensing officer in order to be a licensed childcare program. 

At this writing, HF runs a nature program at UBC farm on Tuesday mornings for four 

hours. HF describes the UBC farm as a beautiful property with a huge forest. On the land there 

are chickens, gardens, a yurt the program uses for lunch, and a vegetable garden. Sessions at the 

farm run in all weather, rain or shine. 
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The case C program has experienced significant growth since its inception in September 

2012. In HF’s first year of operating the case C program, there were just a few kids, so she did 

most of the teaching with another educator. But since that first program, case C has continued to 

grow from a few children to 20, then 50 children, and now 200+ children and seven instructors. 

Children age out of the program, but often their younger siblings take their places. “It’s really 

cool. It is so neat to see that” (HF, Participant Interview, 2016) when siblings register to 

participate in case C. 

Early Childhood Educator IH. Early childhood educator IH is one of the main 

educators at case C outdoor program. IH runs park preschool aged programs in the mornings and 

the school-age program in the afternoons. Trained as a behavior interventionist, IH works to 

support children with autism in the summer months. IH grew up in Germany and started working 

with children leading to a career in ECE. IH believes “that play is a child’s most important work” 

(IH, Participant Interview, 2018). In her daily practice, IH “strives to create and maintain an 

environment where children can grow and thrive while exploring the world around them” (Case 

C website, 2017). In doing so IH does low, medium, and high checks for safety when she arrives 

at the program. 

On January 9, 2018, I interviewed IH as a participant in this study. IH has a background 

in ECE and she went to school in Germany for five years. IH then taught in a preschool program 

for children 2.5–5 years old. This program was hosted in a forest and had access to an old trailer 

with an oven, which could store supplies and children’s backpacks. Daily the children decided as 

a group where they would go in the forest for 3–4 hours. 

When transitioning from a mainstream educator to an outdoor educator, there are required 

shifts in practice. As such, IH works to keep bodies warm in the forest. She does this by leading a 
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yoga practice for the children, and she keeps them moving, chanting, and off of the ground for 

long periods. IH believes it is important to give workshops and seminars; have parents come to 

visit the nature program; have an orientation to share the importance of children being outside. 

The children learn to take risks, self-regulation, how to balance themselves on a log, how to learn 

and play as a team, how to socialize, and how to use their imaginations. IH suggests that nature 

educators should have their ECE training to work in nature programs as ECE training focuses on 

child-based practice, which benefits the educator’s skills in the forest. ECE certification trains 

educators about how to talk with parents, how to problem solve, how to guide children, how to 

scaffold curriculum, and about children’s ages and stages in their development. IH engages in a 

reflective practice as an educator. Her personal tools include enthusiasm, observation, and 

engagement in learning as she builds on her 17-year background in the ECE field. IH remarks, 

“every day is different, every day a surprise, I am blessed—so lucky—seeing the smiles on the 

children and coming in with a smile in the forest. You go home and say it is another beautiful day 

in the forest!” (IH, Participant Interview, 2018). In her interview IH noted the benefits for 

children in the forest: the children’s progress, the joy, the imagination, the problem solving, and 

being involved in nature. The connection to nature and the animals help children respect nature. 

They learn flexibility in terms of safety as plans are shifted as required. The children exude 

confidence, pride in teamwork, joy, and gratitude. To support the children’s exploration, IH 

carries many items in her safety backpack: first-aid kit, mud kitchen tools, rope, knife, clipboards 

with paper/pencils, a book, hot water, sink, towel, magnifying glasses, smug mug app on phone 

(with which she takes pictures to post). IH enjoys building fairy houses with the children and 

bringing mascots like Ms. Alligator, and Mr. Owl, who sometimes hide in the trees so children 

can find him. 
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Figure	  4.13:	  Case	  C	  program.	  November	  2016.	  The	  children	  are	  preparing	  for	  snack	  time	  with	  their	  group	  of	  friends.	  At	  Case	  C	  
snack	  time,	  children	  use	  placemats	  as	  their	  forest	  chairs.	  HF	  shares,	  “It	  is	  not	  so	  much	  about	  keeping	  their	  bums	  dry	  because	  
we	  are	  all	  dirty	  and	  soaking	  wet,	  but	  it	  is	  just	  nice	  to	  have	  a	  spot	  to	  sit	  down”	  (HF,	  Participant	  Interview,	  2016).	  The	  placemats	  
are	  dinosaurs,	  ladybug,	  and	  flowers	  from	  the	  dollar	  store	  as	  they	  are	  affordable.	  Together	  as	  a	  group	  the	  children	  have	  snack	  

time	  followed	  by	  story	  time.	  

 
Summary  

Chapter four describes cases A, B, and C. The programs in these cases are a blend of 

recreation and childcare nature-based programs for young children. Teams of enthusiastic 

educators operate each program and they are passionate about their nature programs. Two tables 

included at the beginning of this chapter detail the nature programs’ information. Table 4.1 

identifies the cases, number of programs, children’s age range, number of staff, number of ECE 

in programs, the age of program, the directors’ backgrounds, number of spaces in program, and 

whether the program is childcare licensed or recreation based. In Table 4.2, it describes the case 

centres’ places and spaces, both indoors and out. In Chapter five, the research findings from cases 

A, B, and C are reviewed in greater detail. The findings are presented in connection to each of the 
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key research questions that formed the basis of the research. Twelve research findings are 

discussed and analyzed.  
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Chapter Five: Research Findings    
	  

This chapter presents the key findings in response to the three research questions. As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, data was collected through three case studies and via field 

observations and semi structured interviews with early childhood educators, owner operators of 

the ECE programs, and the childcare facility managers.   

Data was also collected via researcher reflections, notes, online, and program 

documentation collected at the various research sites. These data were reviewed and categorized 

to facilitate the thematic analysis. In all three-research cases, data reflected themes of children’s 

abilities, environmental education, licensing regulations, nature places and spaces, program 

values, program details, nature setting environments, and staffing. Additionally three educational 

leaders: BD, CA, and MVO in the BC ECE nature field were interviewed to provide real world 

perspectives on nature programs. They were identified and selected as leaders, based on 

discussions with early childhood educators and owner operators in the case studies. 

After the field studies came a review of the research data. This included reviewing my 

notes, the program documentation of posters and photos, a review of the case study field visit 

photographs and videos, newsletters, program information, and the Centre websites. I collated 

and processed these data and twelve findings emerged from my analysis (see Table 5.1). In this 

chapter I detail these twelve findings in connection to each of the key research questions that 

form the basis of the research.  

Table	  5.1:	  Thematic	  Analysis	  

Research	  Questions	  	   Thematic	  Finding	  
Why do early childhood educators use 
nature as a source of learning and inquiry 
in early childhood education programs?	  

1.	  Nature	  places	  and	  spaces	  classrooms	  
2.	  Children’s’	  health	  and	  well-‐being	  
outdoors	  
3.	  Environmental	  education	  

What is nature education in early 4.	  Nature	  spaces	  are	  available	  for	  play	  at	  all	  
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childhood?	   the	  nature	  childcare	  centres	  and	  nature	  
programs	  
5.	  Play	  in	  nature	  
6.	  Safety	  
7.	  Children’s	  abilities	  
8.	  Licensed	  childcare	  programs	  
9.	  Recreation-‐based	  programs	  
10.	  Nature	  leadership	  

How are early childhood educators trained 
in nature education? 

11. Outdoors skills/ Resources	  
12.	  Training	  

 

Research Question One: Why do early childhood educators use nature as a source of 
learning and inquiry in early childhood education programs?  

Educators use nature as a source of learning and inquiry for many reasons. Learning and 

inquiry in ECE programs support children’s growth, development, and skills. Across the cases, 

the nature educators I interviewed were found to be passionate people who see nature as a way to 

help young children grow through exposure to outdoor, natural learning environments. A place 

where uninterrupted children’s play can happen with little adult intervention unless required for 

safety reasons. Nature is a source of learning and inquiry; when ECE programs are facilitated in 

nature, children acquire knowledge and skills through direct nature experience and repetitive 

exposure to nature spaces. This repetitive nature exposure builds brain connections. This 

repetition is important as in the first few years of life,  

more than 1 million new neural connections are formed every second. These connections 

build brain architecture—the foundation upon which all later learning, behavior, and 

health depend. These connections and experiences in the early childhood years, from birth 

to five years old, matter to children’s development. The life experiences from early 

childhood matters because experiences early in life can have a lasting impact on later 

learning, behavior, and health. (Harvard University, n.d.) 
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Educators are aware that children learn through inquiry. Inquiry leads to information 

being acquired and processed as young children navigate the nature settings they play in. Nature 

opportunities are ripe to foster children’s abilities, teach children about the natural world, to care 

about the well-being of Earth and the creatures that live on and in it. Knowledge about the natural 

world and ways of interacting with it are important for children to construct as they grow and 

develop into adult human beings. I identified Educators used nature as a source of learning and 

inquiry with children because it teaches them hands-on skills, promotes joy and happiness, 

imparts an overall sense of mastery in natural environments, teaches safety skills, and promotes 

an attachment to nature.  

  In answer to the first research question—Why do early childhood educators use nature as 

a source of learning and inquiry in early childhood education programs?—I identified three 

findings across the cases. First, educators noted that programs woven into natural settings 

allowed children’s hands-on exposure to nature places, to play in nature, and to spend time in 

nature settings during early childhood. From case to case the settings varied yet the premise of 

why educators used nature education remained the same: the educators all felt exposure to nature, 

time in nature, and play in nature were important parts of early childhood learning. At case B 

Educator CT encourages children’s nature connections both indoors and outdoors. Here are some 

of her beautiful inspiring indoor nature displays: 
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Figure	  5.1:	  Case	  B’s	  s	  3-‐	  to	  5-‐year-‐old	  licensed	  childcare	  classroom,	  is	  filled	  with	  outdoor	  materials	  intended	  for	  children’s	  
play.	  CT	  brings	  the	  outdoors	  inside	  to	  add	  to	  the	  space. 

 

Figure	  5.2:	  Case	  B	  3-‐	  to	  5-‐year-‐old	  Program.	  CT’s	  beautiful	  indoor	  nature	  display	  for	  the	  children	  to	  explore.	  
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Figure	  5.3	  Case	  B	  CT	  3-‐5	  year	  old	  classroom	  materials	  

	  
	  	  

   Theme one. Nature places and spaces classrooms. Children have access to nature-based 

outdoor settings on a regular basis in all the nature programs visited in this study. Nature play in 

place-based settings—spending time in nature settings, opportunity for play there, and exposure 

to nature—is pivotal in young children’s development of skills, knowledge, and connections to 

the natural world in spending time in nature settings. Naturally, children form relationships with 

the outdoor places they frequent, as time is spent and nature-based play environments are 

explored. The children know the parks’ inhabitants, have a place-based relationship in their forest 

classrooms, and have developed a connection to the parks’ landscapes. 
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Nature exposure in early childhood is limited, in North America, both in time spent in 

nature and exposure to nature. JK enthusiastically expressed,  

How many children in North America get that experience? Like one in a million. It is so 

miniscule and so small and yet the experience they are getting is tremendous! It’s earth-, 

human shattering, it’s building a new foundation of what these children are going to grow 

up and become. They are going to become brand-new adults. The seed is being planted so 

deep within them (JK, Participant Interview, 2016).  

JK’s assessment was seconded by HF, who said, “It’s the concept of the hands-on learning with 

the children. They are excited about it, they know, they want to know more about it, they love it” 

(HF, Participant Interview, 2016).  

At CL case A program, the children were tuned in to their forest adventure. As they hiked 

through the forest the children noticed the trees, dancing in the wind. Next along the forest path 

the children found a newt and the children were curious about their finding. As newts are 

poisonous, the educator let the children know they could not hold it in their bare hands. Educator 

AW later shared that the children “really are opening their eyes and their ears to what is 

happening around them. That is something that will stay with them forever…[they will be] 

observant and also analytical and stand up for nature and feel that it is important” (2016). The 

newt was put back and the children continued their walk.  
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Figure	  5.4:	  Case	  A	  CL.	  The	  newt. 

Educator AW later shared:  

I think it is important. For me, you cannot have a mandate to protect nature unless they 

have a really strong connection to it, so that piece is huge for me. Second, the openness of 

everything allows that exploration and wonder to just be fully blossoming… I think the 

way that we run really gets children paying attention to detail, like they really notice when 

we go the same places what is different and what’s changed, and those little changes 

through the year. (AW, Participant Interview, 2016)  

The children navigated their way across a downed tree on the nature path. Some children 

navigated this easily. Some children stopped to contemplate how they would cross over the fallen 

tree. Their teachers AW and HT were there to encourage them to problem-solve their way over or 

around. At one end the tree was higher up than the other end, and you could see children trying to 

decide where on the log they would try to go over, how they were going to get across. Whether 
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they were going to go up or under, whether they were going to go over; whether they would try in 

the middle. I remember one girl was a little stumped by that. Educator AW said to her, “I wonder 

if you might try this or this?” Eventually, the child took the ideas and found one that fit for her. 

And then over she went. You could see the wheels turning: how am I going to solve this? In the 

end, all the children figured out a way to cross over the fallen tree and continue their nature walk. 

AW remarked about the start of the nature program, Tadpoles, and a classroom called Slopeside 

that features a spot where you can jump down to a trail from the slope. “One child who is quite 

physically capable will start jumping off and you see other kids want to, and it’s so interesting to 

watch some of them sit and slide in and some of them might take a few steps and jump down…I 

think this gives them way more physical literacy, the uneven terrain and running, knowing where 

to stop. I think it helps them grow in balance and spatially” (AW, Participant Interview, 2016). 
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Figure	  5.5	  Case	  A	  CL	  location	  along	  forest	  path	  

In my capacity as researcher, I noticed the connections the children were making in 

nature, whether it was playing with water or figuring out how to get down the hill, or finding a 

newt in the moss, or talking to someone who came by with a bucket of mushrooms that were 

picked in the forest and that person took the time to show the children. You could see the 

connections the children were making in their forest classroom, with the joy of running water, 

being in one another’s space, how to problem solve things together—“How do I get over this 

log?” Being in nature is something children need more of. 

HT shared that children of all ages should spend time in nature; that time spent is 

meaningful for all of our lives. These nature experiences can impact children’s learning. Through 
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awareness and research, HT hopes that nature programs will go “in the direction of more un-

structuredness and more relation to communities needs and environments needs” (HT, Participant 

Interview, 2016). 

Theme two. Children’s health and well-being outdoors. In all the cases, the childcare 

centres and nature programs promote children’s health and well-being outdoors. Happiness and 

joy is an outcome seen by educators as children build confidence in their outdoor abilities, learn 

about outdoor place-based environments, take care of plants and animals, and learn nature skills 

as they grow and develop in the case A program. JK spoke about children’s well-being connected 

to nature, “connection is a word of essence of the program…children to gain this greater sense of 

connection with nature...to gain a greater connection with each other, with the educators, 

ultimately within themselves” (JK, Participant Interview, 2016).  

HF from case C also espoused the importance of being outside with children. In the 

wintertime, she noted there are many opportunities outside where the importance of free playtime 

is revealed. HF said she is always amazed to watch what happens, hear the sounds of children in 

the development of play. HF shared that being in nature calms her and helps her identify as a 

better educator outside (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). CT echoed HF’s sentiments by 

explaining that natural play outdoors is about getting dirty, where children move their hands in 

the dirt, where children have space to run and little to no structure. CT said she enjoys circle 

times where songs add to the children’s learning. The children then take that learning outside and 

apply what they have learned (CT, Participant Interview, 2016). 

Case B owner operator expressed that nature pedagogy in early learning is important with 

children. Children’s well-being in nature is important to young children. PAD talked about 

children’s lived experiences, for example, she shared about the child who knows a banana is 
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sweet, as he has tasted it himself, however “a child who it thinks it is hot when they haven’t 

experienced that? It is really the tactile, the senses, the education that’s important, and through 

that when they experience the reality, that’s how they learn. That’s how their cognitive 

development is enhanced or taught too” (PAD, Participant Interview, 2016). At case B the 

children grow food in the garden beds. The children help prepare the garden beds in the spring 

and they work to plant the seeds. The children work together to water, weed, and take good care 

of the garden beds. Their hard work pays off over the summer as their garden bounty comes to 

fruition. 

	  
Figure	  5.6:	  Case	  B	  in	  the	  gardens,	  November	  2016.	  The	  garden	  bounty	  of	  kale.	  Earlier	  in	  the	  spring,	  the	  children	  planted	  kale	  
in	  the	  garden	  beds.	  The	  children	  watered	  and	  weeded	  the	  beds,	  and	  then	  they	  harvested	  the	  kale	  and	  took	  it	  home	  to	  eat.	  
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Figure	  5.7:	  Case	  B.	  A	  sample	  of	  the	  centre’s	  garden	  bounty	  of	  sunflowers,	  apples,	  and	  red	  potatoes.	  The	  children	  help	  harvest	  
these,	  eat	  them,	  and	  take	  them	  home	  to	  their	  families.	  The	  licensed	  childcare	  centre	  building	  (bottom	  right)	  is	  for	  children	  3	  to	  

5	  years	  old.	  

	  

 
Figure	  5.8:	  Case	  B.	  Garlic	  hanging	  to	  dry	  after	  the	  garden	  harvest.	  
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Figure	  5.9:	  Case	  B.	  The	  children	  planted	  garlic	  in	  the	  fall	  of	  2016.	  This	  is	  their	  healthy	  garlic	  garden	  bed.	  

	  
In the spring of 2017, the children helped water and weed the garden beds. In the summer 

of 2017, each child took garlic home to share with his or her families. The benefits of the 

childcare centre establishing gardens growing plants helps children learn about the common 

plants used for food. The Case B gardens “become a natural place to encourage dialogue about 

everything that makes up a garden—soil, plants, bugs, and water, and how each of these are 

essential for environmental sustainability and stewardship” (Dietze, 2017, p. 1). The gardens 

become a place for the children and centre families to learn about how to care for the childcare 

centre lands, the animals, the bugs, and the plants.	  
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In terms of well-being, JK talked about children’s capacity to be self-reflective if they are 

given the opportunity. For example, as nature play spaces are created, children can really process 

their understandings of the world. This helps them develop direct relationship with nature, as they 

have space to interact and spend time in nature. 

Children’s well-being breaks from the modern-day technology used in childhood. HT 

mused about her experience: 

At such a young age, children are highly influenced by media and technology. But I think 

for the most part children do innately gravitate to the activities they can do unstructuredly 

in a setting and recognize their own need for physical and social learning, play; and the 

natural aspect is something more they would not really be able to describe. You can see 

that be being totally immersed in nature they get drawn toward whatever they are 

interested in that setting and really thrive on being exposed to it day after day. (HT, 

Participant Interview, 2017) 

Educator FB supported this by adding, “the richness of what exists in the forest, the depth of the 

experiences that could happen, the amount of loose parts—the forest is the perfect space, the 

environment as a third teacher idea is put in place in the forest. It is so close, so awesome, yet so 

far away” (FB, Participant Interview, 2016). 

  Theme three. Environmental education. Nature education in early childhood helps 

teach young children about nature: how food is grown, how the seasons affect Earth and all 

creatures, how to plan and prepare and grow plants, and how to harvest the garden. 

Environmental education provides children with an opportunity to learn about Earth, forests, and 

beaches, to interact with birds, bugs, squirrels, insects, mud, water, gardens, and forest plants. 
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JK truly believes that the more he works with children, the more his beliefs about nature 

education strengthen, as a parent of young children, as an educator, as an environmentalist. He 

believes that during the early years, the more children are exposed to nature, the better. He also 

believes that what the children are exposed to in nature reflects a large part of the path children 

will take in life. JK contends, if we get children connected to nature as early as possible,  

that’s part of their cloths, that soulful cloth, it’s part of their being. That seed is so 

entrenched in their soul and their being that any time in their lives when they are 

reintroduced to nature, at whatever capacity, they have something to tap back into. And if 

we offer them a positive experience now, chances are they will be interested in revisiting 

nature, whatever that means, because it was something positive as a child. And you know 

when you ask most adults, when you talk about positive experiences they’ve had as 

children in their lives, they immediately resort back to when they were a child and they 

played in the forest and they ran around outside; it was all about being outside and the 

freedom and the experience, the sense of wonder that came along with it. Especially now 

in today’s world, that experience is dwindling. In the Comox Valley we are surrounded by 

nature, so why do you have to expose children to a nature program? You do! Because you 

have to give them the system for them be involved in to experience it. (JK, Participant 

Interview, 2016) 

While SC espoused that nature is the third teacher and shared her beliefs thus: 
 

There is no comparison to being out in nature, the surroundings of the third teacher: the 

forest. The nature itself is loaded with different levels of learning dependent on who’s 

learning, who’s doing the learning. It teaches the children to learn well because they can 

revisit and revisit and go back to the same classrooms, and they are investigating puddles. 
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And through a season of looking at their puddles that they have grown so fond of, they 

become global learners because they become so much more about the science of it and the 

beginning and end of puddles, for example, and how they have to adjust. The room the 

kids have to be their own learners—although we do have the walls, they are invisible—so 

they have the space to be. For each individual child to have that has to be the biggest gift 

that forest nature gives, because you just don’t get that in the classroom. You have to live 

and be with [nature]; it’s not the way of it in walls, in a classroom. Out in nature you have 

to be with and in, live—something that’s alive and living as well as you. There is not just 

you. (SC, Participant Interview, 2016) 

My first visit day at case A CL, the educators had special guests in, speaking about 

rescued owls. The children listened and watched the owl keepers explain about their forest 

friends who been helped when they were injured and brought to the rehabilitation facility. A 

rescued owl, Otis, a screech owl, and his other owl friend visited the young children in their 

forest setting. The children learned that owls don’t eat the whole mouse; they make a little ball of 

bones and fur and spit up a pellet from their stomachs, because owls cannot digest the contents of 

the pellet. “It is disgusting,” said one boy upon examining the pellet. The children’s conversation 

turned to “Where do owls rest?” “Where do the owls usually sleep?” In trees! The special guests 

told the children that sometimes you could walk by and not even notice an owl in a tree. During 

the day, owls close their eyes and often you don’t see them. They pointed out that Otis the owl 

looked like part of a tree, that he was camouflaged. The children wondered how many owls the 

rescue centre had. They were told that the centre had five owls of four different kinds: saw whet, 

pygmy, two screech owls, a barn owl, and a great horned owl. The great horned owl is the largest 

one, the owl keepers said. Each owl makes a different type of hooting noise. The children learned 
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that the saw whet owl is the fiercest owl in the forest even though it is little. The owl will fly 

down and grab a mouse and then bring it up into a tree where the owl will take the mouse apart 

with its beak. The children learned that owls like to live alone.  

 

Figure	  5.10:	  A	  rescued	  saw	  whet	  owl	  visits	  the	  children	  at	  the	  case	  
A	  CL	  program,	  November	  2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FB shared her nature program experiences with young children as being engaged 

authentically in learning. In FB’s experience, the authentic engagement she sees in the nature 

program is different from that she has seen in structured indoor programs. Out in nature, children 

can be authentic learners when they explore freedom, to develop “the skills of thinking and 

discovering, the skills of learning as opposed to learning for particular content” (FB, Participant 

Interview, 2016). Supporting children as authentic learners resonates with FB as part of her 

pedagogical practice.  

The following examples shed light on different ways the programs incorporate nature into 
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their curricula. Environmental education is “very important to share, to do this, to learn about” 

nature and forests (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). JK said that environmental education is “not 

just nature appreciation, but understanding of the environmental issues, it’s all being interwoven 

into science and social studies; it’s part of the curriculum. It affects everyday life skills” (JK, 

Participant Interview, 2016). At case B Centre, these life skills in the making are evident. The 

young children take great pride in bringing home vegetables they have grown and harvested at 

the childcare centre gardens. The children share “how they harvested the big carrot, the big 

squash; the kids go back and tell the parents” (PAD, Participant Interview, 2017). PAD identified 

that the children are most engaged outdoors. In the summer the children use tools along with 

watering cans. The children are “like busy bees in the garden getting apples…you seldom see 

children fighting outside, or bothering each other” (PAD, Participant Interview, 2017). 

PAD observes many funny things in the garden, including connections children are 

making about food. PAD talked with me about the children’s joy and curiosity when it is garden 

harvest time. Children’s interest in collecting the fruits and vegetables that they have grown is 

evident in their young faces. The children gather their wicker baskets to collect the garden bounty 

of zucchini, crab apples, tomatoes, corn, plums, and mustard leaves. PAD remarked that the 

bounty represents all different tastes for children to try. PAD shared “the mustard greens—they 

think it’s like kale until they taste it. They know it doesn’t taste good. We are blessed with an 

abundance of our fruits…they take pride and ownership in that” (PAD, Participant Interview, 

2017). Next the children visit the chicken coop on the back property where they collect the 

chicken eggs. PAD teaches the children to pick the eggs up so gently, rather than in hurried 

excitement, so the eggs do not break. PAD shared that she “teaches them the lesson of ‘gentle,’ 

so we can cook with the eggs” (PAD, Participant Interview, 2016).  
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In case B’s back forest there is a big pile of logs. On the spring day I visited their 

program, the children made a teeter-totter. Next the children moved to making seating areas with 

logs for a fire pit camp spot. The children excitedly talked about memories of their winter 

campfires and fires lit in the tipi for warmth. 

Summary. Throughout the research sites, in terms of staff knowledge, the environmental 

education pieces were random in knowledge. All three owner/operators were highly 

knowledgeable and skilled regarding place-based land knowledge. This was highly evident in 

meeting with each operator. In terms of nature program staff, most educators knew tree, animal, 

garden, and bug species, while a few educators did not. The skills varied at this level. At some 

places these skills were still emerging, and the educators had limited to no knowledge of 

environmental place knowledge. An educator helpfully suggested a resource manual or resource 

sheet be made and given to all educators on staff to increase the knowledge skillset of educators 

starting out in ECE nature programs. Another idea shared was to hold monthly workshops for 

educators to increase outdoor knowledge and skillsets. Overall, I found staff practices were not 

wholly consistent throughout the field sites of cases A, B, and C in terms of knowledge and 

outdoor skillsets, and yet their owner/operators were highly skilled across the cases. 

Research question two: What is Nature Education in Early Childhood?   
  In seeking answers to this question, I found seven themes across the cases. The first 

reflects the importance of nature spaces available for play for young children. The second looks 

at play in nature; play is a key underpinning in the early childhood years, a quality, 

developmentally appropriate practice with young children. The third involves an in-depth look at 

safety for children—both those attending recreation programs and those enrolled in childcare 

programs—and educators in wild-forested spaces. In the fourth finding, children’s abilities are 

discussed. After all, children are capable confident beings and incorporate their acquired 
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competencies into their everyday beings as they navigate their worlds. The fifth and sixth 

findings look at the type of nature programs offered: licensed childcare programs or unlicensed, 

license-not-available recreation nature programs. Both types of programs carry liability 

insurance. Finally, the seventh finding concerns educational leadership. Educational leaders 

create change. Nature educators must shift their ECE practices when they move from indoor 

programs to forest classroom settings. These nature education philosophies were spoken about at 

the field sites and documented on program websites: 

Cases A, B, C Nature-Education Philosophies 

Case A: Early Years Nature Philosophy (Case A website, 2017) 

Children and nature go Hand-in-Hand…naturally. When a tree drops its leaves on a crisp 

autumn day, a child reaches down their hand to touch it. When a raindrop falls from a wet winter 

sky, a child stretches out their hand to feel it. And when a butterfly flutters by on a warm spring 

day, a child chases it with their hand to hold it. Children and nature go Hand-in-Hand, and when 

a child explores, interacts and learns from nature they do so by reaching out their hand and 

touching it! 

This is how young children learn best and our nature education program is designed to 

facilitate a child’s learning experience in the most natural way possible…through nature and 

play-based education…another relationship that goes Hand-in-Hand. 

3- to 5-year-old children are eager to explore, interact and learn from the world they 

experience every day. The best way to facilitate that learning process, and to guarantee a 

nurturing and enriching educational experience, is to ensure that each child feels safe and 

comfortable within their learning environment. As educators, we carry out this high standard of 

education, allowing a child’s curiosity and inquisitiveness to lead them through a natural process 
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that will provide them with a strong foundation for learning while having fun…once again, a 

relationship that goes Hand-in-Hand! 

A strong foundation for education begins with connections…with each other and with our 

environment. Our program builds these connections—connections such as: children and nature, 

nature and play, learning and having fun. Your children will develop those connections by 

exploring the Valley and CR’s beautiful nature parks with our experienced educators leading the 

way…Hand-in-Hand. 

Case B: Children’s Centre Philosophy (Case B website, 2017) 

If the world is to become more abundant, just and equitable for all, it will be our 

children and grandchildren that co-create it. However, in the meantime, it becomes out task 

to give them our unconditional love, understanding, patience, encouragement and support. 

They need appropriate role models to equip them to manifest their dreams and visions for a 

better world.  

Most recognize that children, today, are very different from those of previous 

generations. Yet society continues its attempt to fit them into boxes they have already 

outgrown—into an educational system that neither meets their needs nor prepares them to 

cope with living in this rapidly changing world. 

We feel that by combining the cognitive focus of the Montessori approach to learning 

with the creative, intuitive, project-centred Waldorf method in a nature-based environment, we 

are able to provide a more holistic synthesis for children of all ethnic backgrounds and learning 

styles. 

Case C: Outdoor Guiding Principles (Case C website, 2017) 
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Image of the Child: We view children as capable, resourceful, imaginative, intelligent, and 

inquisitive beings who are most comfortable in the natural environment.   

The Value of Relationships: We believe that relationships are the keystone to any learning 

community. We value time spent learning about each other and appreciating the things we share, 

as well as our diversity. Children have a natural affinity to nature, and we believe that fostering a 

relationship with nature promotes lifelong learning and interest.   

Role of the Teacher: Parents and teachers encourage the children’s natural learning process and 

are partners with them as they learn. In our environment, the role of the adult shifts from 

purveyor of knowledge to that of a learner alongside the children. The teacher’s role is also that 

of a researcher and resource guide, lending experience and expertise to the children. Together we 

develop an awareness of the important role nature plays in our lives.   

Environment as Our Third Teacher: We value open-ended materials. Natural materials, 

recycled scrap materials, and a wide variety of tools are available to stimulate creativity and 

investigation.  

The Importance of Nature: We provide an opportunity for children to explore the natural 

playground in our community. Research suggests that through regular contact with the natural 

world, a child’s affinity to—and love of—nature grows, and a positive environmental ethic is 

cultivated. Children are encouraged to develop an appreciation for the beauty of the natural world 

and our responsibilities related to its preservation.   

Time is Flexible: Children thrive in an environment where there is a harmonious flow of time.  

We will provide extended periods of time for working in areas that are important to us, creating 

an atmosphere that encourages learning and in-depth studies. We will adapt to the natural pace of 

the children, allowing them to explore their interests to the fullest. 
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The Many Symbolic Languages of Children: Children will be encouraged to engage in activities 

inspired by nature and natural materials. They will be given many opportunities to represent and 

express their ideas, and use their imagination to make their learning visible.  

Making Learning Visible—Documenting and Reflecting on Learning: Experience alone is not 

enough to promote learning; it is only through reflecting upon experience that true learning takes 

place. Extensive documentation of the learning process for both adults and children encourages 

us to provide opportunities to revisit and reflect. The process of documentation itself supports our 

inquiry approach through observation, reflection, collaboration, interpretation and analysis. To do 

this we keep a forest journal, which will be posted, on our blog, as well as a monthly newsletter 

for the parents.  

Local Community: The West Vancouver community and the wider natural world serve as both 

our classroom and teacher. We seek opportunities to become involved in the community, to make 

our work visible, and to welcome experts to share their knowledge, skills, and passions with us. 

Theme four. Nature spaces are available for play at all the nature childcare centres 

and nature programs.	  Nature spaces varied in use and application depending on the setting. 

Nature spaces visited included local parks, elementary-school grounds, community spaces, and 

private childcare nature spaces. The diversity of these spaces spoke to the educators’ conscious 

decisions to expose children to a variety of natural environments. Pyle explains,  

places for deep nature connection do not need to be vast or grand: the ditches, ravines, 

and pockets of wilderness even in urban landscapes are places of initiation, where the 

borders between ourselves and other creatures break down, where the earth gets under our 

nails and a sense of place gets under our skin….[These places] teach us to care enough for 

all the land. (Pyle cited in Forest and Nature School in Canada Head, Heart, and Hand, p. 
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31, 2014) 

In all cases, the nature spaces were easily accessible to the communities in which the programs 

operate, giving the communities opportunities to encourage children’s participation in nature.  

The case C program utilized Hay and Douglas Woodward Parks in Vancouver, BC. Hay 

Park is a beautiful forested community space. HF explains that the children encounter all sorts of 

bugs and critters in the park classroom. Within this context the children learn “to not crush bugs 

homes; we talk to the children…as they explore and find bugs” (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). 

HF talked about the park’s resident barred owl, Otty. “We hear him; he is so interested in the 

children; he leaves us pellets, super neat that we find them and explore…as we get to dissect the 

pellets” (HF, 2016). As well as owls there are many crows that are fed by park users.  

There is a gentleman who comes to feed them…. It’s the most amazing thing, as the 

crows follow his car, they follow him around the park, we can hear them. We get two 

kinds of woodpeckers, one with the beautiful red head. We get squirrels and flickers in 

the park, and sap suckers. One nests in the tree here, and we get to see the babies. The 

children become attached to the outdoor space. That’s why we stay in the same space as 

the space changes over the year. They become attached to this space. They get to watch it 

change, watch the birds build a nest. (HF, 2016) 

Theme five. Play in nature. Young children are actively engaged in forest, garden, and nature 

play as they are given the opportunity to play uninterrupted in nature spaces. This uninterrupted 

play helps children focus, be more engaged with the environment, gives the children time to 

practice skills, and allows them to maneuver their bodies in nature. The United Nations 

recognizes the rights of children playing under Article 31 of the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child (United Nations, 1989) This was adapted on November 29, 1989 and explicitly declares 
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that the rights of the child include “rest and leisure; the right to engage in play and recreational 

activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in cultural life and the arts” 

(United Nations Convention, 1989). All the children in the nature programs engaged in play in 

the nature programs. I observed ten types of play dominant across all three cases (Forest and 

Nature Schools Canada, 2014, p. 28) 

1. Communication play: that involves “using words, nuances or gestures for example, mime, 

jokes, play acting ... singing, debate, poetry” (p. 28). 

2. Deep play: “is play in which children conquer fears by working through what they 

perceive to be high risk physical or emotional experiences like climbing trees, or climbing 

over tangles of logs and branches” (p. 28). 

3. Dramatic play: “is an opportunity for children to act out events that are not part of 

everyday life” (p. 28).  

4. Fantasy play: is creating stories and playing role-playing games (p. 28). 

5. Imaginative play: is based on childrens imagination where “children imagine the forest 

and its elements to be anything that fits the story or game they want to weave” (p. 28). 

6. Locomotors play: is active play where children “play hide and seek, climb 

trees/logs/rocks, hang from grapevines, walk around gathering materials, ...roll down hills 

on the way to the site, and balance on fallen logs” (p. 28). 

7. Mastery play: is children taking control of loose parts in the natural environment (p. 28).  

8. Recapitulative play: is where children pretend to build fire and shelters (p. 28).  

9. Rough and tumble play: is a physical challenge with peers through rough and tumble 

play, rough housing, and play fighting. This is often noticeable with sticks and pretend 

sword fighting (p. 28). 
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10. Social play: is when children can play independently as solitary parallel players, as 

onlookers, or with a group in cooperative play (p. 28). 

Educator AW noted, “It is hard not to have fun in the forest” (AW, Participant Interview, 

2016). At case A CR program the play is up to the children, SC (2017) explained that the 

children, as a group, go for a walk and when they see a place that resonates with them, the class 

spends time there. If the space is enjoyable and appropriate, the group thinks about making it a 

classroom. SC shared that’s “how the first few months, we came up with our classrooms. We 

have five or six classrooms; they each have their own names. Their favorite is the Campfire 

classroom [where the second visit was]” (SC, 2016; 2017). 

The following examples reveal different ways the case A program incorporates nature 

into its curriculum by letting children explore and play outdoors. Educator SC noted that children 

are interested in building, creating, playing in mud.  

Mud is huge! The children most enjoy puddles, water, water play, never-ending water 

play. Oh, and sticks! A stick is everything except a stick. They can also, have also, started 

to appreciate the new growth, the newest and most delicately treated thing like everything 

to them is new and young, and so it’s a baby and it resonates with them. They are so 

careful with anything they think is a baby plant, a baby wood bug, a baby anything, they 

are just all over it. Everyone just knows to be careful and to not step on it. The children 

really have slowed down and noticed those types of things where that wasn’t happening in 

September. They are so aware of the classroom now and what life is in it. (SC, Participant 

Interview, 2016) 

SC’s colleague HT added that nature preschools provide opportunities for unstructured play. 

Each school is different, but that is a huge part that indoor centres don’t usually focus on. 
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They might have opportunities for unstructured play throughout the day or…more free-

form toys; as soon as you throw in games with specific rules or toys with specific ways 

they can be played with…[we] are straying away from that. Unstructured play is huge but 

also the inquiry-based approach becomes more organic in a nature preschool because we 

have opportunities to talk about what is going on around us, what the kids are interested 

in at any given time throughout the day. So it’s easier for us to design a loose curriculum 

around their interest. (HT, Participant Interview, 2017) 

In children’s play there “is stirring within children like noticing spiders or sprouts or flowers or 

whatever it might be” (HT, Participant Interview, 2017). The nature programs in the cases 

supported children’s curiosity by encouraging observation, observing the children, and using 

certain tools.  The tools used in the case A CL program include magnifying glasses, shovels, and 

buckets. The magnifying glasses “have one purpose: for looking at stuff carefully” (HT, 

Participant Interview, 2017). In the older class, the children use journals, once weekly, to draw. 

This journal activity is extended with the Colin the Crow program. Colin the Crow is the puppet 

children take home with them so he can participate in family activities. The children record their 

adventures with Colin the Crow in a journal, using pictures and words. The journal is then sent 

back to the nature program for sharing with the class. The children and educators appeared to 

enjoy this greatly.  
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Figure	  5.11:	  In	  April	  2017,	  the	  children	  in	  case	  A	  CL	  program	  gather	  at	  the	  covered	  pavilion	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  day	  to	  hear	  
Educator	  HT	  read	  about	  Colin	  the	  Crow’s	  puppet	  adventures.	  Weekly,	  a	  child	  brings	  Colin	  home	  with	  him	  or	  her	  and	  the	  

parents	  record	  what	  their	  adventures	  have	  been	  with	  Colin	  in	  a	  journal.	  
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Figure	  5.12:	  With	  case	  A	  in	  CR,	  April	  2017.	  Educator	  SC	  and	  child	  looking	  at	  potato	  bugs	  on	  the	  forest	  tree.	  SC	  asks	  open-‐ended	  
questions	  to	  provoke	  the	  boy’s	  interest	  and	  inquiry.	  

	  
 

HF from case C program gave examples of how she follows what the children are 

interested in. HF shared that her big group in 2016–2017 was excited about running, so they 
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played a lot more running games than they usually did. HF shared that her group was really into 

nature art and beautiful objects.  

With that group we did a lot of collecting. Then they made these beautiful mandalas on 

the ground. Next the mandalas went from being these big huge things to being tiny things, 

then on to fairy houses. We were building these beautiful little fairy houses and leaving 

them in the forest for the next group to find and the next group got really excited about it. 

So it just went from there. Last year the group was really interested in the plants, and so 

we snuck a secret garden in here! We planted some tulips and some daffodils, and we had 

our little secret garden, and we watched the garden come up because they were so excited 

about the different plants and flowers they had growing. And see what happens. (HF, 

2016) 

HF also spoke about her mentor, Erin Keeney, who said if the children are bouncing off the walls 

take the walls away. When children need that “BIG movement time, it’s okay; when they need to 

have BIG voices, that’s okay” (HF, 2016). And as many educators can relate to child guidance: “I 

am not spending all my time going ‘walking feet,’ ‘quiet voices,’ you know, and also the lack of 

toys. I think that’s a huge part is, you know, when I am big for stick play, not a lot of people love 

[stick play], but [there are] multiple sticks in the forest you can use for building, for playing, for 

shaping, for loose parts” (HF, 2016). 

Loose parts seen at field sites. The use of loose parts added to the children’s play 

experiences in the forest. Loose parts are described in the Forest Nature School in Canada: A 

Heart, Head, Hand Approach to Learning Handbook as “materials that can be moved, carried, 

combined, redesigned, lined up, and taken apart and put back together in multiple ways” (Forest 
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Nature School in Canada: A Heart, Head, Hand Approach to Learning, 2014, p. 34, cited Belinda, 

“Loose Parts” 2009, pp. 11-17). Children used the following loose parts in their nature programs: 

Clay Identification books  Buckets and shovels Sticks 

Rocks Shells Logs Bark  

Flowers Ropes  Paper and pencils Magnifying glasses 

Watering cans  Pine cones Garden tools Muffin pans 

Baskets Tarps Yarn Moss 

Apples Plants Sunflowers Peas, tomatoes 

	  
	  

	  
Figure	  5.13:	  Case	  B	  loose	  parts:	  Fresh-‐picked	  apples,	  peas,	  and	  cherry	  tomatoes	  from	  the	  garden,	  and	  pumpkins	  in	  the	  garden	  

bed. 
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Figure	  5.14:	  Case	  A	  CL	  program,	  April	  2017,	  Educators	  made	  these	  nature	  brushes	  for	  the	  children	  to	  use	  in	  their	  painting	  
project.	  Various	  mosses,	  lichens,	  leaves,	  twigs,	  and	  branches	  were	  used.	  The	  children	  arrived	  in	  the	  morning	  to	  the	  covered	  

gazebo	  and	  started	  their	  day	  by	  painting	  with	  these	  tools.	  

 

Figure	  5.15	  Case	  A	  CL	  program,	  April	  2017.	  Under	  the	  park	  gazebo,	  the	  case	  A	  CL	  program	  nature	  program	  children	  painted	  
pictures	  with	  their	  forest	  paintbrushes.	  These	  are	  their	  finished	  products.	  The	  children	  were	  proud	  of	  their	  creations.	  
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Theme six. Safety. Safety measures are incorporated for all in an effort to mindfully keep 

children and educators safe in the nature programs. This safety measure is applicable to and 

important for recreation park programs where a mix of community members, dogs, and children 

randomly interact. The safety measure was addressed through knowledge and forest-safety 

training. I found safety measures were applied specifically and stringently at licensed childcare 

programs where fenced nature spaces are inspected by ECEs and childcare licensing officers for 

the purpose of children playing in those childcare spaces daily. Regular inspection in childcare 

spaces happens through staff checklists, required duties, and yearly licensing-officer visits. In 

contrast, in recreation programs, safety rules are chosen by program operators out of best-

practices awareness rather than as a result of licensing regulations mandated in BC law. 

In the recreation programs at case A and case C, the children are explicitly taught outdoor 

safety rules and boundaries. The children practice what to do about stranger danger, what to do if 

lost, what to do if a random dog approaches, and what to do if you see dog feces. HF identifies 

one of the biggest risks in the forest is dog feces (Participant interview, 2016). The children 

practice what to do if another child needs help, bear-and-cougar awareness safety, what to do if a 

forest pee or poo is needed, how to wash hands outside, safety boundaries in nature, if they see 

dog poop, and what to wear outdoors. These safety rules and boundaries help keep the children 

and educators safe. The safety aspect is key in providing nature programs.  

Lost child. To prepare for a situation in which a child is lost, the case C Outdoor program 

plays the following game with whistles. HF explained:  

[We] play a game at the beginning of the year. Our core safety…goal is to be found. The 

game is hide and go seek, hide and be found. So they go and hide somewhere and blow 

their whistle really loud to be found, and we will search and find them. So the concept is 
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when you are lost, plant your feet, you scream help and you’re lost. And then we find 

you. (Fraser, Participant Interview, 2016) 

At the case A program, they have a lost-child policy and procedure in place. This policy 

and procedure details what to do in the event a child goes missing. To practice children being 

accounted for, case A plays a game called 1, 2, 3 Where Are You? with the children. The 

educators immediately crow call to gather everyone. The procedure quickly identifies who’s 

missing. The game starts with, “1, 2, 3 where are you?” And ends with “1, 2, 3 who am I?” It’s a 

serious thing that’s practiced as a game. 

Random dogs approach and dog feces. Dog poop can be problematic in the community 

parks. There are many near misses with children either just missing stepping in dog poop or 

stepping in dog poop at the community parks. Dog poop was one of the largest risks encountered 

in the field sites. To try and shift that, case C has put up signs that ask park goers to pick up their 

dog poo. Case C restocks the poop-bag boxes regularly. HF shares that typically dogs and their 

owners frequenting the park are good. The children get to recognize regular dogs in the park. Of 

note,  

snack time is hard, where we have a few issues. Dogs will come and try to eat snacks, but 

for the most part all of the dogs in the park are very gentle. If anyone is worried about 

their dog, they tell us and leash them. Our rule with the children is we never touch a dog 

unless we ask first. Even if the dog comes up to us, we wait and ask the owner. There is a 

bunch of dogs we know; we see them every week, so there’s a sense of it. (HF, Participant 

Interview, 2016) 

JK (Participant Interview, 2017) shared that to be prepared for random dog encounters, 

every fall, the children at case A are trained in The Be a Tree Program 
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(https://doggonesafe.com/Be-A-Tree). JK explains that most dogs are leashed in public spaces, 

however, “if the group encounters a loose dog, we stand and observe.” (JK, Participant Interview, 

2017) The Be a Tree Program is a dog-bite prevention program that “focuses on fun and 

interactive activities to teach children how to read dog body language and how to act safely 

around both their own dogs and strange dogs” (JK, Participant Interview, 2017). The Be a Tree 

program teaches certain tools: learn to be a tree, asking for permission, look at dogs’ behaviour, 

these dogs are not happy, and dogs do not like hugs. The program is best known for teaching 

children how to be safe around strange dogs. The program follows these steps teaching children: 

1. Fold your branches (hands), tuck chin in. 
2. Watch your roots grow (feet) 
3. Count in your head until the dog goes away or help comes  
(https://doggonesafe.com/Be-A-Tree) 
 

 
Figure	  5.16:	  Dog	  Bite	  Safety	  (2018)	  	  

	  
The Be a Tree Program was an effective resource used in the case A nature program with 

young children. 

Junior Conservation Officer Program. In September, at the start of each case A nature 

program session, the children learn about wild animal safety. The local conservation officer (CO) 

comes to the case A program to teach the children about animal encounters. The CO offers 

specific training on what to do if children encounter wild animals such as bears and cougars in 
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their forest classrooms. The children become junior COs as they learn all the necessary steps to 

take if a wild animal approaches. The CO teaches what to do when animals display certain 

behaviours or if the children encounter a wild animal. Daily at case A, each adult educator carries 

bear spray; a full-bladed, sheathed knife; a cell phone; and an air horn. This prepares educators to 

respond to an animal threat or attack. The children are taught that the whistles they carry on their 

jackets are used in emergencies only. Educators have conversations with children about what is 

an emergency rather than a non-emergency. These learned skills help keep young children safe 

outdoors. 

Forest pee/poo and hand washing. A common toileting question asked when children are 

out playing in the forest is what happens when children and/or educators need to go to the 

bathroom? The recreation nature programs do nature pees and/or forest poos. At case A program 

educators cart a wagon with a portable toilet. The children can use the portable toilet behind a 

tarp for privacy. Educators facilitate this process. At case C recreation programs children find 

their own space to pee in the open park. Case B educators and participants also do the “tree pees” 

or they access their indoor classroom toilets. When washing up for snack time, at case C the 

children use a dog bowl filled with water. The staffs “put in hot and cold water together with 

biodegradable soap. The children wash their hands, then use a spray bottle to spray hands and 

rinse off at end” (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). At case B there is an outside sink in the 

fenced yard. For snack-time preparation at case A, the educators pour water from a container over 

the children’s soapy hands. 

Safety boundaries. Throughout my visits to the nature programs, safety boundaries were 

well established. Safety was present as a top concern in all settings, to keep children safe. HT 

(Participant Interview, 2017) mentioned: 
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we adjust boundaries where we go…where the kids are able to play. Sometimes we put up 

red safety cones to remind them of where not to go. We use boundaries in certain places 

where we notice sensitive things growing, a danger or erosion happening, or that we have 

overworked or played in a spot too much—because it is a park. We need to keep a good 

relationship with people there. (HT, Participant Interview, 2017) 

At case C Outdoor program HF (Participant Interview, 2016) explained that the case C 

educator comes early to do a walk-through in the park for safety reasons. When HF arrives in the 

morning she starts by doing a wander through the park with the intention of a pre-level safety 

check. Specifically, she looks for sticks at children’s eye level, dog poop, and she looks up in the 

forest canopy to identify widow-maker branches that may fall on people. Widow-maker branches 

can cause children serious harm or death. The forest practitioner course offered through Forest 

School Canada trains educators about these dangers. HF has some clear boundaries that are 

seasonally related to rainfall warnings. HF explains that one of the home bases is not used after 

heavy rainfall. Safety talks about high water and the dangers that poses are had with the children 

in the program. If there is high water the children are kept away from the danger and affected 

forest classrooms are explicitly closed for the day. 

When case C children arrive in the morning at Hay Park they begin with a welcome song. 

This is done for two reasons. One is to “welcome everyone to the forest and say good-bye to 

families and the second reason is for animal awareness—we are loud singing the song, so animals 

in the area may choose to leave” (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). HF noted in their Squamish, 

BC, location at Coho Park, they had a bear and cougar in the fall of 2016. The bear was deemed 

aggressive, so the group location was changed. As a backup plan the group can move to the 

Squamish Recreation Centre.  
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Water safety in childcare facilities.	  Childcare licensing (n.d, p. 1) advises childcare 

programs not to take groups of children to bodies of water such as pools, lakes, ponds, oceans, 

rivers or streams. As drowning can happen very quickly and in only a few centimeters of water. 

An increasing number of children drown each year due to inadequate or inappropriate supervision 

of water related activities…Water related activities have added risk which must be assessed, and 

appropriate safety precautions must be put in place to protect children from harm. The following 

practices and precautions should be taken to protect the health and safety of children in child day 

care settings when water related activities are undertaken: 	  

1. Children must never be left unattended during water play related activities.  

2. Active supervision (direct and constant) must be maintained at all times:  

i. Consider whether additional care providers, volunteers, parents are needed  

ii. Always maintain visual contact and close proximity  

iii. Continually scan the water play area  

iv. Listen and observe at all times  

3. Ensure the water play area or activity is appropriate for the age, physical and 

developmental abilities of all the children in the group.  

4. If wading pools are used, empty them daily and store upside down to prevent 

water accumulation.  

5. Keep safety equipment and first aid supplies nearby at all times.  

6. Teach children about water safety.  

Licensed childcare programs are required to maintain these standards. Nature based recreation 

programs establish their own guidelines regarding water safety. In two interviews recreation 

educators shared that flotation devices were not available to assist children as safety equipment at 
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the beach. No mention of a water safety program, to train children in, was apparent either. 

Canadian Pediatric Society: winter safety. The Canadian Pediatric Society (CPS) advises 

adults and children to be mindful of winter conditions. In general, the CPS asks adults to consider 

keeping children indoors when the temperature is –27°C, this includes the wind chill, or if 

temperatures are lower (Canadian Pediatric Society, p. 1, 2017). The CPS encourages continual 

supervision of children and recommends a buddy system to be put in place. Adults are 

encouraged to check children often for warmth and dryness, and regular breaks are encouraged. 

Access to warm shelters is also encouraged, as are warm drinks. The CPS advises winter safety 

tips to teach adults and children. The rules that help keep children safe (Caring for Kids, 2017, p. 

1), include:  

• Choose play areas away from roads, fences, and water. 

• Take extra caution when crossing roads. It might be hard for drivers to see you playing if 

they have snowy or frosty windows. Icy roads can also make it difficult to stop. 

• Snowballs should never be aimed at people or cars. They are especially dangerous when 

the snow is hard-packed or icy. Instead, throw snowballs at safe targets, like trees or 

telephone poles.  

• Building forts and tunnels can be fun, but an adult should always supervise this activity. 

Forts and tunnels can collapse and suffocate you. 

• Don’t play on roadside snow banks. Snowplow drivers or other drivers may not see you. 

• Don’t put metal objects in your mouth. Lips and tongues can freeze to the metal and cause 

an injury. 

• Don’t eat snow, which can be dirty. 
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Childcare licensing (Newsletter, 2014) directs that children are kept indoors in extremely cold 

weather that may include, but is not limited to:  

∗	  Blizzards	  	   ∗	  Freezing	  rain	  
∗	  Ice	  pellets	  	   ∗	  Rain	  
∗	  Hail	  	   ∗	  Heavy	  snow/squalls/blowing	  snow	  
∗	  Ice	   ∗	  Thunderstorms	  
∗	  Lightning	   ∗	  Extreme	  winds/wind	  chill	  
 

Proper gear, proper clothing: what to wear outdoors. Educators asserted that children 

are quite comfortable playing outdoors for extended periods of time with the proper gear. Parents 

of children in the programs are expected to properly dress the children for outdoor conditions. HF 

remarked that some parents pull their children out because they feel their children are too cold or 

too wet. HF noted that during the wet and cold months, it is to cold for some of the two-year-old 

participants. Parents who pull their children from the program often try again when they are 

older, and noted that most children do well and are prepared for the outdoors (HF, Participant 

Interview, 2016).  

Outdoor gear is valuable to the program participants and contributes to their success in the 

outdoors. While visiting all the programs I saw many children with layers on their trunks, hats on 

their heads, gloves on hands, and boots on their feet. Often, I saw children in muddy-buddy suits. 

HF is creative in outfitting her group of children and every fall brings gear in at wholesale cost 

for parents to easily purchase. HF explained how this works: 

Okie Wear is where I get the gear. Okie Wear is an American-based company. It is great. 

I find that it’s expensive on your own to go and buy, so I buy big bulk orders at wholesale 

cost and sell to my families. I use mimiTENS, which are gloves, based out of Toronto; 

she sews them all herself. mimiTENS are these fantastic waterproof gloves with a sock on 

the arm that keeps the children dry. And then boots—[from] a lady based out of North 
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Vancouver, BC. One of my little guys is in them right now. It is like a gator and then the 

bottom part is rubber sole, the gator is 100 percent waterproof. Pull it over whatever you 

want and tuck it inside, cinch it. It is great. (HF, Participant Interview, 2016) 

HF uses Simply Merino for wool layers under the children’s clothes. For backpacks, she prefers 

Mountain Equipment Co-op (MEC) because of the quality. JK at case A seconded the notion of 

“all the layers [of clothing] the children bring are crucial to the success of the day” (JK, 

Participant Interview, 2016). The proper gear allows children to play comfortably for extended 

periods of time in the outdoors.  

The Vancouver Island recreation program instructors identified that having children out in 

January 2017 in –2°C was too cold for two-, three-, and four-year-old children. SC expressed: 

certain things need to be taught: basic things like how to stay warm, how to stay dry, how 

to be upbeat and enthusiastic when you are soaking wet and the kids are soaking wet and 

you are cold. How do you survive that and thrive in that…Mother Nature rules. I have 

found that you cannot rush that. You need to settle in and hunker down and appreciate the 

time that there is in the seasons…. I have learned a lot from the kids as well: to slow 

down and appreciate what Mother Nature and what the forest has to offer, and the 

different seasons. (SC, Participant Interview, 2017) 

HT gave another example of the past winter elements in CL case A, where the nature 

program runs in the mornings. 

[T]his winter it was so long, and so cold, and so harsh, and yet the joy of being in the 

snow and in nature and being able to play and the freedom to be unhappy but push 

through, I think we were able to bond with the kids because we were all struggling and 

ris[ing] above it and mak[ing] the best day we could. It’s like not one particular 
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experience but four months of what we came out of as a group. Not just as teachers and 

kids but as a whole group of people. Weathering that together. They definitely showed me 

that as long as they got the right gear and they are relatively healthy and had enough sleep 

and all the things in place for them to have a good day, they can still have an amazing 

day, even if it’s cold. You know I am constantly there with them with all the wonders of 

nature, so I am really grateful that I have them and the teachers too. (HT, Participant 

Interview, 2017)  

HF with case C in Vancouver identified that some months are quite cold due to the 

continuous rain or the snow. Parents learn quickly how to dress their children in warm gear. 

And while the Forest and Nature School Canada points out that the children are “learning 

that grit and stick-to-it-iveness are core character traits that determine success in school and life” 

(Forest Nature School in Canada: A Heart, Head, Hand Approach to Learning, 2014, p. 5) there 

were some suggestions made by local educators to either postpone the nature program 

temporarily for the duration of really cold weather or be able to build a fire for warmth or access 

a covered space or be in a yurt.  

HF notes that each of the programs  

has its own flavor, all dependent on the passions and loves of the teachers. With that said, 

we all follow that same schedule, days and times we meet, when we have snack more or 

less, how we greet all the families, how we send the children off, policies and procedures 

(great job). We follow Vancouver Island Health rules and regulations as much as we can 

because, you know, it’s great to have all these nature program preschools starting up. HF, 

Participant Interview, 2016 

JK talks about safety and comfort,  
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if one program does it in an outrageous way and people get hurt, that’s going to reflect on 

the whole community. So, yeah, that’s tricky, so we hope to get one standard sooner than 

later. The policies and procedures are really important. You know risk and safety; safety 

is really our number one because without that we don’t have a program. (JK, Participant 

Interview, 2016) 

Safety is a significant factor that is evident is all of the cases visited.  

Theme	  seven.	  Children’s	  abilities. Young children can navigate being outdoors for extended 

periods. Of key importance are how children are dressed for nature play, what the children are 

taught in terms of safety, what the children are taught about risk taking, and how children interact 

with their peers in social settings. Their level of preparedness and skills support the freedom that 

children gain when they move, roam, and explore in nature settings. 

JK explained 
 

because the children are not boxed in by any environment, they are exposed to a freedom 

that allows them to move and grow and explore more and interact at their own pace, 

which I think is key. You know, there is nothing that sets the limit for them. They 

themselves set the limit for whatever experience they are having out there. One log could 

be, you could create a whole slough of challenges, depending on the experience that the 

child is having while interacting with that log. Whether it’s climbing up top and over or 

balancing on it; whether it is picking away at the bark; whether it is exploring what is in 

the bark; whether it is just feeling it or smelling it. You know, there are all these different 

challenges on this one log. Bring these same children inside and there’s a puzzle. There’s 

the challenge: you have the pieces, let’s put the puzzle together. So nothing in nature is 
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boxed, nothing is limited, nothing is bounded, and it is open to allow the child to go as 

deep as they want to. (JK, Participant Interview, 2016) 

HF (Participant Interview, 2016) also commented on children’s abilities in the forest:  
 

A lot of these children have indoor preschool then they come to us, as well. I find that the 

children are allowed to take more risks when outside. They feel more confident in what 

they are doing, and they see it and get excited about it. I know that happens in an indoor 

space as well because they can work near the same tree and then one week they get 

further than the week before, and just the excitement that happens there and also when 

you’re not on the go all the time, I think you have more freedom to explore, to be 

somewhere, to run, to stay on that same task for a really long time and [not] have to break 

for this activity and this activity and circle time. We still do all these things, they still all 

happen, but they sort of happen with more of a flow, right? We decide [when] it’s time to 

slow down for a circle time…I feel that supports the children.  

HT said that parents comment that their children’s capabilities accelerate when accessing the 

nature program, especially in terms of how far children can walk and “the obstacles the children 

choose to climb on their own. As the children are out and about, their independence grows leaps 

and bounds as they take care of themselves and their gear. As children practice these skills and 

carry their backpacks, then AW and I are doing less and less of that. Parents comment hugely on 

that” (HT, Participant Interview, 2017). 

FB, too, said that she notices an about-face in children’s abilities when looking at what 

they are capable of at the start of the year and again at the end of the year. She explained that it 

all depends on what one is willing to see. 
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I feel like all the children I have worked with thrive in ways outdoors that they may not 

indoors. It’s allowed us to see their capabilities and their strengths…sometimes structured 

or indoor programs make certain kids feel like they don’t have as much strength. I feel 

like the capabilities that are shown are beyond what I have imagined. But you know, even 

in that environment if an educator had a negative view of the children, it wouldn’t change, 

they wouldn’t necessarily realize. For example, if you were afraid of risk, you wouldn’t 

allow children to show you what they are capable of…. But in the forest, [the] physical is 

one of the things we think about but also [the] cognitive and social, the kinds of things 

that come up. The way children need to and want to help each other in that environment, 

there’s so many things that are built on every day. They are bringing home so much…I 

know for some children the parents have mentioned a huge increase in their comfort—

with getting dirty, with almost tactile things, which will be a barrier to learning if you are 

unwilling to touch stuff. So for a lot of kids there’s a huge shift happening when they 

suddenly get immersed in nature programs. (FB, Participant Interview, 2016) 

CT from case B identified that when educators are outside with the kids, they see what 

works and what doesn’t. CT has found  

that child’s abilities build confidence…it is kind of a team. You know, it is not my 

classroom, it is our classroom. We try to encourage care for space inside and outside, and 

[for] each other. [We] take pride in in the area, the school in general. [The idea] that the 

child can plant a seed, watch it grow, and nurture it, and enjoy it. The apples right now, 

they like to pick the blossoms off the apple tree, but they need to know that we are not 

going to be able to eat the apples if you pick all the blossoms off, and then the bees don’t 

have anything to eat. (CT, Participant Interview, 2016) 
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AW pointed to her previous home childcare experience, which allowed her to see what 

children are capable of, and she extended that into her current forest practices with children.  

It has been a little bit of growing for me too and letting go; stepping back and sometimes 

holding my breath, like, okay, what is going to happen with that log they are running 

through? Just allowing myself to trust a little bit in their capabilities and their knowledge 

of where to stop, and 99.9 percent of the time they know those limits and boundaries. 

(AW, Participant Interview, 2016) 

SC from case A CR felt that because she came from a Reggio base, she was recognizing 

children’s abilities before she began her forest practice. “I already had that, knowing that children 

are totally competent so to follow their lead and to do it well. The forest in nature allows that; it’s 

a natural fit. It allows that to happen” (SC, Participant Interview, 2016).  

 

Figure	  5.17:	  Children	  within	  nature	  programs,	  surrounded	  by	  relationships	  with	  peers	  and	  educators,	  supported	  by	  
community.	  	  “The	  defining	  feature	  of	  this	  type	  of	  nature-‐based	  education	  program	  is	  that	  children	  are	  provided	  with	  

opportunities	  to	  build	  an	  on-‐going	  relationship	  with	  the	  land,	  to	  a	  dedicated	  educator,	  to	  one	  another,	  and	  to	  themselves”	  
(Forest Nature School in Canada: A Heart, Head, Hand Approach to Learning,	  2014,	  p.	  12).	  
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Children’s abilities in the forest and garden spaces have contributed to children 

“developing their knowledge and wisdom about ecological principles and practices, that are now 

essential to support environmental stewardship” (Turner, Boelscher, & Ignace, 2010). These 

forest practices “enhance current early learning programming and bring new ways of knowing 

into our practice with children, families, and community (2010).” The case B garden beds, for 

example, “are places for teaching, learning, rejuvenation, and making connections with nature, 

people and places. They are a place to advance children’s outdoor learning experiences” (Dietze, 

2017). This is also true at the case B childcare facility. 

Theme eight. Licensed childcare programs. Most nature programs operate in the forest, 

without access to a licensed childcare building, nor do the nature programs meet the definition to 

be recognized as “childcare programs” per the Community Care and Assisted Living Act: 

Childcare Licensing Regulations. This fact was quickly interpreted for me in the field in a 

number of ways, which elucidated certain implications for nature programs, specifically whether 

the nature programs were childcare license-available or license-not-available programs. In this 

section I will focus on findings for the licensed nature childcare programs. Case B Centre had 

three licensed programs, and, at the time of research, case C outdoor program has a licensed 

school-age program (they added two more licensed programs in fall 2017).   

	   At the case B licensed program,	  childcare director GD lauds case B as an amazing 

environment. The children “observe the different seasons we have here, the plants, the animals, 

and what they teach us. I see myself as a facilitator opening the children’s eyes to nature” (GD, 

Participant Interview, 2016). GD identifies that an outdoor-based program is a good fit for many 

children, yet not all clients fit this approach. GD explains to new clients that case B 
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 take[s] advantage of our outside. When parents are coming through here, I say if you 

don’t want your child out[side] 90 percent of the time, this is not the [childcare] facility 

for you. Because the lovely indoors is only used when they eat, drink, and go to the 

bathroom. The parents are here because of that. In other words, they want the nature 

experience for their child and they realize we are it. (GD, Participant Interview, 2016) 

I asked GD if people identify, after a tour, that a farm forest setting is not the right for them and 

their children? And she responded:  

Yes, absolutely. We can tell, I can tell, by putting them through a nature walk, we start 

here, we go the whole nine acres and when they get back and they still worried about their 

boots, or getting muddy, animal droppings, or their dress is dirty then it is not a fit. At that 

point, I just know, and they know as well. They get back and know it is too much freedom 

in the nature and they want more of the I want my child to be able to read, they are that 

kind of person, they want that for their child. A lot has to do with the way we were 

brought up. (GD, Participant Interview, 2016) 

PAD backed up GD’s sentiment, “sometimes we cannot please everybody. This is our 

nature philosophy. Maybe you are better served somewhere elsewhere? Parents understand, as fit 

is important” (PAD, Participant Interview, 2016). Fit is important for children attending childcare 

programs. The assistant director at case B, CT, contributed: 

it is a huge draw to come here. Parents come to visit and see what is available. There is 

rising interest or knowledge of the importance of the spending the majority of your time 

outside for children. And there are parents that are really interested in helping plant in the 

garden and some not so much. They know that it is a good place for their children to be 

and trust that, trust us. (CT, Participant Interview, 2016) 
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The educators at case B Centre and case C program described the pros and cons of being 

licensed centres. From a fiscal perspective, this was alluded to in terms of accessing BC’s 

childcare subsidy and childcare operating grants. Childcare programs, which qualify for the 

funding and have an indoor space, may benefit from a small increase in operating revenue. At the 

same time meeting specific licensing requirements was a challenge for many operators. Childcare 

licensing requires a stringent, legislated ticking of boxes, to come in compliance to hold a 

childcare license. The next challenge was not having access to an indoor building in severe 

inclement weather. Many of the educators commented about a place to go to get warm. They felt 

this would be beneficial to young children in their care. The last significant challenge reported in 

the data collection was a lack of early childhood educators available to work in the programs. The 

next section discusses the ECE field in BC’s lack of trained early childhood educators.  

Theme nine. Recreation-based programs. The case A programs and case C outdoor preschool-

aged programs run as recreation programs. These programs run with approval from local 

community governments so nature programs can access local parks. The case A and case C 

morning nature programs are unlicensed. The nature recreation programs have clearly delineated 

components: 

1. A gathering area outside near forest 

2. A special crow call (caw, caw) to gather the children’s group 

3. Group gathers to do an activity, games, songs to start the morning 

4. Forest classroom area frequented by the children’s group 

5. Loose parts incorporated to encourage play and building  

6. Snack time on ground tarp or children’s placemats 

7. Toilet time on portable potty at case A; forest pees for case C 
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8. Washing hands with educators’ assistance 

9. Departure with songs 

Of marked difference between these recreation programs and the aforementioned licensed 

programs is the lack of operating funds (from the childcare subsidy and the BC provincial Child 

Care Operating Funding program [CCOF]) that the unlicensed nature programs cannot access 

because they do not qualify as childcare programs under the current childcare legislation. 

Because these nature programs do not have an indoor space to utilize, they are disqualified from 

gaining a childcare license. HF describes the situation at case C:	   

at the moment we have nothing, no grants...I have put a little effort into grant writing in 

trying to get some. I have done some writing, but I haven’t been very successful. 

Eventually I will probably do more. Now that I have a licensed after-school care program 

I have more avenues I can go down. Being a woman entrepreneur there’s all sorts of 

grants I can go that way. I have kind of hit the ground running and haven’t had a lot of 

time, so eventually. I started with a business partner and she abandoned ship, so I’ve done 

it all myself. She was the businessperson and I was the educator so…I [had to] learn very 

quickly, taxes, file documents, how to! (HF, Participant Interview, 2016)  

FB from case A has a dream for her nature recreation program:  

I wish we had an old growth forest to be in. Aside from that, it would be really helpful to 

have an outdoor pavilion, a space to sit around if we want to do more art or to be in if it 

were really windy because if we were just to play out on the field it is quite cold on the 

field [when] it’s windy—that kind of thing would be great. You know, maybe a dream 

would be to have almost a barn, an indoor space that’s still very connected to the 
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environment. But overall, we just work with what we’ve got, make it work; the forest has 

got so much. (FB, Participant Interview, 2016) 

These nature recreation programs expose young children to nature places and spaces. It takes 

dedicated educators to provide these nature programs, both in licensed childcare and unlicensed 

recreation settings. 

Theme ten. Nature-education leadership. All the owner/operators in cases A, B, C have a wide 

breadth and great depth of leadership; they all have their own vision and mission regarding how 

to foster children’s experiences of nature. At the time of research, all the programs were 

relatively new, none having been established earlier than 2010. These startups reflect the relative 

newness of ECE programs in BC in 2016–2017.  

The early childhood staff’s were keen to represent ECE from a nature-leadership 

standpoint and were proud to show their nature skills in the context of their programs. These 

educators are change agents, leaders who have shifted and changed to operate nature-based 

programs. Nature-education leadership works to engage children in nature settings. It takes hard 

work to turn nature program dreams into realities. In regard to startup and operations, JK shared 

he 

crossed many obstacles in starting up this program. If it weren’t for the families that 

supported the idea, the community that came together; the organizations and the societies 

that believed in it, and the council members that said, “Yes, let’s make this happen,” it 

[would have been] just one person running with their own dreams. At the end of the day it 

really is the team, the community that makes a program like this fly. (JK, Participant 

Interview, 2016) 
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JK explained his real passion is to be with children in nature. However, the administrative 

realities of running a nature program often takes away time spent in nature with the children. As 

JK navigates the administrative piece, he reminds himself that his passion is to facilitate the 

process of connecting children with nature. “I just know that I shine and sing when I’m out there 

with them. I am not singing when I am chugging away at the desk” (JK, Participant Interview, 

2016). 

HF echoed JK’s comments. She explained her mixed feelings about not teaching in nature 

as much as she would like, “I’m a bit sad, I miss being on the tour…it is hard to balance. The 

administration work needs to get done, but I’d much rather be out there playing” in nature (HF, 

Participant Interview, 2016). 

According to HF (Participant Interview, 2016), the key to constructing the role as an 

educational leader lies in being open and sharing what she does as a forest nature-school 

practitioner. HF facilitates workshops for teachers, school staff, children, and families. Every 

Friday afternoon, HF hosts free parent-participation nature programs. This parent-participation 

program works to encourage healthy family habits and engage children in nature. It also allows 

parents regular time spent outdoors in nature.  

HF also demonstrates her leadership skills through pedagogical documentation. 

Pedagogical documentation allows an introspection of what’s happening with children as they 

play in nature. The documentation showcases what children are doing, what educators did to 

shape their learning, and how can educators share their learning with others. Pedagogical 

documentation provides educators with a tool to help answer parents’ questions, to demonstrate 

what children are learning in nature (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). Pedagogical 

documentation was also seen at the case B centre as PAD showcased the children’s learning 
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through large posters filled with pictures of joyful children exploring nature and experiences in 

nature. Case A staffs create a monthly newsletter that shares with parents’ pedagogical 

documentation of the programs’ explorations in the forest classrooms.  

JK constructs his role as an educational leader by following the forest-school model.  JK 

identifies it is important for the program to be child-led: 

my philosophy is you cannot have a child-led program unless you have an educator-led 

program…my philosophy is I’ve hired educators that I trust and I wouldn’t put them in 

that position if I didn’t feel confident in their abilities to manage a program, direct the 

program…. The program is only as good as the educators. I can have the grandest vision 

in the world, if the educators aren’t there to fulfill my vision, not only to fulfill my vision 

but to fill the collective mission, you will not have the same heartfelt feeling. And that’s 

why [the educators] are more than amazing, more than incredible, because they 

understand my vision [and] I understand theirs. (JK, Participant Interview, 2016) 

HT commented that educational leadership feels natural to her at case A. HT bases her 

leadership “on studies that say the best for children’s whole development that its for children but 

its for yourself it has to come from that place as well when you are delving into those realms that 

are like nature preschoolers that are a little less explored and practiced especially here in Canada” 

(HT, Participant Interview, 2016). 

In November 2016 and April 2017, I met SC and FB at the CR case A program. While I 

was there, SC talked about the various hats one wears as an educational leader. Particularly in the 

environment, 

there is preservation of animals, plants, and wildlife. There is education around being in 

the forest and taking care, and how we can clean it up and doing Earth Day and 
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appreciating what that means. We learn about the tides and how the garbage goes out into 

the middle of the ocean and just resonates out there and gets into all the life forms out 

there (that [conversation] happened one day). So the different hats that I wear. You would 

think that it would be [always be about] safety, but it’s more conscientious living in the 

forest instead of going in and tramping it down and wrecking it and then moving 

somewhere where you can do the same thing over [footprint] again. I think that is a bigger 

part of that side of it, as a teacher. Because kids come in and see; they own it and do what 

they want and to slow them down and have them realize they are just a part of [it] is a 

huge hat. (SC, Participant Interview, 2017)  

Educational leadership resonated with PAD at case C who exclaimed passionately to just 

“DO IT! You read and you do the theory, but DO IT!” (PAD, Participant Interview, 2016). 

Supporting PAD’s comments, FB mused that to be a nature-education leader “takes the ability to 

jump in to something unknown …a humility and a willingness to try something new…an ability 

to look at...humans have been learning in the natural environment forever, and we can go back 

and realize we are not the first people to be dealing with this. That’s another humility, to not 

overthink it and do it” (FB, Participant Interview, 2016). FB went on to say that 

personally, what really prepared me for this work was—I wasn’t prepared, you’re never 

prepared until you do something—what did prepare me was my own alternate educational 

background where I grew up in an environment where I wasn’t taught lessons but through 

life experiences. That experience made me fully understand how this would work, like, 

even when people are trained, how are the kids going to learn this environment. You have 

to have experience knowing this works. It is knowing! (FB, Participant Interview, 2016) 
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CT identified with the knowing as she credits her experience has led her to a solid 

foundation on which to base her practice. CT’s passion for the outdoors shines through in her 

daily interactions with the children. CT espoused, “it is my passion going outside and showing 

the kids the plants that grow and not to walk in the garden. Even them being around someone 

who is passionate kind of rubs off on them. I think also what is important to me, for the girls to 

have a passion to work hard, for the boys, too” (CT, Participant Interview, 2016).  

	  
Research Question Three: How are Early Childhood Educators Trained in Nature 
Education? 

  In research question three I identified two findings across the cases that answered the 

question. Finding 11 highlights educators’ own initiatives in nature education for young children. 

Finding 12 identifies outdoor skills and resources educators draw upon to provide high-quality 

nature programs on the West Coast of BC. The skills and resources outdoor educators need are 

evolving in the ECE field, as these nature programs are being established and practiced in 

communities. As an outcome, local programs are offering training in their communities to staff 

and community members. 

How are early childhood educators trained in nature education? Early childhood educators 

appear to be established in outdoor practice by their interest in nature, seeking out the tools to 

teach in nature, and learning safety protocols. Educators take the initiative to put their outdoor 

skills in practice, offering young children nature programs. The Forest School Canada’s approach 

is to “co-develop a national curriculum framework that will assist educators in practicing quality, 

safe, effective, and inclusive nature-based education that is rooted in strong pedagogical 

principles being translated into practice” (Forest School Canada, 2017). These Canadian 

workshops serve as examples of nature-educator training for those practitioners “who are already 

working in, or interested in working in, forest and nature-based programs (Forest School Canada 
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Website, 2017, p. 1).” The range of workshops works to “establish standards of best practice” 

and “build strong, coherent, and reputable forest school communities of practice, both regionally 

and nationally” (Forest School Canada, 2017, p. 1). 

Ranges of stakeholders offer these workshops: Forest School Canada, Canada Nature 

Alliance, and other community groups:  

1. Campfrence, through Hand-in-Hand Nature program, Comox, BC   

2. Coyote Mentoring: basic and in-depth 

3. Davison, B. Signing English Levels One and Two  

4. Forest School Canada’s Practitioner’s Course, Forest School Canada  

5. Introduction to Forest and Nature School and Philosophy, Forest School Canada  

6. Forest School Canada’s Practitioner’s Course, Forest School Canada  

7. Fresh Air Learning offers a five-day Forest School training (Retrieved August 2017 

https://www.freshairlearning.org/professional-development) 

8. Keeler, R. Natural Play-Scape Design Workshop 

9. Kenny, E. offers Residential Training at Cedarsong Nature School and a Home Study 

(http://erinkenny.com/?page_id=1990) 

10. Outdoor First Aid 

11. Risk Management Training with Bonnie Davison 

12. Risky Play Workshop 

13. Sobel, D., Nature play workshop 

(http://kohalacenter.org/teachertraining/pdf/pbexcerpt.pdf) 

14. The Canadian Childcare Federation (learning blogs about outdoor play and course 

online) 
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15. Uncovering Curriculum through Inquiry-Driven Learning (Retrieved from 

http://childnature.ca/forest-school-canada/August 13, 2017) 

Theme Eleven. Outdoors skills/resources. To strengthen nature education, educators require 

training practice measures. The data showed that educators must understand the parameters and 

boundaries of what it means to create a classroom in the forest. The forest has the potential to be 

very dangerous if educators and children are unprepared. Educators need to be taught about 

developmentally appropriate practice, risky play, parameters and boundaries, how to stay warm, 

how to stay dry, and how to have a positive attitude in cold weather. These are the skills required 

for surviving and thriving in nature, year round. Plant safety is important as well: what is 

edible/not edible, poisonous, and can make children sick? Knowledge and first-aid skills are 

required. Nature educators must know what to do if a co-worker or child requires medical help.  

It is important to have procedures and policies to follow, a plan, and contact lists. SC 

expresses, “because you are in the middle of nowhere sometimes, compared to being in a 

classroom where you can go next door to [get] another teacher or the executive director” (SC, 

Participant Interview, 2016). Having the skillset and competencies required is an important 

consideration when outdoors with children. In the Forest School Practitioners course, educators 

in children’s programs are encouraged to carry emergency bags, have adequate staff-to-child 

ratios, carry a cell phone or other communication device, and develop risk-assessment protocols 

(Forest Nature School in Canada: A Heart, Head, Hand Approach to Learning, 2014, p. 42). 

These specific measures help mitigate risk when in the forest with children.  

  As administrators offer outdoor practicums or classes in nature education, this expanded 

learning, would benefit existing and future educators. The ability to have outdoors courses on 

nature programming for children may get people out in nature: “to learn by experience…you 
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could choose to do an outdoor practicum, that would be the best, being immersed in it” (FB, 

Participant Interview, 2016). This would encourage connections in nature and a dialogue about 

forest classrooms. Talking to other educators is valuable: discourse prompts engagement in the 

subject matter. JK (Participant Interview, 2016) shares there is nothing like getting people out in 

nature 

 to get their hands dirty. Nothing! That [nature] is the ultimate resource. The less we bring 

out to nature the more they are forced to interact with it, and the more they benefit from it, 

gain from it…There is that development piece that I think is equally important…gaining 

that true understanding and connection with nature…taking them out there and just letting 

them be…The greatest resource is nature itself. (JK, Participant Interview, 2016) 

JK’s (Participant Interview, 2016) thoughts speak to place-based education. As educators 

know more about outdoor spaces, their confidence grows along with their connections to place. 

This is important for educators to experience so they cultivate knowledge and skills in the 

outdoors. This true connection with nature may then extend to the children in their care. The 

sense of lived experiences in nature creates a toolbox for educators to bring back to their 

communities.  

Educators in the field used these resources: 
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Figure	  5.18:	  Popular	  resources	  used	  by	  educators.	  

Theme Twelve. Training. Training in all three cases was at the discretion and direction of owner 

operators. The owner/operators in cases A, B, C collaborates with their staff on training required 

for their nature programs. This includes time set aside for networking, staff meetings, and 

professional workshops that incorporated nature based play and learning into their nature 

programs. In case A this was evidenced through ongoing workshops on Signed English, Coyote 

Mentoring, Forest School Practitioners course and forest risk mitigation workshop. In case B this 

appeared to be in centre sharing of knowledge and through garden courses in the community that 

the assistant director accessed. In case C this was done through staff interest and collaboration to 

access local training. All cases had underpinnings of early childhood education training that 

guided the staffs experience in working with young children. 
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Figure	  5.19:	  Visual	  representation	  of	  the	  research	  findings	  
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Visual Representation of the Findings Discussion 
	   There were common findings across the field sites visited. Underpinning each nature 

program was a strong belief in early childhood education (ECE) developmentally appropriate 

practices (DAP). The ECE DAPs were supported by educator’s knowledge, skills, and 

competencies in working with young children birth-12 years old. Particularly DAP was 

evidenced through educators knowledge in decision making; principles of child development and 

learning that informed early childhood practices; and educators possessing an “extensive 

repertoire of skills and strategies that they were able to draw on…to effectively promote each 

child’s learning and development at that moment” (NAEYC, 2009, p. 18). Each field site had 

developed specific nature program policies and procedures to guide their operations. These 

program policies and procedures worked as a compass to mitigate risk for program operators, 

program participants, and provided clear guidance to educators operating the nature programs. 

The safety of young children was a key factor in the range of settings as children visit places and 

spaces outdoors. These early childhood supervision practices were critical in safety 

considerations so children were not lost or injured. The relationship between child, environment, 

and each other was observed through caring, reciprocal relationships that met the children’s 

needs. Children’s curiosities and learning inquiries were met with supportive guiding educators 

whom fostered knowledge acquisition of their place-based space. This intertwined with findings 

of children’s health, play in nature, children’s abilities, nature education, environment, 

classrooms: indoor and outdoor, skills, and resources required in the nature programs. Positive 

affective responses in the children illustrated their happy moods in nature playing, singing, and 

inquiring. The nature programs were established in practice through community support, 

partners, and players who came together to support nature programs through administration, 

leadership, and local park usage. This included training of educators, community members, 
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children, and their families. The findings demonstrate that the nature programs operate for the 

purpose of inspiring young children in local nature spaces and places. 

Summary 
  Chapter five presents the findings that emerged from this study of cases A, B, and C. The 

findings were organized by three research questions and comprised of data collected from 

research participants that included educator interviews, field observations, and review of artifacts, 

and archival materials from each program. The process of gathering and organizing this data 

revealed how participants viewed their nature programs and how they integrated early childhood 

education with environmental education in exposing young children to nature places. Practices 

were informed through educators’ lived experiences, self-reflection pieces, a keenness to 

immerse children in nature, and any outdoors training they had received. Data from the 

participants were included in this chapter to support the research findings. The key findings 

suggest that ECE nature programs are established in integrating children in nature. Educators 

offered examples of nature practices where children’s abilities are clearly demonstrated in the 

forest and outdoor settings. These settings provided opportunities for young children to develop 

skills and competencies through using their senses, and learning how to problem solve. This 

nature focus allowed an ease of time spent in nature as the children and educators had trust in 

their sense of the outdoor world, as they felt confident, capable, and cooperative with each other. 

This is powerful as the connections children make in nature propel their development in early 

childhood education settings. The nature focus invites child-directed play, a holistic integrative 

approach where children have a sense of meaning and take pride in their outdoor classrooms. 

Nature environments have an abundance of opportunities for young children, including a wealth 

of nature opportunities, where relationships with the land and each other are at play. The next 

chapter compares the three cases, A, B, and C. 
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Chapter Six: Comparison Across Cases 
 

The purpose of this multiple case study was to explore a small pocket of operating nature 

programs to get a sense of why early childhood educators use nature as a source of learning and 

inquiry in early childhood education programs, what nature education is, and how early 

childhood educators are trained in outdoor practice. This chapter presents the research data 

analyzed from 13 participants representing early childhood educators, owner/operators, childcare 

managers, and teachers working with young children in nature-education programs. This research 

study was based on these research questions: 

1. Why do early childhood educators use nature as a source of learning and inquiry in 

early childhood education programs?  

2. What is nature education in early childhood?   

3. How are early childhood educators trained in nature education? 

The importance of getting children out in nature is a testament to the educators who are exposing 

young children to nature through nature programs. In short, these educators just DO IT! They 

show zest for the importance of children spending time in nature along with multitasking the 

necessities to make these nature programs happen in their communities. This includes risk 

management, safety pieces, community pieces, staffing pieces, program pieces, and 

administration pieces along with various policy and procedure considerations. The alignment of 

early childhood education with environmental education exposure is a natural fit; while children 

are growing and developing they benefit from exposure to various nature settings, which is 

supported by information in my literature review in Chapter Two. The literature review 

highlighted many key factors. First the benefits of children spending time in nature. “Children 

benefit from time in nature as nature is important to children’s development in every major 
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way—intellectually, emotionally, socially, spiritually and physically” (Natural Learning 

Initiative, 2005, p. 2). Next, “children appear healthier and happier when they have regular 

opportunities for free and unstructured play in the out-of-doors” (p. 2). And Bell and Dyment 

(2006) state, children who experience “diverse natural settings are more physically active, more 

aware of nutrition, more civil to one another and more creative” (as cited in Natural Learning 

Initiative, 2005, p. 2). Children learn through play. Playing outdoors is valued in early childhood 

programs as a way to reduce stress, enhance cognitive abilities, and improve social relations. The 

literature review examines why natural spaces matter. Children benefit from the correlation 

between nature spaces and human well-being. Exposure to green plants, the sun, moving bodies 

in natural spaces all contributes to developing pathways to the brain and learning in children. 

Followed lastly by information on Early Childhood Education, the early years, and nature 

training programs. These programs support young children’s growth and development in the 

early childhood years. My hope is that training programs and institutes add a stronger nature 

component to their ECE training practices. 

Discussion Amongst Cases 
  Within my research I looked at the experiences of licensed early childhood educators in 

BC offering nature education in licensed and license-not-available ECE programs. I examined 

what is happening in ECE nature education. The research explored multiple cases using case-

study methodology. The research inquired about the required shift educators make in their 

practices in order to be nature educators; what it takes to offer nature programs; the community 

of practice through which nature educators view their life-world; the education required to be in 

practice as a nature educator; the proficiencies needed in order to connect children to nature 

education; and practical tools and resources required to teach nature education. This research is 

preceded by the knowledge of nature’s benefits and barriers to children’s play outdoors, the 
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pedagogical value of play, why natural spaces matter, and children’s health. These topics guided 

my research to determine the pedagogy and leadership practices early childhood educators and 

organizations use to implement nature education. This research is important because the early 

years form the foundation for children’s later development, which is the key rationale for the 

immersion of children in nature education. It is the educators’ role to support education in a 

natural setting because in this environment children move more, have lower obesity rates and 

better language development, and they create lasting bonds with nature (Louv, 2005). Many 

children today are currently growing up without the full benefits of nature in their lives. As Louv 

(2005) writes “today, instead of hiking, swimming and telling stories around campfires, children 

are more likely to attend computer or weight-loss camp, or play video games indoors. These 

activities relegate nature to a non-reality for children” (p. 1). Louv cites an eye-opening 1991 

study of three generations of nine-year-olds. It found that between 1970 and 1990, the radius 

around the home where children were allowed to roam on their own had shrunk to a ninth of what 

it had been in 1970 (p. 1). Louv (2005) points out the advantages of connecting children with 

nature at an early age. The literature supports the notion that early exposure to nature affects 

people’s connections with nature over their entire lives (Cornell, 2015; Sobel, 2004; Warden, 

2015). 

In the research journey to support children’s and educators’ connections with nature, I 

looked at what nature education is in early childhood. How are educators trained?  What types of 

nature education programs are in the field and what makes them great? By great, I mean, 

distinguished, rooted in healthy practice, and successful in creating young children’s linkages to 

nature. While I had an idea of what that is, the truth is, the case studies better determined what 

best defines nature programs. Currently a basic knowledge of nature education is limited in the 
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ECE field, which means that nature education is not well-practiced in mainstream childcare 

programs. This case-study research adds to the emerging body of knowledge as educators glean a 

better understanding of ECE nature programs, informs ECE program practice, increases the 

adoption of nature education pedagogy in licensed and non-licensed settings, establishes and 

adopts related standards of practice. This research has the capacity to enhance knowledge of 

nature programs, increase nature-education training 

My general impression across the cases is that all educators involved in the nature 

programs understood well that nature has a general purpose in learning, promotes children’s 

development of general skills and knowledge of nature. The shared beliefs, values, and 

experiences among educators and children promoted a sense of belonging to a natural place and 

space. All three cases reflected nature education opportunities for young children in early 

childhood education that were pragmatic and meaningful to the children and educators involved. 

The programs specific to each case were located in different place-based settings: local parks, 

licensed childcare spaces, forests, and even the beach. Each program had its own way of running 

and all the educators were committed to nature education. The themes I have reviewed below 

include the childcare licensing regulations; the lack of early childhood educators; and childcare 

programs. 

A play-based practice was evident in all the cases, set in motion in similar yet different 

ways based on place-based settings, natural materials available, loose parts, and tools provided to 

the children. Children out at a community park for nature school were exposed to the ruggedness 

of a wilder environment—running ground surface water for the children to play in, fully 

surrounded by the wild forest, friendly random dog visits, and interactions with members of the 

public for those participating in the CL case A, BC, program. Children at case B, based out of 
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their childcare facility, were immersed in nature play within a large fenced garden area: tended or 

harvested the garden; children engaged on the farm pasture in interactions with chickens, horses, 

donkeys; feeding the koi in the fenced pond—all this within the many fenced, forested acres of 

the childcare setting. In West Vancouver, at case C school-age school setting, a well-groomed, 

thick forest provided safety and a sense of security, a place where neither the general population 

nor unleashed dogs were present. As the children attended the school during the day, the children 

knew the forested school grounds well. 

Childcare Licensing 

Notably, there is a difference between licensed childcare nature programs and unlicensed 

childcare based recreation or private nature programs. The largest difference is specifically 

defined through BC laws for childcare facilities in the Community Care and Assisted Living Act: 

Childcare Licensing Regulations. Nature programs can apply for a childcare license if they have 

an indoor building to base from.  If operators do not have an indoor building that meets the 

regulations, then no childcare license is available to them. The act outlines childcare centre 

compliance in terms of: inspections, licensing, records and reporting, nutrition, hygiene, 

communicable diseases, care and supervision, floor space requirements, and specific adherence to 

staff qualifications. Childcare licensing officers through the health authorities inspect childcare 

spaces and provide detailed feedback, giving a low, medium, or high hazard rating along with 

compliance dates to respond by. Childcare licensees are bound to follow the Child Care 

Licensing Regulations and the direction-licensing officers give them. As licensed childcare 

programs, the programs can apply to receive funding through childcare subsidy and childcare 

operating grants through the Government of British Columbia. This allows approximately 17% of 
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childcare operating costs to be supplemented for licensed, eligible childcare programs in BC, and 

so these childcare programs reduce their operating expenses. 

In regard to nature-education policy and procedures, all three owner/operators in the cases 

had knowledge of the childcare licensing regulations, whether it was applicable to their nature 

program or not if their program did not have a childcare license. I will be quick to qualify that the 

unlicensed recreation or private nature programs appear to set their own program guidelines to 

define staff-child ratios, safety rules, first-aid training, program policies, owner/operator 

involvement, training of staffs, and overall good practices in programs. These individual 

owner/operators appeared to meet the gold star standard in terms of the good practice pieces in 

their businesses. As owner/operators, HF and JK voiced concerns that as nature education 

becomes more popular, many such programs will sprout up without much thought to safety or 

appropriate guidelines. This may be problematic as nature programs grow without standards or 

legislation overseeing them.  

Many nature programs call themselves nature preschools. This was noticed in the case A 

programs descriptive materials, on websites, and in other program information. Technically, non-

childcare licensed operators are cognizant of not being allowed legally to call themselves 

preschools as the childcare regulations (The Community Care and Assisted Living Act: Childcare 

Licensing Regulations, 2007) define “preschool” as  

Preschool (30 Months to School Age), being a program that provides care to preschool 

children who are at least 

(i) 30 months old on entrance to the program, and 

(ii) 36 months old by December 31 of the year of entrance 

 
Thus, only licensed childcare programs meet the definition for using the term preschool as 
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outlined in the childcare licensing regulations. Preschool programs using the term “preschool” 

without a childcare license and meeting the definition under the childcare regulations will be in 

non-compliance and can be investigated and instructed to stop using the term.  

Childcare providers can offer preschool for up to four hours each day to each child. 
 
Licensed childcare programs must also adhere to the character and skill requirements in the 

legislation (The Community Care and Assisted Living Act: Childcare Licensing Regulations, 

2007), which appear thus: 

A licensee must not employ a person in a community care facility unless the licensee is 

satisfied, based on the information available to the licensee under subsection (1) and the 

licensee’s or, in the case of an employee who is not the manager, the manager’s own 

observations on meeting the person, that the person 

(a) is of good character, 

(b) has the personality, ability and temperament necessary to manage or work with 

children, and 

(c) has the training and experience and demonstrates the skills necessary to carry 

out the duties assigned to the manager or employee. 

HF notes her disappointment in not getting her morning park recreation programs licensed. She 

feels it is unfortunate that there is not a standard created for nature programs either. Ethically HF 

acknowledges there has to be a common standard for outdoor nature programs. The conundrum 

lies “…if one program is off lighting fires and playing with knives… without the standard this 

could be significantly problematic from a safety standpoint as nature recreation programs are not 

inspected by the BC Provincial Government (HF, Participant Interview, 2016). 
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Lack of Early Childhood Educators  
Early childhood educator staff retention in the ECE field is an ongoing concern for all 

licensed programs in BC. There is a chronic shortage of educators in the ECE field in BC. The 

ECE field is in a crisis due to a lack of staffs. PAD explained that she has been looking for two 

years for a Montessori ECE, and no one has the experience she is looking for. As a result, at the 

time of research, PAD was working to import an ECE from the Philippines (PAD, Participant 

Interview, 2016). This staffing concern affects programs’ abilities to attract and retain qualified 

staff persons and meet childcare-licensing staffing requirements. 

In July 2017 there was a political change in the BC provincial government, a shift from 

the Liberal Party led by Premier Christy Clark to the New Democratic Party (NDP) led by 

Premier John Horgan. The NDP proceeded to commit to implementing a 10-year plan to build a 

province-supported childcare system in BC. In November 2017 a provincial working group met 

to start this process, and a childcare-system plan was announced in February 2018. It is hoped by 

operators in the field that Educators will receive wage enhancements to stabilize the childcare 

field before building upon a childcare force that is under duress and crisis due to a lack of 

educators. By paying educators a fair living wage, the intent is to stabilize staffing required in the 

ECE field and provide the trained qualified educators required to run early childhood programs. 

This would support new childcare initiatives to move forward on stable ground. 

In February 2018, the BC Provincial Government released the plan for Universal 

Childcare. The publication is entitled Child Care B.C. Caring for Kids, Lifting up Families. And 

while it may partially hit the mark for lowering childcare fees for families, in the writer’s 

opinion, it fails at considering the severe shortage of Early Educators to maintain those existing 

childcare spaces for families to access. The lack of financial incentive for Educators to remain in 

the ECE field is overwhelmingly alarming. Their report speaks of needing these educators to 
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“attract and retain skilled and experienced early learning and childcare workers” and even goes 

so far as to say it will consider appropriate remuneration. Yet there is no roll out date for wage 

enhancements and the ECE field is spiralling without ECE staff to draw from. This is a 

conundrum for childcare operators as there is a gap in real world needs and the time when a wage 

enhancement may be implemented. The Government seems aware that  

the recruitment and retention of qualified Early Childhood Educators…is one of the most 

pressing challenges… Low wages and lack of benefits is common across the sector. Early 

Childhood Educators have in-demand skills, and many experienced educators are moving 

to more lucrative careers in other sectors. (2018, p. 18) 

This staffing concern was evidenced in the field sites visited particularly for licensed childcare 

settings.  

Childcare Programs 
Licensed childcare facilities offering nature programs are inspected based on legislation 

outlined in The Community Care and Assisted Living Act: Childcare Licensing Regulations. Both 

the case B Centre programs and case C licensed programs adhere to the licensing regulations 

outlined in the act. When a licensing officer inspects a childcare facility, the officer uses a 

childcare inspection checklist tool to generate a “Licensing Inspection Report” and the officer 

issues instructions to correct the contravention, to be made in specific time frames for 

compliance. The officer then assesses whether the facility has a low, medium, or high hazard 

rating. On a routine inspection on December 6, 2016, case C was in full compliance, with no 

contraventions to fix (VIHA, 2017). Case B was routinely inspected May 31, 2017, and 

September 22, 2017, with a follow-up inspection June 30, 2017, as well as non-visit follow-up 

inspections on August 8, 2017, October 13, 2017, and October 16, 2017 (VIHA, 2017). Case B 

was instructed to fix the contraventions by the childcare licensing officer.  
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Under the licensing officer’s authority, these findings are accessible and reported publicly 

on local health authority websites. The childcare facility must meet a set of standardized 

questions related to 11 areas, which detail: 

1. C1 Licensing 

2. C2 Policies and Procedures 

3. C3 Staffing 

4. C4 Records and Reporting 

5. C5 Nutrition and Food Services 

6. C6 Hygiene and Communicable Disease Control 

7. C7 Physical Facility, Equipment, and Furnishings 

8. C8 Program 

9. C9 Medication 

10. C10 Care and Supervision 

11. Lead in Drinking Water? 

Although this list is comprehensive from a mainstream childcare perspective, it does not look at 

nature programs’ broader scope of environmental education, forest practices, and nature policies 

and procedures. This is unfortunate, as there are several resources that would be helpful for 

assessment and reflection in nature childcare settings. These resources would be beneficial to 

look at for assessment purposes Forest and Nature School in Canada: A Head, Heart, Hands 

Approach to Outdoor Learning (2014); Early Childhood Environmental Education Rating Scale 

(2011); Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs Guideline for Excellence (2010); 

International Journal of Early Childhood Environmental Education; Best Practices in Nature-

Based ECE: Nature Centre Preschool Overview Self-Assessment Rubric—has five sections: 
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Program Goals and Curriculum Practices, Staffing, Environment, Nature Centre Resources, 

Parents and Community (Nature Preschools and Forest Kindergartens: A Handbook for Outdoor 

learning, 2016, pp. 223-228); Forest Schools and Outdoor Learning in the Early Years, by Sara 

Knight—seasonal site assessment; activity risk assessment; daily site checklist  (2013, pp.77–79); 

BC Early Years Framework (2007); NAEYC Developmentally Appropriate Practices (2008). 

While recreation programs are not subjected to any type of formal provincial inspection, the 

recreation programs would benefit from self-assessment and reflection tools to increase the scope 

of practice. 

As children navigate nature throughout the seasons, a concern regarding adverse weather 

affects young children and educators. In licensed childcare facilities, educators are mandated to 

comply with a Standard of Practice in Active Play and follow weather guidelines. For a licensed 

childcare preschool program of two to three hours, 30 minutes of active play is required 

according to the Active Play guidelines (Director of Licensing Standard of Practice—Active 

Play, n.d.)  Whereas in recreation programs it is up to individual educators and program operators 

to assess the weather and determine children’s suitability in all weather and time allotted 

outdoors. The child care licensing regulations state that a licensee must provide each child with 

daily outdoor play periods unless weather conditions makes it unreasonable to do so. Extremely 

cold weather can be defined as: when the temperature and/or wind chill are –20°C or below.  

Childcare legislation excludes recreation-based outdoor programs that do not have access 

to a building that can be inspected to meet the legislative requirements. Inspections happen in 

licensed childcare facilities, not recreation programs. Evaluation is done voluntarily through self-

reflection assessments in recreation-based programs. Licensing officers know that the “three 

biggest factors that predict the quality of child-care are staff qualifications, group size, and staff 
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to child rations. These parameters are a large part of childcare inspections” (The Community 

Care and Assisted Living Act: Childcare Licensing Regulations, 2007).  

Literature Review Analysis 
  In all three-research cases, data reflected themes of nature places and spaces, children’s 

abilities, environmental education, program values, program details, nature setting environments, 

licensing regulations or recreation guidelines, and staffing. These findings correspond to the 

literature reviewed in Chapter Two of this dissertation. For, example, there is a significant 

amount of literature that highlights and analyses the social benefits of nature education and how 

nature-education pedagogy provides a social benefit to young children. Key brain connections are 

made in children’s brains when exposed to nature opportunities. Nature educators have shifted 

their practice outside mainstream ECE to offer forest classrooms, gardens, and farm-animal 

exposure to children in both licensed and unlicensed childcare programs. These nature educators 

have pinpointed, explained, and set up their programs to provide the safety, training, and 

resources needed in nature programs. As a researcher, in November 2016, I saw first-hand the 

social benefit of enriched educational opportunities being reflected to me through the children’s 

lived experiences in nature. As Kellert (2005) ascertains, nature education promotes a strong 

foundation for children’s lifetimes (p. 2). These nature experiences help curtail the nature deficit 

that Louv speaks to in Last Child in the Woods (2005). The nature programs observed in the 

multiple case study reflect the findings in the literature that nature exposure helps reconnect 

children to nature, and the social benefits of that reconnection positively affect children’s 

development, happiness, and health. 

  Nature education is emerging in the early childhood education field. Educators must 

acquire certain skill sets for nature programs to be successful. Many educators I spoke to talked 

about safety practices, knowledge of the space in the forest, the hazards in the forest, and the 
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training required, thus demonstrating their competencies as nature educators. Their competencies 

were further evidenced via their participation in a variety of support networks, collaborative work 

with other nature educators, training in coyote mentoring, training in forest practitioner courses, 

and workshops in signed English. FB identified educator collaboration as the most useful to her 

practice (FB, Participant Interview, 2016). The wisdom and value of these professionals was 

found across the cases, as they navigated making decisions on behalf of young children and 

families in nature programs.  

  Author Sara Knight (2009) outlines what forest-school experiences look like in practice. 

All three cases meet Knight’s detailed description of forest school practices. These programs 

showed an impact on attitudes toward nature, gardens, and animals in their various settings. The 

children’s attitudes were evident in how they presented themselves in their nature programs 

dressed in appropriate gear, with a willingness to participate, and the physical and social skills 

needed to navigate their nature places. Children showed their self-confidence and self-esteem in 

many ways. The children were adaptable and resilient in their skills. 

  The programs highlighted in cases A, B, and C make their nature programs what they are. 

They offer fresh air, exercise, and learning while in nature. Each program operated from a 

dedicated space. A guiding characteristic of forest and nature schools is that they take place in a 

variety of spaces. I would encourage the programs to add to their classroom spaces to include 

shorelines, meadows, creeks, and mountains as they grow their programs and branch out from 

their regular and repeated sessions in the same natural spaces, mainly forest spaces. Next would 

be for the programs to look at nature educators being qualified as Forest and Nature School 

practitioners. The foundation of these practitioners is grounded in forest-school pedagogy and 

practical skills (Forest School Canada, 2014, pp. 21–22). These practices will help guide and 
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support nature educators in the field to strengthen their nature programs. 

  Nature education benefits children. The connections children made with nature appeared 

integral to their well-being, growth, and development. Their physical capabilities and problem-

solving skills were evident in their play. The children experienced both spontaneous and 

intentional learning experiences. These experiences in nature helped to connect children to nature 

as they made sense of their surroundings. In Case A, Early Years program, it was navigating 

running water and climbing a thickly forested hillside. Here they spontaneously discovered a 

newt. And at the bottom of the hillside they encountered a mushroom picker who shared his 

harvest so the children could see. In case B, Children’s Centre, the children navigated their 

extensive garden plots, picking their garden bounty, then they went to the back forest where they 

tree climbed, did heavy work moving around wood rounds, and enjoyed each other’s company. 

On the way back to the front yard, the children visited the chickens and delighted in seeing a 

snake slither by. In case C, Outdoor program, the children made sense of their natural 

environment at Hay Park by climbing onto a large fallen tree and balancing across the length of 

the tree with their friends, over and over again. This shared sense of community was also evident 

in the case C parent-participation group, where children sat by the water fishing with their big 

people. Overall, I observed that the children had developed their own sense of place outside and 

were engaged uninterrupted for long periods of time. 

  Children’s health and well-being was positively impacted, as children were exposed to 

nature in the programs. In today’s busy age, the opportunity to get children out in nature for a 

three-hour-plus stretch of time is a great benefit. The health benefits to children of being outdoors 

is known to reduce stress, encourage cooperative behaviour, increase the exposure to the sun that 

promotes vitamin D consumption that promotes sleep. I saw children digging in the dirt, listening 
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to the birds, smelling skunk cabbage, playing in spring mountain runoff, basking in the sun, 

examining a maple key, talking to a mushroom farmer and examining his bucket full of fresh-

picked forest mushrooms, and pondering the thick moss hanging from a tree. These nature 

experiences had the children engaged, participating, asking questions, posing solutions, their 

blood pumping, all while interacting with one another.  

  In early childhood education, the pedagogical value of play in the outdoors is that it 

allows children to learn in nature. Educators embrace the pedagogical principles of play. The 

value of play is an important piece of children’s development. The intrinsic value of young 

children being allowed time, space, and uninterrupted play is key to connections being made. 

This was evident in all cases in outdoor play. In natural spaces, children have free choice and are 

motivated from within to explore natural materials and peer relations. The educators and 

children’s curiosity guided their outdoor explorations. 

  Why do natural spaces matter? Children are responsive to time spent in natural spaces. 

When given the opportunity to spend time in natural spaces, children create connections to those 

spaces. This was seen in all cases. The forest settings provided learning experiences that 

supported children’s growth and development. In case A, CL program, the children explored their 

art activity using different mosses, lichens, and tree branches to paint outdoors in the sunny April 

weather. The children explored using different tools and techniques, making their art pieces come 

alive. Next, under a bright blue sky, the children gathered their backpacks and went exploring on 

their way to their forest classroom. In their natural space, along the forest path, the children 

pointed out the pungent skunk cabbage growing in a swampy section, observed thick moss 

growing on the trees, examined baby maple keys on the forest floor and talked about them 

turning into trees. The forest path led them to their morning classroom where the children worked 
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with mud, water, buckets, and shovels to delve into the running water hillside as educators 

participated as needed, allowed children to stretch boundaries, and encouraged creative thinking. 

This hillside waterway provided hours of engagement. All the children were gathered around and 

invested in playing with the naturally flowing water. The natural spaces provide the children with 

a positive physical connection to nature wherein the children were curious, asked questions, and 

pondered the forest and water around them.  

  In case B, at the Children’s Centre, the natural outdoors spaces matter to the young 

children. Here the children spend their days exploring and interacting on the centre’s land, which 

consists of gardens, forests, and animal areas. The nine acres of land at case B is fenced and well 

groomed to invite safe participation. The children explore the gardens extensively.  Throughout 

different seasons this interaction with the gardens changes. When I was there in the spring of 

2017, the children were weeding the garden beds and helping prepare the gardens for planting. 

Whereas when I visited in August 2017, the children were harvesting the fruits and vegetables 

from the garden. 

  In case C, at the outdoor programs, the natural space at Hay Park and Douglas Woodward 

Park had commonalities of easy access to a forested setting within the city. Within Douglas 

Woodward Park, you could hear emergency vehicles in the city yet be sitting beside a running 

creek, totally immersed in a fishing activity with your child, at peace with the day. At the case C 

licensed school-age program, their natural forested space is welcoming and provides many play 

areas.  

  Along with nature pioneer Richard Louv who has inspired an international movement to 

reconnect children to nature, research participants identified additional key people who inspired 

their practices. These include Erin Kenny of The Cedarsong Way® Forest Kindergarten Nature 
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Pedagogy and	  Fresh Air Learning staffs in Vancouver, BC. What these educators have in 

common is the desire to get children outside into nature. This develops a nature connection as 

outdoor play creates strong, confident, capable children. These people agree with Louv, who 

suggests that unstructured outdoor play is vital for children’s development (2005; 2011). 

  Educators create their own professional discourse with nature education. This 

collaboration fosters a sense of community that is particular to a shared common goal. The goal 

is to create opportunities for educators and young children to spend time in nature in the early 

years. These nature educators have skills, knowledge, and leadership abilities to share with the 

ECE field and within their communities.  

  The early childhood registry in BC oversees applicants applying to register as an ECE. 

The registry has standards developed to guide this process. Applicants are not assessed for 

outdoor skills and competencies to practice in the forest. However, the credentials of ECEs do 

help in working with young children as ECEs have knowledge of developmentally appropriate 

practice; of child growth and development; child guidance; communication skills; health, safety, 

and nutrition training; skills with observing and recording; and ECE curriculum skills. While all 

educators are not trained through traditional ECE training models, or to conduct nature activities 

or trek through the forest, all early childhood educators involved with young children have the 

ability to influence early childhood education. The skills, attitudes, and guidance of these ECE 

leaders help define the ECE field.   

Summary 
  Chapter six looked across cases A, B, and C in analysis to the literature review done in 

chapter two. The key items found in the research ties it back into the literature. This nature 

research addresses a gap in the literature, as multiple case studies of BC nature programs are not 

widely available in the literature. The next chapter looks at the two frameworks used to guide the 
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research and offers an analysis of the nature programs researched. 
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Chapter Seven: Framework Analysis 
	  
  This chapter analyzes the findings in terms of the two frameworks used in the research: 

The Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence 

(Bhagwanji, 2010) and The Forest and Nature School in Canada: A Head, Heart, Hands 

Approach to Outdoor Learning (2014). The Early Childhood Environmental Education 

Programs outlines six key characteristics for fieldwork in environmental education. These 

characteristics are best defined by the guidelines that frame the steps needed. These steps are 

practical in learning the required nature education skills. The six key characteristics are (p. 6): 

1. Program Philosophy, Purpose, and Development  

2. Developmentally Appropriate Practices 

3. Play and Exploration 

4. Curriculum Framework for Environmental Learning 

5. Places and Spaces 

6. Educator Preparation 

In the following pages I analyze each case study in relation to each of the six charachtersitics. 

1. Program Philosophy, Purpose, and Development 
In analyzing the Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs Guidelines for 

Excellence characteristics with the nature program cases studied, I found that Key Characteristic 

1: Program Philosophy, Purpose, and Development, focused on an “overarching philosophy that 

guides all program activities. Goals and objectives state how the program meets the needs of 

young children and their community” (Bhagwanji, 2010, 2010, p.11). There are six key 

characteristics that focus on nature and the environment: focus on education of young children; 

culturally appropriate goals, objectives, and practices; environmental literacy board, staff, and 

providers; health and safety; ongoing evaluation and assessment; partnerships; and interpersonal 
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and intergenerational relationships (Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 10). A total of 32 guidelines make up the 

six characteristics. The guidelines are specific indicators that outline best practice in each area. 

Program philosophy, purpose, and development: Case A program. The case A 

program had a strong descriptive philosophy that clearly links children to nature. In particular, 

the philosophy on page 103 of this document describes building connections in nature, 

“connections such as: children and nature, nature and play, learning and having fun”. Case A 

states that its goal is to expose “many” children to nature and add a fourth location in Courtenay, 

BC, through the Puntledge Elementary School. This supports their purpose and development of 

nature programs. If the Puntledge proposal were considered positively by the school district it 

would accommodate 16 three-year-olds and 16 four-year-olds. Additionally, case A is negotiating 

a partnership with Tofino Nature Kids in Tofino, BC, to take over their nature programs in 2020. 

Three future goals being considered by case A include: 1) a fifth location in Victoria, 2) an 

afternoon program for children ages four to seven with the Comox Valley Child Development 

Society, 3) a feeder program that will be parent-participation based (JK, Participant Interview, 

2017) for children 18 months to three years. Case A meets Key Characteristic 1, which details 

that program philosophy, purpose, and development focused on an “overarching philosophy that 

guides all program activities. Goals and objectives state how the program meets the needs of 

young children and their community” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p.11).  

Program	  philosophy,	  purpose,	  and	  development:	  Case	  B,	  Childcare	  Centre. The 

case B program has a descriptive philosophy earlier in this document. This philosophy talks 

about children’s need for “appropriate role models to equip them to manifest their dreams and 

visions for a better world” in a world that is changing quickly. Case B’s philosophy is to combine 

“the cognitive focus of the Montessori approach to learning with the creative, intuitive, project-
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centered Waldorf method in a nature-based environment.” This combination of approaches works 

to meet children’s learning styles. The Montessori approach is described as “a child-centered 

educational approach based on scientific observations of children from birth to adulthood” 

(American Montessori School, n.d.). Dr. Maria Montessori developed this approach during her 

work as a physician. In the Montessori approach, the child is viewed as eager for knowledge and 

has the capability of learning in a prepared, supportive, thoughtful learning environment fostered 

by their educator. The Montessori approach values the human spirit and focuses on the 

development of the whole child—in their physical, social, emotional, cognitive domains. The 

Waldorf method is based on Rudolf Steiner’s approach to support children’s development in an 

artistic way. In early childhood education, the Waldorf method is encouraged through physical 

play then imaginative play. Case B combined Montessori and Waldorf approach also upholds 

nature as of key importance to its philosophy, yet it is left for readers of the case B website to 

have knowledge of this type of approach and what it would then mean for a child to attend under 

that philosophy. The philosophy becomes clearer when you visit case B in person ---the program 

is outdoor nature based.  

In terms of goals and objectives, case B has a goal to open a new childcare centre 

called the Malta childcare program in the spring of 2017. PAD and staffs proudly opened this 

centre in March 2017, and the centre is licensed through Vancouver Island Health Authority 

for 23 children with 5 staff and offers childcare for children of 0–5 years. The next goal is to 

work on adding vegetable gardens, fruit trees, and various animals (chickens, donkeys, 

horses, etc.) to the Malta location. Case B meets Key Characteristic 1, which details program 

philosophy, purpose, and development focuses on an “overarching philosophy that guides all 

program activities. Goals and objectives state how the program meets the needs of young 
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children and their community” (p.11). Case B’s philosophy indicated that children will create 

an abundant world while receiving from educators their “unconditional love, understanding, 

patience, encouragement and support” (Case B website, 2016). With a Montessori-Waldorf 

combined method practiced in its licensed childcare nature-based environment, Case B’s 

holistic approach was inclusive of all children’s backgrounds and incorporated children’s 

various ways of learning. 

Program philosophy, purpose, and development: Case C, Outdoor program. The case C 

outdoor program had a well-rounded, cohesive, well-articulated philosophy in terms of early 

childhood education and spending time in the natural environment. In particular, the philosophy 

articulated in this dissertation describes case C’s text regarding: the Image of the Child, the Value 

of Relationships, the Role of the Teacher, Environment as Our Third Teacher, the Importance of 

Nature, the flexibility of time, the Many Symbolic Languages of Children, Making Learning 

Visible, Documenting and Reflecting on Learning, and Local Community. What resonates in the 

case C philosophy was a set of practices that guided the program in a clear philosophy articulated 

for staff and parents that set a culture of practice in play that permeates staff development, 

curriculum, and early-childhood beliefs. In terms of goals and objectives, case C is working to 

expand its programs in two ways. The first is to add nature programs in Vancouver, BC: one 

multiage childcare licensed for 8 children and 12 toddler spaces. HF is also working on a goal to 

do training and research with a Chinese company to provide nature-education information to 

people in China. This would potentially lead to future research opportunities and partnerships. 

Case C satisfies the key characteristic one.  

2. Developmentally Appropriate Practices 
Developmentally Appropriate Practices, looks at how “early childhood environmental 

education is designed and implemented using established developmentally appropriate 
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practice” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p.19). In particular  

…it allows the educator to support the learning style of individual children through 

their senses in all areas of development—social-emotional, cognitive, and physical. 

When children are able to explore their environment, interact with it, and 

communicate about it at their own developmental level, the educator can support and 

extend this learning by engaging in inquiry with the children. The educator supports 

the children’s learning through making connections to previous experiences, posing 

questions that help the children to reflect, and allowing the time that children need to 

explore their sense of wonder and awe. ” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p.19) 

There are four guidelines that support Developmentally Appropriate Practices were based on 

research and theory: authentic experiences, child-directed, inquiry-based, and the whole child 

” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p.18). When following these guidelines, programs design and implement 

their practices with young children in a way that ... “developmentally appropriate practice is 

matching the learning environment, the physical set up and materials, schedule, curriculum, 

teaching methods to the developmental levels of children” (as cited in Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 

25; Oltman, 2002, p. 2). In all the nature program cases, I observed educators making 

decisions in the best interest of children. The staff demonstrated the ability to shift as needed 

and showed empathy and compassion, all while offering encouragement for children to learn 

about the world around them through observations and question asking. These actions sprang 

from educators’ knowledge of the children themselves as humans, their context with the 

children’s families, and the educators’ skillset, including knowledge related to children’s 

growth and development of one-, two-, three-, four- and five-year-old children.  

Developmentally appropriate practices were evident, as early childhood educators were 
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trained in theory, so the application and understanding of learning approaches all lead to 

supporting young children’s learning as they are allowed uninterrupted play time in nature 

with peers. These positive nature experiences allow a foundation for healthy human 

development.  

Developmentally appropriate practices: Case A, Early Years Program. Case A practices 

developmentally appropriate practices in many ways. The children were provided a full 

opportunity to be in the wild forest for uninterrupted periods of time. The periods spent in nature 

were respected as time for exploring and experimenting in the park environments. In the case A 

CL program, tools are brought along to facilitate exploration. While in the case A CR program 

the educators preferred not to bring those tools to the forest. In both programs the children 

expressed themselves with access to paper, pencils, books, and Colin the crow puppet at the CL 

location. Colin is used to bridge home–nature program connections. Colin visits children’s homes 

on rotation. The child and parent hosting Colin work to document the nature experiences Colin 

and the family have at home in a journal, and the journal is sent back with pictures of the child’s 

and Colin’s outdoor adventures, along with a description of the fun had. Besides being given 

tools like Colin, all children in case A are afforded many opportunities to climb, balance, crawl, 

jump, and use natural materials in the forest, at their own whim, following their own interests. 

The opportunity to grow food, plants, or flowers in the program was hampered by it taking place 

in a local park space, so this was not offered. Although naturally harvested forest items 

(mushrooms) were seen picked by local community members. 

Developmentally appropriate practices: Case B, Childcare Centre. At case B, 

developmentally appropriate practices were evident in the childcare programs. Children displayed 

a lot of curiosity about their garden space, whether they were weeding the garden beds or finding 
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an insect, or if they were harvesting their vegetable and fruit bounties. The educators and 

children’s apparent joy of spending time in the gardens was evident. Limits of boundaries were 

well defined by fenced areas. For example, the driveway and garden areas were fenced off 

separately, the back treed area and the large pond is another fenced space, as were the horse and 

chicken areas. I specifically noticed many examples in CT’s classroom of bringing nature inside 

and using it throughout the indoor space: plants, clippings starting to grow, and outdoor materials 

were evidenced throughout her room. As the seasons changed so do the objects brought in for the 

children to interact with. 

At case B the children were present for a full day. They had an established schedule that 

looks like this (Case B website, 2016): 

1. 7 a.m.—centre opens, arrival time and free play according to child’s individual interests. 

Teacher-directed table activities that include pedagogical materials, cooking, science or 

math activities.  

2. Clean up—activities put away.  

3.  Hand washing, diapering or toileting time.  

4. Snack time—children eat snacks at table. Educators model healthy eating habits and table 

manners. This is a time for language development and socializing. 

5. Outside play in garden, field, and forest. Children reminded to use the toilet before going 

outside. Gross motor development and exercise with individual gardening, nature walks 

within the 9-acre property, climbing, sand and water play and other outdoor activities.  

6. 12 p.m.—lunch time, time to wash hands and eat. Educator joins in.  

7. Diapering and toilet time for full day children before nap. 

8. Nap time—children needing to sleep retire to their own sleeping mat in darkened room 
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with soft music. Children’s individual rhythm is respected and, gradually, as children 

wake on their own, they join their peers in the main playroom. Those children not 

sleeping have quiet time with books, teacher reads stories 

9. Sleeping children wake and prepare for outside play. 

10. Outside play—on nice days; indoor activities on bad weather days. 

11. Wash up and prepare for afternoon snack.  

12. Continuation of self-selected activities or organic gardening, or other outside activities. 

13. 5 p.m.—parent picks up children, centre closes. 

This schedule included a meal and rest/nap times per licensing guidelines. The daily 

schedule was developmentally appropriate. As the group had fewer than six children at the time 

of research, I noticed there was time to take advantage of teachable moments or unexpected 

unplanned findings. This underscored the importance of child-directed and inquiry-based 

activities, which led to authentic experiences. The child-led authentic opportunities allowed 

children to form and express their own understandings of the gardens, ponds, animals, and forest. 

Developmentally appropriate practices: Case C, Outdoor program. In case C program there 

developmentally appropriate practices were based on research and theory. This is indicated in the 

case C written philosophy. The developmentally appropriate practice (DAP) details many aspects 

that defined children’s authentic experiences in early childhood. Early educators were trained in 

DAP and demonstrated this in their practice with children. Child-directed and inquiry-based 

learning was apparent through the many symbolic languages of children. Here the children lead 

with their ideas, and their ideas were respected. The whole child is represented in making visible 

learning through documentation. The child’s forest experiences were documented and shared 

with parents. Educators HF and IH were trained in early childhood education. Their nature 
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program reflected their ECE training through child-directed conversations, authentic inquiry, and 

a spirit of positively guiding the young children in their care. IH talked about the importance of 

trained ECE staff in her participant interview. This ECE training is key in ongoing interactions 

working with young children in terms of developmentally appropriate practices: guidance, 

educator attitudes, and knowledge of child development. 

3. Play and Exploration 
Play and Exploration, is defined thus: “early childhood education programs ensure 

opportunities for nature-based play and exploration, both indoors and outdoors” ” (Bhagwanji, 

2010, p. 25). Two guidelines relate to this key characteristic in the context of nature education 

programs are the use of the natural world and natural materials and play, and the role of adults in 

this play. The educators provide the context and supervision required for children’s play ” 

(Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 24). Play is a key underpinning in early childhood education. Play is 

integral to children’s development and well-being, and it allows endless learning opportunities. 

Play and exploration: Case A, Early Years program. At case A, the key characteristic of play 

and exploration was based in the wild forest. In the researcher’s opinion, the program would be 

enhanced if it had its own indoor structure to use, as this would be important in inclement 

weather, providing a place into which children and educators could go inside to get warm or tend 

to children who may require first aid. For example, if a child falls in the creek in the wintertime 

and becomes hypothermic and requires immediate warming, an onsite, warm space indoors 

would be helpful. An indoor space would allow nature opportunities indoor as well as outdoors.  

From an outdoor perspective, case A had the characteristic of play and exploration in the 

wild forest mastered. The two elements mentioned above are showcased at case A in its use of 

the natural world and natural materials; play and the role of adults. Case A educators provided the 

context and supervision required for children’s play. Educators were observed allowing for space 
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and freedom in the park for children to try things out, allowing time for investigation and 

exploration, and providing educator support as children’s curiosities led to experiences of the 

natural world and gaining new understandings. 

At case A, the natural world provides unlimited potential for play and exploration 

activities. This was seen in appropriate rough-and-tumble play; open-ended experiences; 

independent play; appropriate outdoors clothes—boots, hats, and weather proof layers of 

clothing. In spring 2017 the CR case A educators planned a morning outing to the beach. There 

the children and educators enjoyed the change in location to explore intertidal and ocean 

phenomena. There were many elements to notice and learn about: shells, a washed-up sea 

creature, sand, ocean tides, and beach safety. The beach visit was described by SC as pleasurable 

and led to an understanding of the beach landscape and children’s part in beach stewardship. This 

supported children’s opportunities for nature-based play and exploration. During the ocean visit, 

the educators provided the context and supervision required for children’s beach and water play. 

Play and exploration: Case B, Childcare Centre. At case B, play and exploration took place on 

nine acres of forested, fenced lands. The centre has indoor and outdoor nature buildings and 

spaces for children to access. These childcare spaces are childcare licensed, and children often 

spend a full day at the childcare centre programs. Daily, children roamed the property in small 

groups with their educator. There is an abundance of time provided to promote appreciation for 

and sharing of feelings about the order and beauty of nature on the childcare site. In quieter 

moments, children were seen resting in the hammock or having a snack at the picnic table while 

taking in their day as they munched on fresh-picked peas from the garden. In active moments, the 

children’s group was seen running across the field in excitement to visit the farm animals and to 
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collect the chicken’s eggs. Nature-based play and exploration was a consistent theme at the 

childcare centre. 

Play and exploration: Case C, Outdoor program. At case C, play and exploration were 

displayed throughout all program types of parent-participation, recreation-based, and licensed 

school-age program. Group projects and activities were promoted to nurture curiosity and 

discovery in children. At the parent-participation group, facilitator HF provided twine, while 

parents gathered sticks to make fishing poles for their children. The children gleefully fished in 

the nearby creek coming off the park hillside. At the morning recreation program for children two 

to five years old, the children engaged in a group game of balancing on a very large fallen tree. 

Each child worked to make it across while carefully balancing as multiple children navigated the 

task. A feeling of social connection and autonomy was fostered in the children. The educators 

and the children’s parents trusted their decision-making skills and knew that each child had the 

ability to navigate their choices to play and explore. The children’s safety and well-being were of 

prime consideration.  

At the case C after-school care program there is an indoor-shared portable space that is 

not accessed, only used to satisfy childcare licensing requirements. The school’s kitchen and 

bathrooms are utilized, as children need. The school’s outdoor space is used exclusively. It was 

clear, quickly, that the children knew their outdoor-forested space intimately, having spent their 

school days there. Then, when the children came in to after-school care in the forest, it appeared 

that the outdoor space was a second home, based on their comfort level to play and explore. The 

school playground was richly entrenched in the forest and had an abundance of spaces to explore. 

4. Curriculum Framework for Environmental Learning 

Key Characteristic 4, curriculum framework for environmental learning, is defined as 

providing “opportunities to explore [children’s] environment and develop knowledge and skills” 
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(Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 31). Six guidelines describe this characteristic: social and emotional 

growth, curiosity and questioning, development of environmental understandings, skills for 

understanding the environment, a personal sense of responsibility and caring, and physical health 

and development (p. 30). Educators are encouraged to use the curriculum framework for 

environmental learning (p. 31). This environmental framework fosters children’s “growth and 

development across social-emotional, cognitive, physical and language domains” (p. 31), which 

is believed to grow children’s environmental literacy over their lifespan. 

Curriculum framework for environmental learning: Case A, Early Years Program. At case 

A, the curriculum framework is demonstrated in the nature program through young children’s 

active participation in the wild forest. The curious learners engage in exploration in the outdoors. 

The children follow the rules and routine of the nature program; they use materials responsibly 

and increase their individual autonomy. As a result, the children feel comfortable with their 

surroundings and build on their nature experiences. One of the curiosities the children expressed 

interest in on my spring visit to the CL program at Coal Creek Historic Park town site was 

finding broken dishes in the earth. This was followed by a discussion about who had lived on the 

land before them. The land the children were playing on once hosted about 2000 settlers, between 

1895 and 1924, who lived in the mining settlement called Chinatown (Case A website, p. 1). In 

1935 a fire wiped out half of Chinatown, then after the Second World War many buildings were 

dismantled, and broken housing materials were buried in the wake (p. 1). The children’s 

curiosities led to questioning; their direct exploration and experiences inspired their questions. 

This curiosity and questioning brought about a discussion of environmental understandings: a 

personal sense of caring. The engagement helped foster the children’s knowledge about and skills 

related to their environment. 
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 At the CR case A location, it is worth mentioning that Educator SC actively encouraged 

questions about environmental components and phenomena. SC would discuss with children 

what they thought would happen, how they could do things, and pondered “why” questions 

aloud. In my experience from working in the ECE field, there is a real knack to encouraging this 

type of learning conversations with children. SC displayed her ability in this regard, predicting 

possible outcomes as a result of forest explorations, seeking solutions to a nature-related query, 

or making observations about the bugs in the environment around them. These open-ended 

questions helped foster the children’s growth and development across social-emotional, 

cognitive, physical, and language domains. In turn, her interactions supported children’s 

environmental literacy in early childhood. 

Curriculum framework for environmental learning: Case B, Childcare Centre. At case B, 

the curriculum framework is naturally followed through the garden cycles and seasons of the 

year. The children gain a developmental understanding of their environment. The garden work 

allows children a deep understanding of how the world works in growing food, harvesting it, and 

preparing for the next crop. This is meaningful as children grow food in their own communities. 

Many opportunities are provided for children to observe and understand earth systems related to 

weather; seasonal changes that affect the cycles of plants and animals; and the properties of rock, 

soil, and ” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 35). The children understand the importance of the natural 

resources from the garden and that it provides food for them and their families to eat. This allows 

children to try new healthy foods from the garden as well as the awareness that nutritious foods 

give people energy and help them grow (p. 43). Next, the children have up-close experiences 

with tending to animals and interacting with animals on the farm. Through these interactions, the 
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children learn about animals needing many of the same things humans do to survive and thrive: 

fresh air, clean water, space to roam, good food, and care.  

Curriculum framework for environmental learning: Case C, outdoor program. At case C 

outdoor program, the curriculum framework applies as it provides an emphasis on the child’s 

sense of place. At Hay Park, you are in the middle of busy West Vancouver, BC, and yet nestled 

on a neighbourhood corner block in a magical forested place so close to the city, yet so far away 

in terms of being a wild forest. This surprised me pleasantly as I was not expecting to find this 

kind of place “in” the city. It reminded me that all nature spaces reflect a sense of place, wherein 

one feels a sense of belonging in the world. After spending time in Hay Park, I learned that in the 

middle of busy West Vancouver, an intimate nature relationship could be connected to a place of 

attachment in the children’s own neighbourhoods. Hay Park is a safe neighbourhood space where 

children come to be in nature, make connections, feel an attachment, and develop healthy outdoor 

habits. The children displayed curiosity, asked questions, and had a age appropriate 

understanding of their space and place at the park. Each child showed a personal attachment and 

air of caring towards the park creatures, park space, and environment. 

5. Places and Spaces 

For Key Characteristic 5, Places and Spaces, we look at “early childhood environmental 

education programs that provide places and spaces both indoors and out” ” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 

45). Six guidelines describe this characteristic: spaces and places to enhance development, 

natural components; comfortable for both children and adults; maintenance and usability; health, 

safety, and risk; environmental suitability (p. 44). The children’s spaces provide both indoor and 

outdoor spaces that are “safe, enticing, comfortable, and enhance learning and development 

across all learning domains (p. 45). These apply to the five developmental domains in children’s 
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development: social-emotional, fine and gross motor, speech language, problem solving, and 

cognitive domains.  

Educators are encouraged to foster childrens learning through social and emotional 

growth, curiosity and questioning, a development of environmental understandings, and skills for 

understanding the environment in places and spaces. This environmental framework fosters 

children’s growth and development across the developmental domains, which is believed to grow 

children’s skillsets over their lifespan. 

These questions support children’s learning to foster environmental awareness and 

encourage language development: (Backwoods Mama, p. 1, 2018)  

1. Notice how…those rocks are slippery, that branch is strong  

2. Did you see…the poison ivy?  your friends nearby? 

3. Try moving… your feet carefully, quickly, strongly 

4. Try using your…hands, feet, arms, legs 

5. Can you hear…the rushing water, the singing birds, the wind? 

6. Do you feel…stable on that rock, the heat from the fire? 

7. Are you feeling…scared, excited, tired, safe? 

Help children problem solve: (Backwoods Mama, p. 1, 2018) 

1. What’s your plan…if you climb that boulder, cross that log? 

2. What can you use …to get across, for your adventure? 

3. How will you…get down, go up, get across? 

4. Who will…be with you, go with you, help you if?   

Educators across the cases were seen using open-ended questions to promote children’s thinking, 

curiosities, and nature inquiry. 
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Places and spaces: Case A, Early Years Program. At case A the places and spaces are 

provided outside only. Random dogs were evidenced on the field visits. Wild animals are not 

common encounters, yet children are trained in what to do should they encounter a cougar or 

bear. To enhance development, there is an abundance of loose parts in the outdoor classrooms for 

children to access. These natural components are in abundance in the forest, where there is 

flowing water, sticks of all sizes, tree leaves, maple keys, logs, pinecones, and stones for children 

to play with. The water features are supervised and safe. Often these waterways provide 

individual or group play in a shared space where children are happy and content in their play. The 

play space is comfortable for both children and educators, along with being a safe environment 

for the children’s group to play.  

At case A emergency plans are established and practiced with children and educators 

alike. Training occurs around bear and cougar safety, random dogs (how to “be a tree” prevention 

measures, and 1, 2, 3 Come Find Me). These skills are practiced with the children with their 

educators. Educators are mindful of the many moving parts of forest safety. These moving parts 

include site risk assessments, a duty of care for children, and forest skills and knowledge. Parents 

come prepared for the children’s time in nature and dress children appropriately for the outdoor 

activities. 

Places and spaces: Case B, Childcare Centre. At case B, the places and spaces are provided 

inside and outside as licensed childcare programs. The inside childcare spaces are licensed for 

children’s age groups and certain numbers of children along with their educators. Each licensed 

childcare classroom is set up in a developmentally appropriate way to invite children into the 

space in a comfortable, homey setting. The facility has child-friendly equipment: tables, chairs, 

rest mats, play items, cubbies, and children’s own items. The programs have direct access to 
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kitchen, bathroom, activity, and rest area spaces in the childcare facility. These indoor and 

outdoor childcare spaces are inspected by childcare licensing officers and are daily managed by 

the early childhood educators within the ECE programs. 

At case B there are live animals outside in the outdoor fenced farm area—horses, 

donkeys, goats, chickens—and koi in the pond. I did not observe any indoor classroom pets (no 

inside bunny, fish, frog, snail, ant farm, or worm farm). The animals and materials on the farm 

are chosen mindfully as children are present. The consideration of safety is clear. These decisions 

are balanced with children learning to “judge risks, gauge their limits, and practice responsibility”  

(Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 51), which appears to be best learned in the early childhood years. The 

natural components on the farm are comfortable for both children and educators. Maintenance is 

preformed regularly on the farm grounds to promote usability, maintain health and safety 

practices, and mitigates risk. 

Places and spaces: Case C, Outdoor program. At case C outdoor program, places and spaces 

are offered outside mainly yet their school-age program has a school building with kitchen, 

washroom, and first-aid room to access if required. There are no animals inside or outside other 

than random dogs at the local parks. The school-age program playground is filled with natural 

materials that inspire curiosity and delight. It is filled with natural components that encourage 

children to move their bodies in many ways. The physical environment is varied and includes 

many possibilities of “ample shade, sunny spaces, open areas, small hiding spaces, gathering 

areas, and areas for building” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 47). During my visits, the school-age group 

was keen on being together and sharing their forest spaces. There was sufficient seating for adults 

and children. The school age program area seemed well-used by the elementary school, and it did 

not seem to have a lot of wildlife, including bugs or many birds. IH, the program manager, 
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articulated the need for children to access garden space at the school in 2018. There was some 

frustration that a garden was not planted this year with the children as the space and place was 

there to enhance development yet planting a garden with the children was not allowed. 

6. Educator Preparation 
For Key Characteristic 6, educator preparation, educators “are able to plan and implement 

high quality, developmentally appropriate programs for young children” ” (Bhagwanji, 2010, p. 

53). This is important as “educators combine their understanding of child development and 

developmentally appropriate practice with a basic understanding of the goals, theory, practice, 

and history of the field of environmental education. This knowledge provides a solid foundation 

on which educators can build their own practice” (p. 53). Six guidelines describe this 

characteristic: foundations of early childhood environmental education, professional 

responsibilities of the educator, environmental literacy, planning and implementing 

environmental education, fostering learning, and assessment and evaluation (p. 52). 

Educator preparation: Case A, Early Years Program. At case A, educator preparation clear in 

educators’ understood that “early childhood education and environmental education shared an 

interdisciplinary perspective and integrate knowledge from across academic disciplines” (p. 53). 

This includes “empathy, caring and sense of belonging to community” (p. 53). All the educators 

respected the process of inquiry, as children are active learners. Educators at case A continued to 

enhance their knowledge and skillset through workshop and course participation. In this last year, 

case A has offered significant training to their staffs and to the community at large with JK 

teaching staffs, a Coyote Mentoring workshop, Forest Nature School in Canada: A Heart, Head, 

Hand Approach to Learning Practitioner Course, Bonnie Davison Singing English workshop, 

video presentation by Kim Hunter, and Campfrence (a nature conference). These professional 

development opportunities gave the case A educators a solid foundation on which to base their 
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programs. The basic and extended understandings of the nature education pieces added to their 

practice. 

Educator preparation: Case B, Childcare Centre. Educator preparation at case B was done 

through early childhood education programs offered at colleges. The ECE training covers theory 

and child development in early childhood education. Often, though, ECE programs do not cover 

training educators in environmental education or outdoor skills. To be skilled in planning and 

implementing environmental education, a range of instructional measures needed to be learned 

for nature curriculum implementation. CT and PAD demonstrated a high level of environmental 

skills on the farm that fostered children’s learning. This was strongly evident to me when I spent 

time with both of them in the garden and on the farm landscape on my first and second visits. 

Their presence and knowledge motivated the children to learn and encouraged them to explore 

the garden and forest areas. In contrast, at the third site visit, I encountered an educator who 

provided a basic safe environment yet did not know the names of the plants or understood fully 

the landscape she was on with the children. Those skills were still emerging as she gained 

confidence and knowledge from her co-educators. The nature-education attitudes, beliefs, 

actions, and engagement in learning about the environment reflect in children’s instructional 

messages from staff, and once the skills are developed they will improve the children’s 

knowledge as well. 

Educator preparation: Case C, Outdoor programs. At case C, educator preparation was done 

through ECE training, Fresh Air Learning workshops, HF teaching case C staff, Erin Keeney 

information, and the Forest Nature School in Canada: A Heart, Head, Hand Approach to 

Learning Practitioner course. In the case C program, educators displayed curiosity and desired to 

explore children’s learning. This was an ECE skill taught in basic ECE training. Giving children 
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uninterrupted time for periods of play was key to preparation. This time in nature followed nature 

educators’ values and beliefs to support nature learning. The case C team had a nice balance of 

collaboration among its educators to complement instructional styles. This came about as 

educators developed nature skill sets and had experience teaching nature-education programs to 

young children. Educator IH talked about the importance of childhood guidance and educator 

interactions with young children. To her, the skill of providing guidance to children was the most 

valuable for educators to possess. 

Table 7.1 outlines categories that support the program guidelines for Early Childhood 

Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence. 

Table	  7.1:	  Early	  Childhood	  Environmental	  Education	  Programs:	  Guidelines	  for	  
Excellence 

 Case A  
Early Years 
Program 

Case B  
Childcare 
Centre 

 Case C  
Outdoor Program 

Program traits Recreation based 
 
Child led 
 
Nature based 
 
Safety and comfort 
 
The essence is the 
children gain 
connection to natural 
surroundings, peers, 
and themselves 

Childcare based 
 
Garden  
 
Animals 
 
Fruit trees 
 
Tipi 
 
Indoor building 

Recreation; childcare based; 
parent participation 
 
Emphasis on unstructured 
play, limit to transitions, 
have long periods to play 
 
Experiential learning, 
spontaneous learning and 
experiences 

Curriculum Play based 
Be a Tree 
Junior CO 

Play based Play based 
Bear aware 

Activities Water play, art, 
garbage pickup, nature 
hike in forest 

Garden harvest, 
play structures, log 
piles, feed and 
interact with farm 
animals 

Nature walk through park 
game, painting, fishing 
activity 

Goals To expose many 
children to nature 

To open the Malta 
childcare location, 

To open other nature 
programs: a multi-age 
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To add a fourth 
location in Courtenay 
through the Puntledge 
Elementary School, 
September 2017 
 
To train staff in Forest 
Practitioner course, 
December 2017 

spring 2017  
 
To add animals and 
gardens to Malta 
location 

program, September 2017 
 
China training collaboration 
and research 

Staff traits Committed 
 
Curious 
 
Educational 
certification: 
ECE/ECEA/bachelors.  
 
Outdoor experience 
 
Young children in 
outdoor environment 
 
First aid 
 
Criminal record check 

ECE 
 
First aid 
 
Criminal record 
check 
 
Immunization 
record 
 
 

Keen  
 
Energy, excitement, sense of 
wonder 
  
Notice things and point out 
as walking in nature 
 
Passionate about outdoors 
 
First aid 
 
Criminal record check 
 
Immunization record 
 

Space and place Cumberland, Comox, 
and Campbell River: 
community parks 

Nine acres fenced 
land in Mill Bay, 
BC 

Unleashed dog parks: Hay 
Park and Douglas Woodland 
Park; UBC farm; school 
forest at West Bay 
Elementary 

Developmentally 
appropriate 
practice 

Age-appropriate 
experiences, interests  
Know the forest 
classrooms and 
children’s interests 

Age-appropriate 
experiences, 
interests  
 
Know the children 

Age-appropriate experiences, 
interests  
Family relationships evident 

Training ECE, EE, Bachelor’s 
degree, ECE assistant 

ECE, Aboriginal 
ECE, Infant/toddler  

Forest Practitioner course, 
ECE 

Community 
involvement 

Campfrence, local 
schools, bring trainers 
in, conservation 
officer comes in, 
Be a Tree  

Pumpkin farmer 
 
Community 
members 

Stream Keepers,  
Bear aware, linkages with 
training educators in China. 
Partnership with UBC Farms 

Nature 
environment 

Community-based 
parks 

Childcare centre 
based on farm 

Community-based 
parks/spaces. 
School yard 
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The Forest and Nature School in Canada: A Head, Heart, Hands Approach to Outdoor 
Learning 

The second framework used in this research, The Forest and Nature School in Canada: A 

Head, Heart, Hands Approach to Outdoor Learning (2014) had four parts for consideration that 

composed the foundation of and formed the Forest and Nature School programs in Canada (p. 3). 

To compare the nature programs in this study’s cases, we look first at Part 1, which defined what 

a forest and nature school is, looked at Indigenous perspectives, benefits, role(s) of the educator, 

and role(s) of the child (p. 3). Part 2 discusses how children learn in the forest and nature school, 

considering: ethos; learning approaches: inquiry-based, emergent, experiential, play-based, place- 

based learning; storytelling; and loose parts (p. 3). Part 3 ponders practical considerations in the 

ECE field for onsite nature programs and recognizes the risks and hazards. Lastly, part 4 looks at 

resources that may be available for educators.  

Part 1: Forest Nature Schools. To be considered a Forest Nature School, per the Forest 

School Canada definition, children needed to spend half a day or a full day outdoors in local 

parks, green spaces, in playgrounds, or outdoor classrooms. Cases A, B, and C provide just that 

to their participants. The cases took place in a variety of contexts: parks, farm, beach, and forest. 

The settings varied from well-used to rugged and wild. The age groups varied from toddlers to 

three- to five-year-olds, to multigenerational, to school-age groupings. The weather was 

somewhat similar as the climate between Vancouver and Vancouver Island has similar 

temperature ranges. The nature programs adhered to following 

repeated access to the same natural space, as well as emergent, experiential, inquiry-

based, play-based, and place-based learning (MacEachren, 2013). The defining feature of 

this type of nature-based education program is that children are provided with 
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opportunities to build an on-going relationship with the land, to a dedicated educator, to 

one another, and to themselves through this educational approach. (Forest School Canada, 

2014, p. 12) 

All three cases followed this ethos. The activities that happened in the nature programs varied 

with the season, the program context, the cold temperature, things to navigate at the local parks, 

educator inquiry, different loose parts, children’s interests, and group cohesion (pp. 12–13). At all 

three research sites, educators covered early childhood curriculum that included math, science, 

literacy, art, motor skills, inquiry skills, and child guidance. At times, educators added loose parts 

to the environment to add to children’s explorations and experiences.  

Part 2: Indigenous perspectives. My speculation before the research started was that 

nature programs would have strong connections to Indigenous groups. There would be 

knowledge of whose traditional territory of land the programs were located on, and Indigenous 

guests would frequently visit their nature programs. Although I did find small connections in 

linkages to Indigenous ways through stories, there appeared to be infrequent invitations extended 

to Elders from the programs, and Indigenous practices were not woven throughout the nature 

programs to any great degree. From a researcher’s lens, I felt this was a missed opportunity and 

nature programs could build stronger connections with Elders and Indigenous peoples. This is 

important because 

when educators use Aboriginal pedagogy in their classrooms, and let the students know 

that what they are doing has Aboriginal roots, it helps create an atmosphere of mutual 

respect and sharing, it helps Aboriginal children and their families to feel more 

welcome…and it helps non-Aboriginal children to develop a healthy, positive 

understanding of their Aboriginal neighbours…. Aboriginal education can lend a great 
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deal to Forest and Nature School, making FNS all the richer, more locally appropriate, 

and more representative of a diversity of traditions…. At the heart of Aboriginal 

education and life philosophy (in much of Canada) are the Seven Grandfather Teachings. 

These are honesty, humility, respect, bravery, wisdom, truth, and love…. Forest and 

Nature School offers students and educators the chance to find the joy in learning from 

connecting to each other and the environment, the chance to experiment with new 

activities, to honour and respect our place in the natural world, and to observe and learn 

about nature as it surrounds us. (Forest School Canada, 2014, pp. 13–14) 

The educators in the nature programs could access Indigenous leaders who, through their 

“wisdom and knowledge can be a vital resource for communities and individuals” (p. 14). This 

guidance then ladders into the role of the educator.  

Part 3: The role of the educator. The role of the educator is key to a positive experience 

in nature programs. Educators share their enthusiasm, allow children to explore, take measured 

risks, and encourage children to ask questions. These nature program educators have a love for 

nature places and spaces and take pride in their outdoor classrooms. These “very skilled 

educators know when to offer an insight, a question or materials to support a child’s learning, but 

more importantly knows when to get out of the way” (Jon Cree, UK Forest School Association as 

cited in Forest School Canada, 2014, p. 17). 

As educators, their role is to model  

enthusiasm for nature play, the educator encourages children who might be nervous or 

new to outdoor play. Forest and Nature School educators act as a creative spark for the 

group, encouraging the growth of new ideas by making available to the children 
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materials, resources, and experiences that expand their creative, imaginative, and 

exploratory play. (p. 18) 

At case A program and the case C program, educators were observed asking questions 

that encouraged young children to examine and question through active dialogue with forest 

items they had found. They shared their curiosities with the children. Case B educators were 

observed engaging children actively as they experienced hands-on learning and experienced 

harvesting the garden. The educators and children utilized these skills in their roles as observers, 

knowledge keepers, safety minders, and relationship creators, with each other and within the 

nature space. Educators used three skills to support children’s learning: observing, learning 

alongside children, and creating connections (p. 17). These competencies allowed children to feel 

supported and held as they moved about their outdoor environments confidently. An 

underpinning to the security was the safety in their programs, where safety considerations were 

minded, risk mitigation had been considered, and the educators in the space who were facilitating 

the children’s groups held skills and competencies. 

The Forest and Nature School model looked relatively the same in the recreation 

programs visited on Vancouver Island and in Vancouver, BC. The childcare programs also 

looked relatively the same as offering Forest Nature School model, yet they had the benefit of an 

indoor space. While this is not an important piece of this framework it is notable in the Early 

Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence as required. Having 

an indoor space also allows programs to meet the childcare licensing requirements in BC needed 

to hold a childcare license.  

Part 4: The role of the child. Children in the nature programs attended their sessions 

ready to play. This meant children came dressed properly, in layers, ready for any weather. Their 
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gear and clothing were meant to keep them comfortable, warm, and dry. In the event of wet 

clothes, extra changes were sent in children’s backpacks. Children displayed an attitude of 

inquiry. While visiting their programs I observed children sharing stories, playing in nature, and 

spending time with friends. Program educators were engaged in supporting children’s learning. 

The childrens role was to play in nature.  

Part 5: How do children learn in forest and nature schools? Children learning through 

play-based, inquiry-based, placed- based, and experiential learning was seen in all of the 

programs. Children’s experiences with learning are 

defined by their capacity for inspiration, innate sense of exploration, strong desire to learn 

through play, and their level of engagement with their surroundings. In a FNS, a walk in 

the woods becomes a fantastical adventure where curiosity and fascination guide a child’s 

spirit of enchantment; where a stick takes on a thousand magical meanings; where 

learning ebbs and flows, crossing multiple subject areas; and where process is valued as 

highly as outcome. (Forest School Canada, 2014, p. 21) 

At the research field sites these traits appeared in real practice in all three cases (Forest School 

Canada, 2014, p. 25):  

1. A culture of children and educators observing and listening to the natural world is 

evident. Both educators and children were curious! 

2. Educators acknowledged and kept in check assumptions, prejudices, and preconceived 

notions of children’s abilities outdoors. 

3. Low staff-to-child ratio groups of 1:5 or 1:6. 

4. Relationships with an attachment to each other, their place-based setting, and care of the 

earth. 
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5. Respect, care, non-judgment, safety, and inclusion to meet nature-program standards in 

recreation and childcare. 

6. Both educators and children made mistakes through play and the process of being in 

nature: it was okay! 

7. Educators learned alongside children. 

8. Resources and ideas were introduced after children prompted with explicit and implicit 

inquiries. 

9. Children had expanded time in nature to explore, experience, problem solve, resolve 

conflicts, and provide answers to questions.  

Learning approaches were based on the whole child. The learning approaches for nature 

educators included a process in nature with young children that had a depth of meaning, a 

purpose for children’s lived, authentic experiences.  In the field sites, in all cases, the individual 

interests of the children were involved and engaged by the nature program. Because each 

morning the children voted on which forest classroom to use, the children’s group decided on 

areas of interest. Children worked cooperatively with each other at their own pace. Their 

educators supported their learning by exploring solutions, asking questions, and sharing 

knowledge. This inquiry-based learning built in young children’s natural curiosity about the earth 

and the nature places they were playing in. Educators supported children’s next step in learning 

to scaffold children’s emerging ideas. This encouraged deep learning and gave children an 

opportunity to go deeper with their learning. Educators in all three cases were enthusiastic, 

engaged, and interested in their nature spaces. The nature spaces were play based and place 

based. The programs included storytelling with time allotted for stories, naturally interwoven in 
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the programs; educators were enthusiastic to share good children’s literature, encouraged fairy 

tales, storybooks, rhymes, songs, and personal and family stories in the nature programs.  

Part 6: Practical considerations and risks/hazards. The site selection at each nature 

program was intentional. Educators carefully chose an environment that would meet the 

parameters required for consideration. First the ease of access to the program location is chosen 

wisely for parent and community access. Close to the parking lot yet far enough away in a safe 

nature space. Some programs gave weight to public bathroom, toilet and sink access, with 

facilities close by in the park while other programs have plans around toileting and hand washing 

outdoors. All owner-operators were mindful of choosing their locations.  

Safety and supervision was evident in the wild forests where the nature recreation 

programs were based. I would suggest that all educators and children be trained in the Be a Tree 

program if the programs interact with random dogs in open parks. Each fall, conservation officers 

should be brought in to teach bear and cougar safety. All program staff should have training that 

outlines nature and forest hazards, to mitigate risk, identify risks and identify what safety 

measures need to be in place to reduce risks to an acceptable level (p. 41). Where does “the 

educator and/or children (where appropriate) put the safety measures in place? And what steps 

will be taken in an emergency?” (p. 41). In the field I did see many of these measures in practice 

at the field sites. Educators in the nature programs carried emergency first-aid bags. Case A staffs 

carried a sheathed knife, cell phone, air horn, and bear spray. Adult and child ratios were 

determined by the owner/operators of the recreation programs, self-imposed, and were 

appropriate for adult–child ratios for safety purposes, typically at 1:5 or 1:6 educator to children 

ratios.  
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Part 7: Resources available for educators. Resources were brought in by owner 

operators to train their staff and build on knowledge and skills. These like-minded educators 

shared with each other their knowledge of what works and what does not. Through their lived 

experience and passion for nature schools, the forest educators shared the theoretical 

underpinnings and everyday practical skills as they delivered nature programs. The resources 

required many complexities, from site selection to staff training, and risk mitigation to how to set 

up and sustain an ongoing forest program. 

Table	  7.2:	  Forest	  and	  Nature	  School	  in	  Canada	  Framework	  Comparison 

 Ethos Learning 
approaches 

Inquiry based, 
emergent, 
experiential 
learning 

Play-based 
learning:  
14 types of play 

Storytelling Loose parts Aboriginal 
content 

Case 
A:  
 

Forest 
spaces with 
creeks: all 
outdoor 
classrooms. 
 
Ongoing 
relationship 
to space. 
 
Involved 
with 
community 
in space. 
Forest & 
Nature 
School 
practitioner’s 
course being 
trained in 
December 
2017. 
 
Children are 
competent, 
capable 
learners. 
 
Experiential 
& play based 

Bring 
stories; 
create 
connections.  
 
Educators 
are defenders 
of 
uninterrupted 
play in 
nature.  
 
Draw out 
problem 
solving by 
asking open-
ended 
questions. 
 
Uses loose, 
natural 
materials to 
support 
open-ended 
experiences. 
 
 

Encourages 
deeper 
thinking and 
understanding; 
Follows 
children’s 
interests; asks 
questions; 
creative. 
 
 
Inquiry-based 
learning. 

Children 
communicate 
through play; 
problem 
solving as 
needed. 
 
Exploratory 
play. 
Social play. 
Creative 
play. 
Deep play. 
Locomotor 
play. 
Mastery 
play. 

Through 
song; oral 
stories; 
books.  
 
Telling 
personal, 
original, 
family 
stories 
through 
Colin the 
Crow visits 
homes 
 
Regular 
times for 
storytelling 
 
Educators 
bring books 
to share. 

Sticks, rocks, 
pine cones, 
branches, 
maple keys, 
logs, pails; 
forest 
resource 
books. 
 
Tools and 
buckets in 
Cumberland 
program not 
in Campbell 
River— 
educator 
choice. 
 
Paper and 
pencil 
provided for 
journals. 
 
Rope and 
tarps in each 
program. 
Natural 
materials 
sourced. 
 
Resources for 
identification. 
 

Invites 
Elder in to 
bless land.  
 
First 
Nations 
stories 
read.  

Case Engages Learns Follows Senses used Through Logs, tree Tipi.  
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B:  with their 
surroundings 
daily; 
regular and 
repeated 
exposure. 
 
Ongoing 
relationship 
to space. 
 
Children are 
competent, 
capable 
learners. 
 
Experiential 
& play 
based. 
 

alongside 
children; 
observation. 
 
Emerging 
learning. 

childrens’ 
interests; 
adventure on 
the farm; 
flexible. 
 
Emerging 
learning. 

on farm; 
time allowed 
to wander in 
fenced 
gardens; to 
lie back in 
the 
hammock. 
 
Exploratory 
play. 
Social play. 
Creative 
play. 
Locomotor 
play. 

resource 
books; 
children’s 
books; 
songs; 
games; 
rhymes. 
 
Regular 
times for 
storytelling. 

rounds; 
garden 
foliage; 
apples; 
baskets, 
watering 
cans; 
Resource 
books on 
birds. 
 
Natural 
materials 
sourced. 
 
Art materials 
in classroom 
available. 
 
Watering 
cans, tools, 
hoses, and 
buckets 
available. 
Resource 
books for ID. 

 
Fires.  
 
Aboriginal 
stories. 
 
Drumming. 

Case 
C:  
 

Enthusiasm; 
safety 
checks; 
engaged in 
community 
and parent 
participation 
 
Ongoing 
relationship 
to space. 
 
Children are 
competent, 
capable 
learners. 
 
Experiential 
& play 
based. 

Learn 
through play; 
children are 
engaged. 
 
Uses loose, 
natural 
materials to 
support 
open-ended 
experiences. 
 
 

Encourages 
children’s 
curiosity; 
builds upon 
children’s 
experiences. 
 
Emerging 
learning. 

Children’s 
instincts, 
ideas, and 
interests 
expressed. 
 
Exploratory 
play. 
Social play. 
Creative 
play. 
Locomotor 
play. 
Rough and 
tumble play. 

Folk tales; 
riddles; 
humour; 
oral 
storytelling 
 
Humour 
evident 
with IH as 
educator. 
 
Regular 
times for 
storytelling 

Natural 
materials 
sourced: 
sticks, rocks, 
pinecones, 
branches, 
yarn; 
resource 
brochure—
butterflies for 
ID. 
 
 

Invites 
Elders in. 

 
Summary 

Chapter seven looked at the two frameworks on which this research referenced. The next 

chapter, chapter eight, looks at the researcher’s reflections and recommendations. My 

recommendations are culminated between research findings and lived experience in the ECE 
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field as my life’s work comes together. Twenty-five recommendations are forthcoming. The 

reflections are a testament to the research conducted in the field visits at ECE nature programs 

between November 2016 and August 2017. This research was guided by my curiosity about a 

solution-oriented, real-world focus on ECE nature programs. Applied knowledge was key to 

inspiring my path in exploring the ECE nature programs research. 
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Chapter Eight: Recommendations and Reflections 
	  

The purpose of this multiple case study was to explore ECE nature programs in the early 

childhood years. Cases A, B, and C showcased eight nature programs. Thirteen educators took 

part in the research. This allowed a variety of educators’ perspectives along with program 

exploration that contributed to this research data. The twelve key findings in this case study 

highlight that nature educators are finding ways to offer nature programming in their own 

communities. In BC the current rollout of nature-program implementation is not a clear one, nor 

is the curriculum. However, sparks of energy and enthusiasm abound in the belief that nature 

education benefits young children, especially unstructured time in nature. Often nature programs 

roll out with few funds attached, only a true desire to implement the programs. Part of the reason 

for this is that sustainability of childcare centres in BC is a topic with multiple factors that affect 

the health and longevity of childcare programs. Each program and/or childcare centre has its own 

areas of strength and weakness. Resiliency and tenacity underpin the actions and approaches of 

educators who work in the early childhood field. Vaill (1999) shares that continuous learning is 

key to succeed in the permanent “whitewater” of ECE, as change in this field is constant. 

Educators often need to develop new sets of skills in order to negotiate the ever-changing 

landscape. 

Early childhood educators need to be knowledgeable about and competent with what is 

needed to provide a quality nature program for children in their early years. It takes skilled 

educators, administrators, and resources to support a nature environment meant for young 

children. These resources impact many areas in early childhood centres’: staffing, policies and 

procedures, professional development, purchase of program essentials, and health and safety 

considerations.  
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The recommendations for consideration below are based on the analysis of the rich case 

study data collected during the research study. The recommendations are meant as discussion 

points for educators interested in nature programs. In no way is it a complete list; consider it a 

starting point for brainstorming ideas to use in founding and implementing nature programs. 

Key Recommendations- Education and Training. Here are the key recommendations for 

training educators in nature programs: 

1. Basic certificate ECE training programs should include nature-education teachings to 

increase basic nature skills in basic ECE, diploma, bachelors, and masters programs—

nature programs and education, exposure on how to grow a garden, basic forest safety 

rules, first aid, etc. 

2. All educators should be required to take an outdoor safety course, a forest practitioner 

course, which outlines risks and dangers in the forest. They should have the skills to enact 

outdoor forest safety and mitigate risk.  

3. Professional development via a nature curriculum, assessment tools, and natural play 

environments should be offered to all educators. 

4. Licensed mainstream childcare centres should establish and implement nature-program 

policies and procedures and endeavor to spend more time in nature. 

5. All children and educators should be trained in the To Be a Tree program- a dog-bite 

prevention program. 

6. All children and educators in nature programs should be trained by a conservation officer 

on what to do in case of a bear or cougar encounter. 

7. Educators should know and teach the Seven Grandfather Teachings (Forest and Nature 

School Handbook, p. 14) along with local Aboriginal legends and stories. Educators 
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should know about and respect the traditional territories of the land they are on and learn 

specific local Aboriginal protocols. 

8. Nature-program educators should expand their curiosity through language workshops- 

Learning Language and Loving It; Parent Child Mother Goose; Singing English.  

Key Recommendations- Curriculum and Play. Here are the key recommendations for 

curriculum and play in nature programs: 

9. Unlicensed recreation nature programs would benefit from accessing community garden 

spaces for children to experience how to care for and grow plants, flowers, and 

vegetables. 

10. Outdoor nature programs would benefit from evaluation +/or inspection. The assessment 

tool Early Childhood Environmental Education Rating Scale: A formative evaluation tool 

helps programs improve nature education for young children (2011) by Yash Bhagwanji. 

This tool can be found at 

https://cdn.naaee.org/sites/default/files/earlychildhoodratingscale.pdf  

11. Read and review An Assessment Tool in Support of Creating Children's Outdoor Play 

Environments with a Sense of Wonder and Nature Ideas by Beverlie Dietze and Diane 

Kashin. This can be retrieved from 

https://www.okanagan.bc.ca/about/Learning_and_Applied_Research/Early_Learning_Inst

itute_of_Children_s_Outdoor_Play_Research_Centre/Resources.html or 

http://www.abcee.org/ece/ideas 

12. Create outdoor play interest areas that trigger curiosity in children such as beautiful items, 

mud kitchen areas, ramps, climbing spaces, and tracks to ride bikes. 
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13. All children in nature programs should have substantial outdoor play opportunities that 

lead them to experience the land, water, and living things in their surroundings in order 

that they might develop an attachment to and an understanding of the world and other 

species with adequate time, space, and conditions for nature play (World Forum, 2008). 

14. Families and elders share their traditions, cultural histories, and lived experiences to offer 

children stronger links to the land and to their families. 

15. Children should have the opportunity to explore nature outdoors in ways that promote 

discovery, observations, creativity, and imagination—in an active, hands-on approach to 

nature. 

16. Educators, community members, and families should promote the value of play and the 

children’s right to play. 

17. Start a worm bin; add a garden with native plants; care for farm animals. 

18. Childcare centres’ and nature programs’ existing strengths and capacities should continue 

to be built up to promote nature activities.  

Key Recommendations- Safety. Here are the key recommendations for safety in nature 

programs: 

19. Unlicensed recreation nature programs would benefit their young participants in winter 

months if they had access to a building, covered area, yurt, open-sided shelter with fire 

pit, or tipi where the children and educators could go to warm up. 

20. In severely inclement winter weather, there should be a limit to young children’s outdoor 

exposure. Under 0 degree weather is too cold for a two-year-old to be outside for three or 

more hours.  
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21. All educators in nature programs should be mandated to carry a dry bag with dog spray, 

bear spray, a sheathed knife, an air horn, a cell phone, an emergency kit, and be trained in 

child-safe and emergency first-aid. 

22. All educators in nature programs should carry a large bottle of Benadryl to administer in 

the event of emergency. They should also carry an EpiPen (s), if medical help is not 

immediately accessible or could be delayed in coming. 

23. Color photos of child participants should be kept on site to be distributed to RCMP and 

searchers in case of a lost child.	  

24. Educators should carry an extended emergency bag in their vehicles. 

25. Educators and children should have whistles on their backpacks for safety purposes. 

Specifically to seek help, use when lost or disoriented, make noise to scare off an 

unwelcome predator, or are in trouble and need assistance.  

These recommendations could establish core practices, through pragmatic, collaborative, and 

academic standards advanced in ECE nature education. Educators would benefit from education 

and training in the areas of assessment, safety, curriculum, and play. Establishing a continuum of 

training services would take short and long range planning to design, train, and implement nature 

education courses. All thirteen participants spoke about increased training as an example of how 

to strengthen the nature education field. Such an approach would improve services to young 

children and improve outcomes in nature education programs.  

Researcher Reflections 
This research journey started for me in 2012 when at age 40 I decided to go back to 

school. At that time, I researched where I might find the right place for me to pursue a master’s 

degree. I landed at Royal Roads University in the Master of Arts in Educational Leadership and 

Management Program. This was a wonderful fit for me as I navigated being a full-time student, 
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full-time mother, and full-time employer, among other life responsibilities. In late 2014, I met 

with the Doctorate of Social Sciences Program Head Bernard Schissel. Bernard was kind and 

encouraged my continued participation in pursuit of a doctorate degree. In 2015, I began the 

Doctorate of Social Sciences (Doc Soc Sci) program at Royal Roads University. The journey was 

refreshing, both personally and academically. 

As I reflect upon the research journey, I am grateful for the people in my cohort who are a 

supportive group. This cohort provided feedback, knowledge, and a critical lens. In my cohort, I 

had a sounding board and support. Over the six years between master’s and doctorate programs, 

my family was supportive and forgave my repeated absences to be on the RRU campus, where I 

wrote, researched, studied, and attended classes. As I navigated out into the ECE field for my 

research, I was overjoyed to meet so many wonderful, passionate educators in the ECE field.  

Knowledge Dissemination and Sharing Plan 

	  
My contributions will “help identify and draw attention to important issues or problems 

and document a set of cases that provides evidence-based recommendations for improved policy 

and practice” (Belcher and Soni, 2016, slide 10). This research will be disseminated and shared to 

educators and colleagues in a few key ways: conferences, poster presentations, articles, 

workshops, collaborations with other educators and colleagues, and in-house staff trainings. 

Donmoyer (as cited in Merriam, 2009, p. 258) suggests three rationales for sharing the case-study 

dissertation. The first advantage is accessibility as “case study can take us to places where most 

of us would not have an opportunity to go” (p. 258). The experiences documented in the case 

study allow others “to experience situations…in our own settings that we would not normally 

have access to” (p. 259). Donmoyer states the second advantage as “seeing through the 

researcher’s eyes”; this allows others to see “something familiar but in new and interesting ways” 
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(pp. 257–258). The third advantage is “vicarious experience”; when one has actual experiences, 

people are more likely to be open to learning what has been experienced in real life in early 

learning childcare programs/centres (p. 259). The case study thus helps draw attention to nature 

education in early childhood programs and supports educators who are working to make a 

difference in young children’s lives. 

Summary 
  This multi-cased nature research reveals the existing work of educators in the ECE field 

who are immersed in nature education. The research will contribute new knowledge to the ECE 

field. Recommendations from the findings may lead to educators enhancing or shifting their ECE 

practices to incorporate nature education into their early childhood programs. This research 

reflects “RRU’s espoused model of applied, solution-oriented and real-world focused research” 

(Belcher, 2016). Research data collected included one-on-one interviews with 13 nature 

educators, informal conversations, field-site observations, and review of program documents. 

Between cases A, B, and C, I analyzed data within and across the cases to better understand how 

West Coast nature programs operate and to help determine the similarities and differences among 

the nature programs. A major finding of this study suggests children and educators benefit from 

spending time in nature. Recommendations include 25 measures that support best practices in 

nature programs.  

In closing, the multiple case study praxis best reflects my research methodology, 

exploring ECE nature programs in a pragmatic, real-world context. Over the course of my 

doctorate studies, years 2015–2018, I have taken great care and attention to be mindful of 

program, ethical, and timeline considerations. I have enjoyed the research journey and look 

forward to making further research contributions in the years ahead. 
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Appendix A: Participant Questions 
 
To better understand and support my main research questions, these interview questions will be 
asked of participants during the research process: 
 

1. What is your background in ECE?  
2. How do you see yourself as an early childhood nature educator? 
3. Why is nature pedagogy in learning and inquiry in ECE important to children? 
4. On which foundations do nature educators base their pedagogical inquiry and practice?  
5. How do educators construct their role as educational leaders?  
6. What resources, stories, books, learning materials, do educators engage with to support 

their teachings in nature education? 
7. How has your professional development supported your role to foster nature education?  
8. Have you any mentors or role models that have been inspirational or supported your 

learning journey? 
9. How do your experiences affect and shape your understanding of nature education in 

early childhood education programs? 
10. How does nature education affect educators’ perception of young children’s abilities? 
11. How do these understandings shape the work of early childhood educators with children, 

families, and educators in communities? 
12. Please describe how the Forest and Nature School in Canada’s: A Head, Heart, Hands 

Approach to Outdoor Learning (2014) is used as a tool to support the BC context of 
nature educators?  

13. Please share a story about what adaptations, additions, and/ or changes you made to the 
outdoor play environment or field site. 

14. How are children’s views incorporated into the program? 
15. What cultural components are taught? 
16. How do you see nature education evolving in the ECE field in years to come? 
17. What education and training practices-pieces need to be incorporated within the ECE field 

to strengthen nature education offered in ECE?  
18. How do you see nature education in ECE thriving in the future? 
19. Is there anything else you would like to share? 

 
 

1. What is your background in ECE +/or and nature education? 
2. Is there a required shift educators make in their practices in order to be nature educators? 
3. What does it take to offer nature programs in early childhood? 
4. What education is required to practice as a nature educator? 
5. Are their proficiencies or practices educators need in order to connect children to nature 

education? 
6. What are the tools and resources required to teach nature education? 
7. What are the benefits of nature education? 
8. Is there anything else you'd like to share? 
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Appendix B: Participant Consent Form 
 
 
 
September 1, 2016 
 
Dear Participant, 
 
My name is Susie Myers; I am a research student at Royal Roads University in Victoria, BC. I 
am writing to invite your participation in the research study “Nature Education in Early 
Childhood Education”. This research project is part of the course work required for the Doctorate 
of Social Sciences program. Susie’s student credentials can be established by calling the Program 
Head, Dr. Siomonn Pulla, 250-391-2600 @ extension 4392, Royal Roads University. 
This participant consent form constitutes an agreement to take part in this research. The objective 
of this research is to learn about nature education in early childhood education programs. For this 
research, educators will be asked research questions to collect data through interviews and site 
visits. Data collection information will be recorded in the researchers’ field notes, using coded 
numbers and, in the case of an interview; an audio recording will be transcribed and analyzed. 
These will be kept in a locked room. The information shared will be anonymous and voluntary. 
Dissemination of research findings will be collated into a short written summary and/or a short 
video-slide presentation and presented in a workshop for circulation. The research results will be 
published in public outlets, including a doctoral dissertation that will be published in RRU’s 
Digital Archive, Pro-Quest and Library and Archives Canada. 
As a prospective participant, you are not compelled to take part in this research project. If you 
elect to take part, you are free to withdraw at any time with no prejudice. Similarly, if you elect 
not to take part in this research project, this information will be maintained in confidence. No 
foreseeable harms or benefits are anticipated to the participants. Privacy, confidentiality, and 
anonymity will be maintained.  
If in the course of your participation you have any questions or concerns you are invited to 
contact the researcher, Susie Myers, @ 250-551-5011 to discuss these questions or concerns. 
This research project has received clearance from RRU Research Ethics Board. If you have any 
questions regarding your rights as a research participant, please contact the ethics office at 
ethicalreview@royalroads.ca; 1-250-391-2600 ext. 4206. 
By signing this form, you give free and informed consent to participate in this research. 
 
Name:  _________________________________________________________________ 
Signed: _________________________________________________________________ 
Date: ___________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C: Proposed Interview Introduction  
 

Hello, 

My name is Susie Myers; I am a research student at Royal Roads University in Victoria, BC. I 

am inviting your participation in the research study “Nature Education in Early Childhood 

Education”. The research purpose is to learn about nature education in early childhood education 

programs. Participation is voluntary and participants will be asked questions related to nature 

education, educator training, resources, and skills in the Early Childhood Education field.  

The duration of the involvement, for centre based program participants, are two onsite visits and 

a follow up telephone call. These telephone calls and interviews will be recorded.  

Once participants have completed and their interview it will become part of the data set. Privacy, 

confidentiality, and anonymity will be maintained. As a prospective participant, you are not 

compelled to take part in this research project. If you elect to take part, you are free to withdraw 

at any time with no prejudice. Similarly, if you elect not to take part in this research project, this 

information will be maintained in confidence. 

Dissemination of research findings will be collated into a short written summary and/or a short 

video-slide presentation and presented in a workshop for circulation. 

 

Do you have any questions before we proceed with the interview? 

Do I have your consent and willingness to proceed with the interview? Yes or no  
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